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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose g this paper is to examine the proposition that the 
emerging systern of "contingency protection"I, js,  in many aspects, in conflict 
with the objectives of competition policy. The sYstern of "contingencY 
protection" is the :tracte policY ystem centered on measures ,  against "unfair" 
trade, and 'safeguard" dr "escape clause" mea.sures, which has developed slowly 
5ince the General Agreement On Tariffs and Trade2  w as launched in• 1947. and 
whiéh was endorsed and sanctioned by the Multilateral Trade Negotiations of 
1 91349. Competition ty • p_urptor.ts_to  provide  a  le al re uiatory system to 
restrain 	uJL • Q mondi•I or olilopoly power,  abdase_sibich wo 
coLiviDetition; thoSe elements of the trade policy system which are directed  at so-. ,  
called 	 m 	 7:-ftWlaumping-su 	 invoke  
sriar  d5 f  et•n  t f romthoseof ç tition4=koli4ye-To the extent, therefore, 
thr some elements of trade policy legislation are directed against. practices in 
Import trade which, when oCcurring in domestic commerce, are dealt with under 
the different standards of côrnpetition policy, those elements of trade policy 
may confer additional protectitbn on domestic producers. This additional 
protection, li •e protection b'y a tariff impoSed at the frontier, imposes CO5tS. 
Further, and more particUlarly, the cOntingency protection syStern involves or 
endorses actions, such as agreed increases in priCes by exporters to the national 
market, or limitations on quantities to be supplied to the national market  whch 
if taken without the  over  of trade policy legislatidin, wouid be recognized as 
anti-competitive in effect and frequently actionable under competition law. 
Under the various national anti-dumping systems.exporters may agree to  raie 

 prices; under so-cailed "voluntary' xport reetraint arrangernentS, which are 
"surrogates' for action, under Amide XIX Of the General Agreement .on Tariffs 
and Trade, exporters may a.gree to limit quantities exported to the domestic 
market. These exporters may ecure economic rents  from theSé restridtions, and 
protectedne 	cers secure additional returns by beinLebie_td increase 

ehat is re-quired by tra e7-pd 	 under tude policy, 
competition policy, bring Substantial fines or prison . sent- Ices. This 

confusion or contradiction  between -  wo important *ranc es o .  natidnal eConomio 
policy  brins  both trade policy and competition policy into disrepute, and 
weakens the respect for law which the successful working of  • trade PoligY and 
competition policy both require. 

This paper examines this issue- by cdreclering a range of trade policy 
measures as applied in the U.S... Canada, and the EEC in the perspective of 
competition policy. .it attempts to describe the extent of these contradictions- 

owe-i 	 an wh these conti-C"tic-7Ft•-.5a-ve 
develope Athe ooci• at the-7—a.s 	 anre o 	t . .question is relatively 
sirripie.and-shor rtant western country 11.vel._i1:a-rs, 	adcuirig 

accitir-en .1T-tiler)ro7P--esition that trade  poli.to .the 
extent that it addresses 	 iam- `:-iii-ien-ornena as competition Milicy, 

tl  
fee, 

Pi.geee- 
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shouLd—e--:onsiwih corn tition olicy. Administrators of trade policy 
-administer that branch of economic policy w -thout regard for competition policy 
objectives because the legislation almost ahvays precludes thern considering such 
objectives. To answer "how and why." we would have to make a detailed study, in 
regard to  one legislature or another, of the process of trade policy legislating: 
what intereSt groups have made what proposals i  what proposals have been 
submitted by government for enactment. Fairly obviously, any such study would 
show that most trade policy Iegisiative activity focusses on what producer groups 
will gain byreduction or increase-in what particular trade barrier. 

In order to corne to grips with the issues; a number of working 
assumptions must be ,Stated; these are by no means uricontentious. 

rie Trade PoliCy System  

First, we should define' key terms. By the term  ":rade  policy system" or 
"trade relations system" we mean the complex of international agreements 
between governments Which proviole an internationad legal framewOrk for 
international trade in goodS. (There has been discussion as to the.. Possibiliry .  of 
extending the rade policy system to trade in services, but for  the  present the 
trade policy system is largely about goods.) 3  Part of  this legal framewOrk,,while 
negotiated betWeen goVernments, IS primarily the concern of the private sector. 
In the U.N. syStern, Such  issues as arbitration  conventions  and the international , 
convention on contracts for  sales are dealt with by the . LLN. Commission on 
International Trade Law.. ln the ordinary daily business of trade poliCy offiCials, 
such matters are not considered Central to trade policy, which IS directed at:such 
actions of governments as tariffs, import quotas, speCial duties (anti-dumping 
duties and countervailing duties),, voluntary export -  restraints. ln regard to such 
measures, goverriments undertake obligations to each other and governments are 
actively involved in the administration of the measures cdincerned. These pc:pints 
of definition are obvious enough; they  are  stated here betause it is, icriportahr 
that v.r•• should not take the dividing line bemeen private international trade taw-
aid  the public or government trade law area as b:eing fixed; we shoUld ask, for 
example„ why it is that governments involve themselves so much in the 
prosecution of charges of price discrimination in import trade (dumping) rather 
than Leaving such issues to be settled by civil suits before the courts, like alleged 
patent infringement. 

The trade policy system includes more than the international 
agreements themselves.; there i5 the , corresponcling domestic legislation, some Of 
it extremeiy complicated. For:some countries (e.g. the EEC) the legiSlation may 
be very much the same as the international  agreement  this reflects, in part, the 
fact the legislation in European countries is drafted in less precise, less detailed 
marner than is now the practice in  the  USA and Canada. It is obvious that for 
there, to be international agreements as to  levels of .tariffs for particular goods 
wheh imported intO given countries there must be domestic legislation spelling 
Out the  description  of goods, the rates of duty, the valuation practices, and the 

" 
 

a-ru ative provj..s1o1.119,11 What Is more Interesting is the deveopFn y 
detailed e n governing administrative procedures_fer-thè invoking of suC 
measures as countervailing dutieS and anti-dumping duties. Such legislation Is 
sanctioned  by  even required by, the international agreements covering such 
measures; but,  of course,, the legislated adrniniStrative .trarnework was cleveloPed 
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primarily at the national level (i.e. in the U.S.). and then taken into
international agree m^!nts (i.e. G ATT codes} to provide a caver of 1egitirnac.Y.,:

Privat^. Rights

What is characteri!^tic of thïs newer category of trade policy legislation
is that it P^a.Vides fpr an elabarate structure of private rights; such rights enable
private parties to set the ^governmenta! machinery, even the inter-governmental
machineryr in operation. In regard to antx-dumping and cvuntervail, there is, in
genéral, lïttle scope fvr gvvernmenrts to stop the proC ess if-a private party states
a weil-founded coimplaint and follows the defiried procedures, although there are
differenCes in th is regard as betvreen the EFIC and Canada, on the one han dt and
the U.S., on the other.

In the EEC 'there is an element of discretion in that the application o#'a
definitive anti -du rnpi rig d uty does require apvsitive decision, or at least, an
assertion, that the "Intere4ls of the cornmunitv call for interverirtion".5 In
canad , â, under the L963 Atwti-durnping Act, ae^d Ln the 1984 Speçial import
^le^s^,res Act, there is scopé for the exur.cise of discretidn, that is, the
exemption by Cabinet decision of certain prnducts from the 'scope of the anti-
dumping legisiation.6 Undef the 1965-1984 Iegislation, this was used only to,
exempt phârma , ceutical praducts from the protection of the anti-.dumping
syst^.rrti7 (a case where tompetition. policy considerations were decisive in the
appli cation of anti-durnpin g polfcy l; there w as also the-speciai: action tak*en under
the ^xecuüve authoritv to remit any taz or dutvT to limit, on a geographical
basis, the applicatian of aititi=dûmping duties on impcrts of dumped wide^.flar^ge
steel bei3rris.8 (-T'rïis was an example of regional policy and carnpetition pàiicy
considerations being bcough.# to bear on the operation of the art!-&mping
SvStefr,.)

E However, in the United States there is, apparently. no executive
autharity,.. no authority vested in the President, to exernçit a product from the
operàti6n of the anti;dumping duty or câiEltervailing duty; the private parties
concerned, that is, the dorh.estic praduce.Os, may procef.-d, subject, of course, to
the detailed p"racedural rules, to :s^ure the application of a'duty On imports
which have been f oâand to have, diamped or subsidizeid, or to bring about an
"undertaking" by the exporters concerned to cease dumping, or to cease
exporting the products•at issue, to the United States or, in regard to subsidize.d
ei€par:ts, to o ffset che subsidy or limit the. ex port. af #h e goods at issu e. In quite a
number of recent hig^ level: di"scussïans about the "new protectioriisrrr" proposals

^have: beer^ made to "roll-baçl^'t protectionist rrieasures; it has been difficuit for
the economists and officials without trade poiicy experience to recogrtize that

^ mâriy sa-cailed "°procectiortisr" measures are in the United States, a rnatt^!r
p pr-ivatâ rïght:

"Escap e clause " or GA TT Article X IX (5dfe.g uard) cases, are, as we shall
consider below, arnothar rnatter; in all jorisdictians the taking of "sa#eguard

^'.Y}t ^` actiort'r against imports alleged to be causing or threàtening seriaus injury to
CIarnLiSt'1r! q Cndttlrrr5 i5 a C1i2h+1PVV1 r,rsÎitir~Al der1Sie[L not

iow le+rel rule-bound d-isiàn 9
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ln summary, .the "trade policy system" is the complex of international 
agreements governing 'transactions in traded goods, primarily those agreements 
involving obligations o'f governments; it is convenient to assimilate to the 
"system" the corresponding domeeic leeslation and the related structure of 
private rights. 

A Complex Syetem  

Another characteristic of • the "trade policy system", if we look only at 
the international agreements, is that it is a very complex wstern, or rather. a 
complex set of systems and sub-systems. It is important to understand that the 
post-war arrangements (and the surviving components from  the  pre-vear period) 

fulL 
 1F' 	

have been built up slowly, often using or adapting long-estabFlished treaty 
'Ç,.? concepts, in an ad-hoc.'fashion; ,  it has become, in as rather ram-shackle and 

accidental fashiorr77'extraordinarily detailed structure. Of course, the main 
I element in the structure is the General Agreement', which can be thought of a 

multilateraiized '  and therefore partially standardized, trade agreement drafted 
in fairly conventional terms. Close study of the GATT articles as compared with 
the provisions of the pre-war "system of treaties" will show that the two 
important differences between the GATT and the pre-war -system are first, the 
forinal .  multilateralization of oblLations with re:ard to tariff levels (as made 
clear by the provisions of Artic e VlII on renegotiation  o tariff levels) and 
second, the procedural obligations, particularly those of Article XXIII 
(nullification and impairment), out of  winch the dispute settlement mechanisms. 
such as they are, have developed. 

When we look at the post-war arrangements, it can be argued that. in 
terms of institutional structure and of substantive, operational features, the 
International  Monetary Fund and the World Bank were  major  innovations;- by 
contrast the GATT was a modest codification and tidying up of the pre-war . 

"syetem of treaties" which had been linked in application by the unconditional 
most-favoured nation clause. 

Around the GATT there is à range of subordinate and more limited 
agreements and understandings. There are, for example, the Protocols of 
Accession or  Association  of - a number of countries (for example, certain non-
market eConornies) which cannot or will not adhere to all the GATT articles. 
Imports Into market economy countries from non-market economies give rise to 
some difficult issues and some contriyed measures in regard to assumed dumping 
or a.ssurned subsidization. Tbere is the Multi-Fibre Arrangement, which provides 
part of the system of rules for international trade in textiles and textile 
products; this is a sector which a number of governments continue to prefer to 
deal with in part outside the GATT articles. The MFA, which provides rules 
endorsing or regulating discriminatory limits on imports, reflects a collective 
decision by governments  ta  adapt an essentially competition-limiting sectoral 
trade policy. There are, to the various arrangements for tariff pFeferenCeS: -  
the General Systern, under the U.N.  the various regional and sectoral Schemes 
such  as the Canada-U.S. Automotive Products Agreement). Some of these 

schemes obviously fall short of the criteria specified for customs-unions and 
free-trade areas in GATT Article XXIV. There are also a variety of bilateral 
arrangements between GATT signatories and non-signatOries, such as the 
agreements with the U.S.S.R., China and Mexico (these two latter countries have 
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said they propose to adhere to the GGATT). There are also the arrangements -
which set. out obligations r.égarding the international trade in particular
commodities - the so-cal1ed cnmmodity agreernènrts: (vario^s GATT
aôiigations, for example, thai^e regarding tariffs, also apply to the cârnmoditses
which are the subject of the separate commodity, agreemenm.) The purpose, of
these agreernents, a purpose not always fulfilled, is to increase returns to
producers while increasing.security of supply to ca€tsurriers.. In the short term, at
least, these arrangemenn are formaily anti-carnpertitive. Most importantly, in
our purposes, there are the detailed interpretative notes or agreements regarding
parzicular GATT provisions {e.g.. the so-called Anti-dLrnping Code). Tn&e are
also the variom codes and "guideiines" developed as between mdus#rial éoun-cries

in the OECD (e,g.,the declaration on "national zea-cment").

GATT

All these together constitute the ""tfade relations system" or "trade
policy syszem"' at the international level. In this stu^y we !5hal1 frequeeitiy be
ralking as thvug^ the GATT is the systern°"; it is important to recognize that the
GATT, though it is the most impor-tant part of the sysrem., is only the
commercial poiicy chapter of the Har+ana-Charter. That charter was intended to
laurtch a trade organization to function alQngside the Monetary Fund and the
W Prid Bank::1Q 1t cantained not on ly obligations concerning- full. ern ploymenrt.ah d
commercial pvlicy, but also obligations concerning restrictive business practices -,
(Chaprer V of the Charzef ) which are considera131y more precise than that more
recent aictempz to draft obligations in this area: the UNCTAD Set of Mutually
Agreed E uitabie Princi les and Rules.For the Carrrtrol of R•eszricsïve Busir^es^
Prac^^ices. it may be ttia^ if the 1^avana Char-ter had een implemeritetir the
xrnplicit cantradirtiôns between the obiigations of ^.;hapxers IV and V wault•i have
been addressed more effectiveiy than has transpired.

r^ if u^e car^sider the ^t^rT more closel^y, we can extrapviate a set of.
^principies which it embodies: uncondirïonai mo!;t-#avoured nation treatmerttt the
reduCrtion of trade barriers, neipndl treatment for irralaorts• orGce the tariff is
païd. From our perspective, the most important GATT concept is the concept
ti^at the pcïtn^ry regulator of *.ratie, rthe primary tieviçe to limit campetition
bétvw+een imports and dOiestic production,. is the tariff -- that is, a price
mechanism - as against aquaritftative cqntrol.11. Quantitative controls,
admirüstered and negor.iated on a bilateral (and thus discrir+linator}!) basis, had
been the principal trade policy device of Ge:rrnany and other European countries
in the pre-war .peripd. Harfy Hawkins, the key U.S. official in trade poiicy, pua
the case: "Thi^re are three counts on which quantitative restrictions are to be
regarded as objectionable. ..The first is thaz,. be-causd of their rigidiey,
quantitative; restrictions are 'one of the most effective instruments of economic
naüonalism that can be de^rised, the second, that they involve extensive
buréaucratic inzerf ^rences with private enterprkses; and third, that they
disçrimir<ate among the foraign sûpplyEng countries. .."13

In accord with this basic i±nnce?t, not vw+hole- hearted.ly accepted by
European counxries, the GATT embodied precise provisions sherpiy .firhitïng the
use of quantitative measures. Article ?CI W out a prohibition on such measures,
and the. lirnited exceptions to that prohibition. 14 The important exceptions
were, first, in re.gard to agricultural trade (to support dâmestic mea sures

^



restricting the prodUction or marketing of a domestic agricultural product) and, 
second, when restrictions -were netessary to nSafeguard the Balance of 
Payments" (Article  XII) ., It is rot  clear that it was envisaged that quantitative 
restrictions would be usied under .  the "safeguard" provisions of Article  XX 
rather that it was apparently assurned that this article Provided for rhe 
withdraWal of tariff reductions in the event that "Serioùs" injury was caused or 
threatened to domestic producers by increased imports of the producis subject to 
an a,greed reduction in tariff  rates 15 

A Tariff-Centered System  

What the planners of the post-mar commercial policy system envisaged, 
planned for, negotiated for, was a non-discriminatory trade po licy regime of 
lowered tartffs, and, in the normal case, only tariffs. The GATT was not about -
"free-trade" h ut about getting rid of quotas and reducing tariffs on a non- 

,_____discriminatory_basis 	What was envisaged was a tariff •centered s-ystem; 
-elweverT-rt is our working assumption that, in  practicJ 	has 

developed is not tariff-centered, but rather a regime of contingency protection. 
of administered protection and of "managed trade". 

Of cour-se, a significant amount of world trade  is  subject only to tariffs 
as a regulating device, particularly if we include the volume of trade moving 
under tariff classifications that areduty-free. However, when .governrnents have 
problems with import competition, they tend to deal with those problems by 
invoking measures 'other than the non-discriminatory tariff. In agriculture the 
difficult issues are dealt with largely by quantitative measures and by 
subsidization,-with thé impcértant. exception of the Variable import levy system of 
the EEC, which i5 a sort of tariff. For textiles and text ile products, there are, 
of course rates of duty •Irnposed, but the key regulator is - the bilateral quota' 
system sanctioned by the  MF;  for steel, there is the elaborate structure of 
quotas negotiated under the Ernpetus of - the anti-dumping and countervailing duty 

.pravisions and the 'escape clause"; for impOrts from developing countries there 
are the tarifi. quotas (whith are, in practice more like quantitative Measures 
thart tariff  measures) imposed.,cOnsequent on the 1,1.N. 7generalized system of 
prefer"enCes". For imports Which . are alleged to be dumped or subsidited, there 
are the  discriminatory duties :imposed under the airthority of the two GATT 
Article VI Codes, or  the quantitative or other "undertakings" ccnterfiplated iri 
thoie 'agreements. For a range of products when imported into various developed 
country markets — e.g. video tape recorders, automobiles, steel. — there has 
been a variety of rneas,ures invoked r all based on determining the quantities that 
will be traded. It is this phenomenOrt that is referred to when we say that the 
centre, the weight, of the trade policy System, is on contingency measures or 
administered. Protection, and that We have moved away from a tariff-centered 
trade policir sys-tern, 17  

The Queetion of ,Cosiz  

The çonilict between tariff protection and competition policy is 
obvious; for that reason. smaller countries with relatively high industrial 
concentration ratios have alien viewed tariff reductions as an instrument of 
Carrl peti tion policy. 
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Moreoveè, the C4St5 of tariff5f in terms' of the burden it imposes on
users of prateçted-praducts, has been the subje , e* of cionsiderable research,.l 3 the
rrm-ore so when ecarnornists mal.ized that effective tariff rates- were often ;igher
than. nominal rates, and deve]Oped the th,eory of effective proMction.i9 It
becarr.te generally understobd `that the e#ft:çt of tariff rates on indûstrsal
structure, on concentration ratios, on eff'içiency and on the effectiveness of
competition, as well as the burdgn of the tarift on users; could be more clearly
perceived in terms of effective, ra"Cher than nofr,ini^l levels.

All this being so, it would be lag-ï.cal to -foliovw+ a!5lmilar pattern of
inquiry with regard to the newer trade p6licy... )Yhat is the t^ffect an the
economy, in terms of efficiency, in terrrtis of competiti'on, 'in terj,is of industr.iàrl
concentration, of the present .çantFrtigericy rneazures or admïnistered protection
sy5tem? These questions have already - been fw rly c arefully examined. --- With
regard to some particuiar anti-diamping actions and in regard to the quantitative
restrictions in ef#ect for steel,-autos, textiles and texti_le products. In this stud.v
we shall attempt to carry the discussion 5orne^+ha^ f+^rrther, afield, and
particularly, to develop some prapa5ais for at- least partia4y rescivirtg the
deepening contradic-tion between trade poli,.y and compenitiorr palic;+. We c. an
best begin the process by briefly noting, In the next chapter, what- has been
already said by other observer$ of trade policy.

The Evolution of 3'rade, Pnlï -

A final comment, by way, of xntroduction, remains necessar.y. This
study should be considered in the, corîtext of whax has been the generai evoi.ution
or direction of trade policy. There is more than one view as to Whart the
evoiution has beerti. One view, one would gues5 it to be the majarity view, is that
under the leadership of the. United States the ïndusrtrialïzed nations have been
sivwiy but systematically reducing b;wrïers to tr.ade; the successive ^_TMI T
negoitiartions resulting in -agreed redur-Tions in tariffs, and the increase in wartl.à ^
xrad-, are call^^ in evïden^e. tlh^rt this is the case. Co this vier^r, it isurged that

1 ^the - remedies - for " Tunfair" trade, and the " "safeguard" or "esczpe. ciaus^" 1
mechanisms must be refined, because it is only if, these are. weil de^i.gned and
v,+or%ing effect ively that ït will be poliiicall y possible. tc) negotiate furthe r
reductfons in tarufs: T'ttus-thme cause of '"fr^^ tr^^or "freer' 1-rade; has been 11^
harnessed to the attack on "tunfair" methods of campetitiorti in importation. This
view has, it seerns, been the prevailing view in the U.S. Cortgr.ess, as evidertced in

.tite various hearirLgs uver- the periad say, from 1967 (after the K ennedy R aund) 10
1984 (the passage of the most recant trade 1eg ïslation). It has also been the
prevailing. view arnongst academic economists writing qn trade policy in the
U.S^20 There has been a`:rtendency to fbcus on the quantitative assessmenrt of
rtariff reductions, and to ignare or rrtinirnize the impact, of other trade-regu.iating
devicts. In partioiilar, there has been a tendency amongst economic writers to ^
-averlook the importance of precedent in regard to the operation of the anti- ^r ^
durriping provisions (particuiarly in regard to detailed dexerminat3ons as. to
margins of durrtiping) and the operation of cauntervailïng. duty ( partïcular.y in
regard to findings as to what are cauntervailable subsidies. and how they should
be measured). trt see rris to be impiied that because such measures- are not easiiv kV U
quantifiable, they can be safely i'griared:

t
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More recer^tly; attention has focussed on the spread of "yeluntary"
,^xport restrairrts in situations in which even the criteria of Article XIX of the
GATT caudd have been rnet_ All this has given rise to an extensive literature on
the „Nevs+ Pratetttivnisrn`.

Howeve_r, there has also beèn a Lminority vie*, to the effect that was
bas been happening has 'âeen not so, much trade liber alizatian, but rather a
widespread recourse to discrimination in trade p6ii4ry and, in parallel, a shift
from relianee on the tarïff, (in the fashion of the early 1950s} to reliance on an
armory of other measures, wnich -ure have lUmped tagather umdef "the heading of
"contingency protecti'an". It wauld require extensive research to establish when
this vievr âegan'to be expressed, ce rta.inly far. a long. perivd, certaird y u p to t he
eariy years of the Kennedy Round (194.2-63) the, prevailing view was that what
had ber happening was "UôeralizâtioN"-, by and large, and that the grbwth of
world V-ade could be assumed to- be, in part it i-east, the. resuit of this process.
Hdwever, it is doubtful whetYiér the practitioners; that is,, trade polio officials
and rrnembers of the traide 4i^r, ever uncriti'cally shared the majority view; for
practitioners the stated majority view was, merely part- of the paiiticai
presencEation of the case for fusther trade negotiatiorLs, which were aarsceived as
being necessary to contai^ti proteçtionism:21 A nurnber of iriforrned
commentators have, over the years, taken the view that trade [iberalitation and
non-discrirninatiors were not whàt was happening. *For exarri-ple, in 1971 Mr.
Bruce C1ubb, then acommissianer of the U.S. 7ariff Commissianf expre^ssed his'
"belief that there has, been a.w idespread misundersxanding of the fareigri trade
policy. the United States has been p+srsuirtg in recent years» We have believed
that it was a liberal policy, leading toward a time of free;trade. In faf^t, it has
been a rather neutral policy; a pragmatic policy where restrictions have been
removed from some goods and irnpcsed on ot.mrs, on a case b} .Cas,e' b,asïs.
Although we iike-to talk only about the restrictions we femove,. the evidence
suggests that in trade terms these .are almost e quW ad by the restrictions we have
imposed, with the result that we are probably mo rmarar free trade now than we
were forty years ago.'"22

Since the Tokyo Round, there has been much more attention gi.vén to

encouragement and sponsorship of cartel-like activity, including that by

etaïled and 'ingeniaus prateC tianisrn to be fo+md in the Cont.ingency Sy.stem.
^rïticism of ti^^^^^mpïn^yst^rn, -and, of the anti-competitive aspects of
itrade poiïcy (which we shall note in the rlexc<chaptef) has piayed a part in this; at
more generai level, looi;ing at the trade policy system in the round, as a system,
a numb'er of trade policy practioners have directed attention to the restrictive
and discriminatory feature of trade policy, rather than being content with
mer6i. y re-stating the long-establïshed case-for reducing tariffs. For exarnpl-, in
a serïi^s of articles during and since tbe . Toky►o.R ound, j an Tumlir, the laxe G ATT
direcror of researçh, drev,+ attention to and noted the policy implicat'ions- of th e
movement toward a non-taaiff cèWntere-d and prbtectionïst trade policy system.
He expressed his cc;ncern# in a series of articles, as to- the implications of the
deciïne in the "international order" reiimd to the increase in -the use of,
giavernmenz-negatiate^ e x^d r.e5traints and to government encouraged
eaelfeazïoz (e.g. iftstee.l}.r H e made a.persuasive cas6 that the major canfiict
^tw^en corrrpetxc^^^llcy or polic3es auti4 trade policy is in the official

`i acpor-ters. In quanrtitative torms, and, rrtore'ïmportantly, in terrris of the thrèat
MeernaTiortal arder; this is of greater importance rha.i3 the diffefénces in

standards as between legislation dn dorriestic price discrimination and anti-r
durrtp'ing policy. -
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Other writers addressing various aspects of the theme that .the trade
poiicy system psbvides !,cape for prote[tïon, res#rictïàrusm, and cartel izaxialn are
Mairngren, Grey, Dunkel, Curzon, Pattersan. Baldwin and Bergsten.

In his important paper prepar.e^ for aconferençe on trade policy
organized by the. ^lashing*or-based tnstitu-ce.for inter.nationalEconorrics in !987,
i4ialmgren described what has been happening as "ta M000 .. .. of neo-
me . r.carltilisrn'" and characterized the growth of so-called ind^^ rial p^xïcies of
`sectorial intervention as being'"adjustment resistance poiicies .

commercial policy sysrern of the United States, in particuiar - but also of the

Arthur Dunkei, th4. se-c-ead and present Direetor G-eneral- of rthe GA TT,

GrOy has consistently held to the view that the developing trade policy I"
s^stern, particular as sa^crtïoned by the non-ta^rif# measures agreements of the y` ^

Tokyo R^undt was best understoad a;$: a system of irighly detaiied, discriminatory c^' I 1
legal'rsçie intervention and that the literature of "xrade !ibez-afïzat.ïvn" Should

han as anbest be.v"iewed as part of the ri^ororic of political presentatiun, rather t
av.curate description of trade policy in^rr^^ticet-oé -the-`

^players.25 'ITr â paper-di=iïver
_
^^ in T9$0 at the University of Western Ontario,

Zjre. -st-&éd: "it does not seem to have been reaiited that as zariffs came tiown,
same other deriices would have t^ be us^d t^ méert ^^^^i_n.a^ds_a^ domes^ic
pr^dùcefs wbo could rortecrtion: Flence
the growing emphasis on "fair trade'..: Given these developments, the

EEC ànd,. in due course, af C anada - will be& a systL-rri irL which the centrai set of
me0artistns,for interveti-fibns will be "Cantingency measures" rather than tariff
measures. It is not ciear that sudh a system will pruvide a more open and more
stable trading environrnenrt than a system relyCng on a structure of moderate
tariffs, bound against ïncrease. .. the new GATT now sanctions, even makes
obfigatory, qvsterr.rs centeriM on the concepic of contingency procectian.,,26

Gerard and Victbria CurzorE formulated their concern about the decay
in the internationalnt ri trade vrder by i denrtifyirtg th e G ATT as a " m ulti-ti^ir systerV
rather than a one-tïer systern of rights and obligations that apl^ on equal rterms
and with equal fdrCe and relevan-ce betwe(^n all the signaxories.

has repreatedly and empiiatically expressed his concern over the - impact Of.

prortectionist p6licies that ignore the GATT rules and the GATT as a forum.

purtiltel has stateti: "The tendency taward bilateriaiisrn and sectoralisrn on trade
policy is the greatiest pri5uient danger ba-ch polxticalYy and oronarrticadly to order
and prosperity in the world ecvnomy. ...

Gardiner Patter$on, the, dis;ingtiushèd Arnerlcan economist and Deputy
Director Qeneral of the^ GATT dt^ring the Tokyo Round, has ideritified the
prartectionïst pnliCie's and the emphasis on discrimination of the. European
C ammunity as one of the- saurçes of disorder in the irttei-naxional trade system.

Robert Baldwin, one of the most prominent and prolific açademic
writers on trade Wicy in the U.S., and adviser during. trade negvtïations to the
U.S. governrnent, has tended to emphasize the ifnportançe-of tariff reductions
and -co assume that "liberalizatian'" is a reaiity. More recently, he has expressed
some skepticism as to the character of U.S. trade policyt in a paper presented at
a- cnnf&ence convened by the National Bureau -of Economi.c ResearO in 1982, he
identifïed a number of pc(licy Changes, one of which is'"the inçrease in the use of

I
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non .tarif  measures to regulate international trade at the same time tariffs were 
being significantly reduced...." He went on to note that the emergence of the 
textile restrictionS as part of the price require-d  for  'tariff cutting authority 
required for the Kennedy and  Tokyo  Rounds, and the various changes in the 
detailed provisions on "import relief" (i .e. anti-dumping, countervail, escape 
clause, relief for other "unfair practices") as making protection more easily 
available. 

Fred Bergsten, in his important article in the Maidenhead PaperS 
comparing "voluntary" export reStraints with quotas, has analyzed the economics 
of quantitative  restrictions of various kinds and made clear how the rents of 
restriction are created and allocated, and how interests become vested in therru 
his article made clear why managed 'trade wa.s important and growing. 30  

5grnit.iary 

In summary, a number of observers have focussed on the complex 
character of the trade policy system and acknowledged that there has been more 
to post-Worid War 11 trade policy than negotiating tariff reductions. There are 
differences in emphasis: Tumlir and Grey are perhaps the most pessimistic, 

•taking the view that there is more disorder than system; others seem to reflect a 
view that the emergence of "protectionism" is a relatively recent change and 
urge action to return to a "Liberal" regime, which it is assumed did once exist. 

The discussion in this paper  lias  to be seen against the background of an 
assessment of how the trade policy system actually operates- In our view, to 
identify the contradictions between trade policy in practice and the precepts of 
competition policies, confused and debatable as they may  be  is simply another 
way, but a particularly useful viray, of perceiving the disorder and irrationality in 
the trade p-oilcy system. 



CHAPTER .  CI 

THE DEBATE ABOUT 
ANTI-DUMPING ANt) COMPETITION POLICY 

That there. is a policy 'interface (to use a. word of modern jargon) 
between competition policy. and trade policy wes recognized., In fairly ,explicil 
terms, by a number of academic and official commentators on trade policy in the 
final  quarter  of the last century, when the instruments of modern trade PollçY, 
aside:from the tariff, were being developed. At the heart of  the  discussion, in 
the period up to and including the publication, in 1923, of the classiC study ID y 
Jacob Viner1i .  was the issue of predation  in dumping.. Whether it existed ofil a 
significant scale and whether it warranted the creation of a legislated rerniedY. 
The:extensive bibliography included in Viner study, and the further list of 
sources in his article for the Encyclopedia  of the Social Sciences..are evidence of 
the very extensive debate Lii both Europe (including .Qreat Britain) and in North 
America which seems• to have begun in the lees' .  and be-come fairly lrilteree - b);r 
the rnidl8905. lt engaged the attention of a number of major economists — 
Alfred Marshall, A.C. Pigou, F.W. Taussig, and was the subject of. or was 
toùdhed  on  substantially, in a number of official reports. 

Predation  

It is apparent from this early discussion that it was fairly generally 
assumed that there was at least an element of predation in any case of extended 
dumping, that predation wa:s the major factor  in many cases of dumping, and that 
this pre-dation required a remedy other tban a general increase in tariff rates. It 
was predation alone, and only predation, that justified the enaement of a 
provision for the application of a special remedy. To take an early, and most 
important examplet the enactment of the first Canadian anti-dumping 
provisions, in 1904. That legislation turned on the issue of predatory dumping. 
In introducing the proposal, in hiz Budget Speech, the Ca.nadian Minister of 
Finance, W.S. Fielding, stated: 

. „ the trust or combine, having obtained command ..and control of  its 

own market and finding that it will have a surplus of pods sets out 
to obtain command of a neighbouring market, and for the purpose of 

'obtaining control ... will put aside all reasonable considerations wEth 
regard to the COST or fair price of the goods.... 

and later; 

If these  trusts  and combines in the high tariff countries wouid corne 
under obligaticins ... to sUpply us with these goods at the lowest 
prices for the next fifty years, it would probably be the part  of 
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wisdom 'for us to dose up.sorne -of our  industrie. and  turn the .energies 
of our people to other branches .  But surely none of us imagine that 
When -their high  tarif  trusts and combines send goods into Canada at 
sacrifice priCes they do it for any benevolent purpose. They are not 
worrying about the good Of the people of Canada. They send the 
goods here With the hope  and the  eXpectation that they will crush out 
the native Canadian. industries. 2  

Fielding did not however, introduce  any  requirement that there be 
evidence of predation,  of  intent to destroy a Canadian industry, into the 
Canadian legislation of . 1. 90 4 , nor  w2.5 such a requirement provided In the 
amendments of 1906. however, subsequent U.S .. legislation did  address directlY 
the issue of predation . and  the. intent of dümping. 

The U.S. Antidtirriping Act of 1916 (whiCh is still in force) Contains (in 
Section 80 .1) the proviso that dumping (as defined  in  that Section) is "urilawful".? 
' Provided  that such act or acts be done with the intent of destroying or injuring 
an industry in the United States or of preventing  The establishment of .  an industry 
in -the United States, or of restraining or monopolizing' any part of trade and 
commerce in such articles in the United  5tates." 3  The anti-dumping provl*ions 
of 1916. replaced, in a-sense,..the provisions-of the Tariff Act of 1394 which Made 
unlawful a : conspiracy or combination to retrain trade; this earlier proviSion 
required, first, that there be a conspiracy, and setorid,:that the con.Spiracy :be 
'formed Within the territory of the U.S. and involve at least one U.S. citizen:. 
This second pro V150  le , of course, an expression .of the territorial principle of 
.jurisdictiOn. As a remedy for dumping, the 1394 act was judged to bé. 
ineffective. 4  The 19-16 legislation also includes a provision (Section $02), for a 
penalty duty on imports Which are the subject ‘of an agreement for "full L'ire  
forcing.  

The issue of predation, and of intent, implicit in the concept of 
predatory behavior, and explicit in the 1916 statute,  cas  the key issue in the 
subsequent examina.tion of anti-dumping legislation in Congress. The key 
dopeent iS the report of the Tariff Commission to the Ways and Means 
torrenittee of the 1-louse. 3  The Commission held hearings,: sent an investigator 
to Canada, solicited information and advice from the business community, and 
addressed the issue of predation and intent. The Commission observed: 

In conducting priyate industry the prevailing motive is profit. 
Ordinarily, therefore, it must be extremely difficult to establish, as 
an essential element in the offense, a separate and destructive 
purpose. , . .1n dumping, the intent to injure, destroy, or prevent the 
establishment of an industry, or to restrain or monopolize trade or 
côrnmerce in the United  States,  is not  necessarily present 
... motives. other than those enumerated may,  and  at tirnes, do 
exist.6  

The Commission went On to deal with the various criticisms of the 1.916 Act and 
noted that 

...  sud h importation must i:ye made with intent to injure, destroy, or 
prevent the establishment of an industry in this country, or to 
monopolize trade and commerce in the imported article. EvidentlY, 
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fvr th+e most part; the Cangqage of the act makes diffïcuit, if not
ifnpos5ible, the conviction of offenders and, for that reasun, the
enf orc em ent of 'ï ts' purpase. 7

The Commission then went on to urge the introdixzion of administrative
remedies for dumping, rather than a crinlinal law procedure.

Such arnendment would not be inconsistent with the enactment of
definite and auth&itative instructions to the Federal Trade
Commission t*0 deal with durnping as a phase of unfair cornpetitive
met^e^ds^^

In ratruspect, it is 4ear- that This Repart of the Tariff Commission
.signalied the demise of the réquirement that there =be evidence. of predation as -a
condition for securing a rernedy agaïnst dumping in the U .S.. legai s.ys xem. The
A at of 1921r wlich was the basic janrti-d.urnp[ng n atute of th e U.S. untïl the post^
Tokyo Round Trade ^4greements Act of 1979, Made no reference to predatory
irrtent.9

`One should no te, by way of backgri)und, that this discussion in the U..5.
.too3c place iniight of the de^isiori of the U.S. Suprerrr.e, Courc (American Banana
Co. vs..Ur^ted Fruit Co.) that the Sherman Act (the basic competition lègislation
of the U. 5.) 01d not cover.aets done in foreign çouritriés. It was held th at not:
,only did the Sherman Act not apply to acts One in foreign cot:rrtries, even if
done by U.S. natïonalsx eveh d the conspiracy at issue Occùrred in the U.S..
providéd that the acts çamplained 'p# were not illegal irn the cauntri45 where"rtiley
were cornrnitted-.1 0 AppliCaxibn of the more modern "e#fecxs" doctrine of
international iavw+. woulti have led, possibly, to a dif€eren rt result. tt was this ladc
of application of the Sherenan.Act which, it appears,, gave rise to the need for
separaTe and distinct legislation addressed to the issue of unfair pric^s, ^nd, as
Virser notes, particularly those below the cost of production. i 1

To return to the matser of hQw the issue of, predation was viewed in
what now seems ta have been the formative period of modern tr ^a^e law, we
should note the authoritative.cornments of Viner. Jac 4b V irier was h}^ origie^, a-
Canadian, w#5o, lilCe rnany other Canadian d cor^omists of the period 12 wen^ to the
1:3nited S taxes for graduate level studj+. Hir) mentor wa-s 1;.WP.W. T aussi g, the leading
student of U.5. commercial policy, who became 'the firs7t cfiairman 6f the U.S.
Tariff Commissian13, and a proi-111c and Important writer on U.S. commercial
palicy- Virier, argued that "for the purp6ses of economic anai^sisr' the
apprapriaxe basis for classification were, first, the. motïves or objectives of trie
dumper (whicht in its !9!9 'repart the Tariff Co mrnissian had'corxcCuded was, as a
matter of law, difficult. to deal wi:th) and "according ta the degfde of continuity
of the dumping.'.1 One of°Viner's cateâxxries was "To elim'ina-re cornpexition in,the

Viner held this -co be likely to be of 'rshort:rvn ormarket dumped an;"14
interm-itt-ant" conünuixy. -Late: x examining the key economic questson of
whethert in -facx, predaxory durnpi.ng did take place, Viner Qbservad: "There
are . . . sufficierit' instances of trusts and cornbinïitions, many of them
international in their mernberi5hip or affiliation, that are within reach of w..orid-
wide quasi-monopolistic control of their industry, to make the danger of
predatory cvmpetition a- real one. ..." And, at a latef pQi.ntz "In every
man ufacturing inàustry .a substantial :traction of the workd output is produced by
cancerns who survive only under the shelxer of high tariff protection in th^ir

t
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domestic markets, and are not in a position to contest foreign markets. Of the 
relatively more efficient concerns in any industry, there are often comparatively 
few who can offer effective competition in any given market; it is the 
CoMpetition Of such concerns alone which needs to be eliminated if a producer is. 
intent upein gaining monopoly control of that market."I 5  Viner  's 'vie‘v was not 
supported by eyery observer; for eXaMple, Viner hirriself quotes the observations 
of the Cambridge economist A.C. Pigou the'effeCt that "Destructive dumping 
into England from abroad does her take p1 ace:116 

In summary: during this early period when  the  was intreasing 
discussion of commercial policy, and partict.darly in the first part of the century, 
it was believed by at least sàme Influential observers that there waS a probleir 
of predatory .dumping, that that Was -an a.spect .  Of the existence Of  trusts or 
cartels based in tariff-prOtected markett, that this predatiOn required a .  
legiSlated remedy, but that to ilake a ihdwing of -intent to deStroy a °mention 
for seduring the  application of the remedy maa7"7"FLe remedy unWorkable. 
Removing (a.s in the U.S. legislation of 1921) or avoidinz (as in  the  Canadian 
legislation of 1904) a requirement  ta  show predatory intent operieci the Way fOr 
the invoking of the anti-dumping provisions in situations-in Which no evidence  of 

 predation collet be shown, and for the elaboration Of an international system 
(CATT Article Vi and the Ani-dumping Code) which  ignores  the IsstMs of 
predatory intent, except inferentially in Article  li of the Codet 7  addressed to 
the issue of "sporadic dumping!". 8  

The apparent conflict between anti-dumping policy and competiti3On 
policy has been one focus of attention in the .discussion of the broader issue of 
the conflict between trade policy and competition policy. The lack of 
parallelism between legislation directed against the anti-competitive effects' of 
price discrimination in domestic commerce, as that legislation has been 
administered in .the U.S., Canada, the EEC, and legislation directed agairst 
allegedly  • njurious price discrimination in import trade, has been extensively 
cornmented upon. There is already a substantial literature which makes the •case 
that the standards of injury or adverse impact are different in these two areas, 
that they address the.  issue  of adverse impact with regard to different entities, 
that procedure.s under the two ca.tegories- of legisiatiOn are different, that the 
effect on competition is ignored in anti-dumping law and practice, and, moreover 
that the anti-dumping  system often brings about or sanctions measures (such IS 
an exporter's agreement or exporters' agreement to raise prices) which are anti-
competitive. We shall be re-examining ., re--stating this issue below. in the 
balance of this chapter we 5hall briefly note the state of the debate as to the 
contradiction between competition policy and the anti -dumping provisions, 

Aniti-dumpin g rati trust 

A substantial number of U.S. trade policy practitioners, mostly 
members of the trade law bar, have noted the anticcompetitive effe-ct of  anti-
dumping  measures, and a number of them, learned in both trade law and anti-
trust law, have been critical of the anti-dumping sytern. Viner had noted  the 

 relationship between the Sherman  Act  and the anti-dumping provisions; Tr °S-r 
detailed studies of dumping and of the U.S. anti-dumping  system have explored 
that relationship, and many have noted apparent contradictions in policy. For 
example, in a detailed and important survey eticie in 1958, Peter Ehrenhaft, 
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who later becarne, during. the Tokyo Round, the senior official responsiôje in' the
U.& 7 reasur:y far the administration of. Treasury responsibilitïes under the anti-
dumping and caunterVaiiing• duty provisions, alter examining the differenCes
between anti-trust law and anti-dumping la w, conclu4ad that "Orderly
Competïtion is the -praven stimulus to increased productivity. . .But the two
starute5 (anti-dutr,ping, czuntervail) here considered,: as presently drafrted and
adminis:tered, often saem to face in a direction contrary to this country's basic
ecvnomic policy. Insofar as they are so ortented, they d4^ragate from the
nationaJ interest. The relative desuetude of these provisions in recent years' does
not justify their retention as the potential hatchets of rear guard
Prvxecuorusm." 1,9

Many of the key. articies iathis growïng debaxe are noted in'the OF-CD
reporr Cdrnetition and Trade PolicieslTheir Interaction, issuL^,d .in 1184 and in
-c he sti^dy by 1Ciaus Ste gernaran presented to the 0 ECD Syrrtposïum on Consumer
pqlicy and International Trade in November i984t20 Wr.iters from odtside the
U.S., e.g. Mle, SJayrton, Grey, StegeFnann, have also identified the eonflicC in
.poiicy; however, it is certainly the case that the argument has been most 'fully
develOped by U.S. critics` of U.S. anti-dumping 1aw.

It would appear that the issue began to corne to the forefront of
discussion during the extensive public examination of trade palicy. in the U.S.
.ieading up to the Trade Act of 1974, the r€randate= for U.S. negatiarors in xhe
-Coky+o Round_ Thas_ examination çanciuded the detailed study of. rtrade palicy
options conducted by the Williams Carnrnittee,21 and a number of non-
governmental studies. The discussion in -the period up to the end of 1974 also
refl.e,cted the increased intere5t in arkti-durnpirog policy genera*ed by increased
use at these provisions before and. during the Kennedy Round (1963-67)and the
controversy, largèly cortducced in the hearings before the Senate Finance
Committae, as to the finpliçatiorrs. *#ot U.S. artti-durnpin system Of the
obligations set out. in the [{erlnedy Round Anti-dumping Code:2^

An important statement of the argurnent that ar3ti7-durrkping poliçy was
in canfliçrt with Ll:.S. anti=trust palicy vs+as the report of the, anti-trust seexi-an of
the American Bar Association in 19.74.23 The majority took the vie-if that
vigorpus use of the U.S. anti-durnping provisions wouldbe in conrra&ctiorn with
an#i-trust po!ÉCy, and that the anti-durn^ing .laws should be adrninis^ered in a
m2nner more fully consïstent with the anti=trust laws. This report was the
subjecr of a careful analÿsis by a leading U.S. anti!-trust lawyer, Harvey M.
Appiebzum. He thought that the ma vr.ity view in the report '"rnay possibly
aversrta#e and o%rersxmplify the issue ".^^ And he pointed out that "the importer
can'often.izompiy relativeiy easily with a dumping finding where the Llrxirted
States is.his_prim.e market, ^irnpiy by lawering-the home marker, price. For this
and other reasons, imports in many in¢wstries, have contirtued to be strong and
vigaraus déspit'e the ïrnpo$xtidn of a,durrmpireg firiding. indeed., in cases in which

.irnporrs may be injuring CJ.S. industr 13 use of rt^ctiçestf^at violate the-anx-
tr^asrt laws , the arrt1-dum ir^ rnA ^ a corn ara#iv..e ineff6ctive we3 port to
em o.17 Emphasis adid:i^d.. As APpiebaum noted, it is often the case that the
aption of comply9ng with the anti-dumping finding hy lov^ering the home rnarket
price is an option avaïla,ikie it the U.S. market is the major market of the
Pr- c)duce-r, as is 'frequently applicable, for exampiè. in cases involvï_ng imports
from Cancitia'. This important comment suggests that the costs irnpse.d by an
and-dumping duty on the doEnestic ecorromy, for a country such as the United

I
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States, where exporters may have the realistic alternative of complying by 
reducing home market prices, may for that reason be lower than for a. small 
country such as Canada,.where the market is of. relatively less importance to the 
foreign exporter. 

Another U.S. trade expert, Professor Stanley Metzger,. at one 'rime 
 Chairman of the U..5. Tariff Commission, also noted the-  contradiction between 

competition policy and  antidumping  policy in a study published in 1974 as part 
of the review of U.S .- trade policy then going forward. l-te noted that: "The 
Anti-dumping Act imposes a duty on the: importer of foreign merchandise if 
an industry in the United State is thereby being injured. In  bath  cases (anti-
dumping and anti-;trust) Congre_ss intended to eliminate-the use of pricecutting 
tactLŒ that impair the position of domestic sellers.. The AMi-dumping Act 
apPlies„ however, without regard for the competitive structure • of  the industry 
being  affect  ed by price discrinlination.... The Anti-dumping Act .. has been 
administered without regard to the anti-competitive impact of the duties 
impoSed on lower priced imports at the behest' of domestic menopolists, 
oligopolists, or carte1s." 2.5 

Metzger had, in fact, taken much the same position as early as 1 9 _5., 
and subsequently re-stated and amPlified his view' that there was a maJor 
contradiction between an anti-trust approach to dumping and a "tariff approach" 
in  us  article on the Tokyo Round amendments to the Anti-dumping  Code . 26  In 
that article he stated "... whatever the  verdict ma  y be as to the rest of  the 

 MTN% results — the amended Anti-dumping Code arid« its implementation must 
be iLidged a major backi.vard Step tbward the very prôtectionism that the 5,1TN 
was designed to prevent' And, going on to discuss the "injury test" in the Anti-
dumping Code, he summed up by saying: :"A test based on anti-competitive 
effect would  rot  ask whether dumped imports resulted in loss of sales. lowee0 
priCes, and reduced profits to domestic competitors, but Whether the imports 
constituted a threat to the continuation of viable competition in the relevant 
market. It would assume that whenever possible the domestie firms would, by 
increaSing proçtuctive efficiency, meet lower prices' while refraining from 
domestic price-fixing. practices, rather than avoid price competition by invoking 
anti-dumping remedies to exclude the imports." 

Q uite a number of other U.S. experts, fcFc-uSsing on the U.S. anti-
dumping provisions and the U.S. anti-trust provisionS, particularly the Robinson-
Patman Act, have examined critically in some detail, the conSiderable 
difference, possibly a growing difference, between the two sets of provisions as 
they are admihistered..2 7  The invention of the trigger price system for steel 
created_interest in the extent to which import relief arrangements derived from 
the anti-dumping proviSions could have anti- corn petitive effects.» 

trust 

One important article is that by Barbara Epstein, who in 1973, before 
the Tokyo Round moved to the netogiating -stage, argued that given the 
unwillingness of the U.5. administration to launch anti-trust actions in U.S. 
courts against anti-competitive actions in foreign countrie5 Which enable foreign 
firms to compete on ,a discriminatory basis, the anti-dumping provisions should 
be best,thought of..as an extension of anti-trust, The key to  her argument  is 
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-that internationa.i price discrimination occurs mainly v.rheri there are restraints 
on trade in the exp.prting country, restraints which would be unlawful if 
prattiCed by American firms." 29  This is, of course, much the same as the 
reaSoning advanced by Sir William .Fielding in introducing the Canadian anti-
dumping taw in L9C14 and advanced by Viner  in 1923. 30  She went on to criticize 
the failure by the US. Tariff Commission to address injury which  cari  be 
attribùtect diretly to price  discrimination,,  rather that merely to price 
competition. 

Another element in recent U.S. thinking, which it is important to keep 
in mind in order not to lose a sense of proportion, is the view that the anti.- 
dumping  provisions and the countervailing duty provisions represent a 
disproportionate investMent of administrative and managerial resources, .given 
that they do not sorve important tiade problerns Peter Ehrenhaft, who  ha  s had 
experience both as, a lawYer  and as an adrnihistrator of antidumping and 
countervail.; Stated the following sUmmary judgements, (in a detailed review of 
Professor Lowenfelors Public Controts on International Trade): . . it goes - a long 
way toward proVing the 'theory itlat imrt relieflaws  have  been important only 
in the steel se-ctor. Other industries have invoked -them, but much less 
frequently. lehat trade stati stic's  exist strongly imply that  the  entirety of U.S: 
efforts to 'enforce anti-durhping and countervaili uties affect but the 
smallest fraction of products entering the United „States.. The lawS may have a 
prophylactic effect, however, bY encouraging .fdreign producers to pride -  goods 
shipped, here  at  "fair value" ,and dissuading foreign governments frorn providing 
'bounties. and grants'. that is a propositioni,:liffitUit to.prov.e or disprové.131  

If we summarize theÉe U.S. vieWS,.we can say that, emôngst practioners 
there has, long been a well .articuiated view that anti-dumping and 'anti-trust laws 
should be better integrated, that anti-dumping lew,  as  drafted, i.SAirected at 
protecling_producers from acts _of__:foreigri  exp_p_rters,  nor at  protecting 
competition or promoting efficiency. Epstein's View is,  Lt seems,, a minority 
view, 1-5f-1117:T-se w .1E7-rve expVessed —views, but that do.es  not make her argument 
less interesting . or relevant, 

Supplemental Considerations 

The  debate between U.S.  lawyers about the interface between trade 
policy and competition policy has been largely about anti-dumping; the legal 
literature on safeguard actions, and on countervail, for which there are rio 
parallels  in  domestic law; is largely concerned with explaining how the system 
work.s.32 There is, 'however, a growing literature, in the main written by 
economists, on the impact on the U.S. and the costs to U.S:. consumers of 
negotiated export restraints, notably on teXtile.s and textile  products, and on 
autos.  We shall be noting these arguments i.vhen we cbrisider the issue.ot costs 
and benefits. 

When ,.ve look at comments by non-American %Titers, we see that 
almost invariably they &ay.+ heavily on the voluminous U.S. literature. We noted 
above that er [east four hon,..U.5. observers had discussed the conflict between 
anti-dumping policy and competititon policy: Dale, Grey, Slayton, Stegemann. 
Dal e's discussion is the most comprenensive. 33  He includes in his examination 
the problem of "reverse dumping', that  is  the form of price discrimination in 
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which export prices are maintained at levels hicher than the domestic price, and 
the related issue of export cartels. His judgement is'"that the present focuS Of 
antidurriping legislation ii,.:from an economic .welfare point  of  View, misplaced. 
The diversion-of-•usiness test applied in antidurriping. Proceedings attacks free 
trade principles without offering any compensating advantages to dorneitic 
consumers. • At the same time the historical or•gins of anti-dumping legislation, 
which are rooted in allegations of predatory behaviour, have been lost in an 
overriding concern with 'the mere shift in business between cornpetitore." 34 

 Dale goes on to remind us of Viner's prophetic 'assessment in 1955; "Maybe it 
(the anti-dumping system) is getting into the hands nove of men who do have 
ideas, and these ideas may be protectionist. If such is the case, what they can do 
with that dumping law will make the escape clause look like small potatoes. 
They can, if they wish, raise the effective tariff barriers more than all the 
negotiation in Geneva will b•  able to achieve in the other di r ection.1, 35, 

Grey has been sharply criticized by Professor Stegemann of Queen's 
University foi-  too readily assimilating anti-dumping to anti-trust. 36  He referS 
to Grey's "assertion that • anti-durnping legislation is an extension into the 
international arena of principles expressed nationally by statutes restricting 
price discrimination". Grey's treatrnent of this issue is very brief; he merely 
asSerts the "anti-dumping legiSlation is in a broad Sense a counterpart in 
commercial Rolicy tb legislation penali±ing price discrimination in domestic: 
dornmerce." 31  ln a later' study Grey noted the views. discussed above of U.S. 
writers such  as  Metzger and Ehrenheft, and Statech "Here is a major issue which 
will_.need to be examined internationally and, more imPartantly, ration&iy .A 
thorough examination of this issue would perhapS lead in due Course to additional 
provisions in the Ani-dumping.  Agreement.

Profssor Slayton is, another Canadian writer on anti-durr ping, but from 
a legal and procedural point of view, reher than from an economic or trade 
policy point of view. In hi  s study for the Canadian Law Reform Commission 
Slayton argued that "The anti- dumping  system is arguably irrational and 
inefficient. lt 1S arguably irrational because the protection afforded Canadian 
industry depends, not just on injury experienced b.y the industry or on prices in 
Canada,  but  on prices in  a foreign market;  and  because the orotection given one 
Canadian industry will often be at the eXPense of another. 1 P 39  

Stegernann has been carrying out a detailed study of the Canadian anti-
dumping system. His t-9.ro most 1-mpOrtant essays are his pa.per in the Cornetl, 
International  Law Journal, whiCh is a case  study aimed at ildentifYing the cos•P a 
particular group of anti-dumping proceedings, and  hi  s paper on cOns.urner 
interests in the implementation of anti-dumping policy, prepared for the OECD 
Symposium of Consumer Policy and International Trade in .  1984. ln the first Of 
these two papers he demonstrated that an anti-dumping duty 'rapines certain 
C.Ce5 Ort the country levying the duty  as  is surely  the  case with all -import 
duties). However, he noted one of the real difficulties that exist in carrying  out 

 empirical work  in this  area is that "data on alternative costs of importation, 
Which woUld have applied in the absence of anti-dumping action, is not 
available. ,140 The more recent study of consumer 'interests in anti-dumping 
policy is a useful review of the • literature (largely American) and concludes by 
urging that the conSurner interest should be taken into account by administrative 
tribunals assessing the Impact of durnping,..such as the Canadian Anti -dumping 
Tribunal (noW theCariadian Import Tribunal). • 
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W e have reviewed in thjs ct7apter the rcicent .literaiure on the interiaC e
between an-ti=durnping poliey and cornpetitidn poiicy, Sumrning up the. dïs,cussi6 n,

the follow-irEg points ernergé:

!) A number of commentators have noted that the standards for
measuring price discrimirtiatian, for assessing adverse impact, and indeed, the
entities on whom the adverse impact fails; are different as between anti-
dumping policy and competition policy. The conflict is rnvs^ e vidO n't i n'Canada
and the U.S., which ^oth have detailed anti-dumping provisions (that :is,, more
detailed than that of the EEC) and detailed provisions reoartling- pf.ice
àïseriminatiqn in dornestic commerce. Most observers feel that, at the
minimum, the artrti-dumping. system shouid be refined to make it more consistent
with competition policya ax the maximum position. are those commentators who
suggesx- that the campetirtiiz^n policy provisions couid be adapted to deal with
du mping. V ïrtuall.y all commenrtators are of the view thart''predatory" dumpïng is
a rare, virtually non-Oxistanf phenorner<on, and that therefore this original
rationale for having an. anti-dumping 5ysten has -disappeared, if it ever really
existed. They wàuid aque that a case of- predation by an exporter pr.aperiy
belongs to anü-trust law:.41

.2) Another approach is that durnping exists because markets are
e#fectivei.y-separared; That dUrn.ping, even though it may not be predatory, 'is an
:unclesirabIe rest4t- of the pra;tection of certain producers in their national
markets, or of their dominant position in the marlce-r, national. or international,
and of their, abilitv to extract a mchapolisti.c or aligop^oiistic price in The national
market. Put more sharpiyj the case is made that in a number of countries
prpducers are ailowèd to act irt a manner .iricansistent.witn the ubj ectives of, say,
U.S. and Canadian competition poiicy; 0, at -these action-5 cannot be effec.sively
reachi=d by U.S. and Çanadia.r+ carrrpetitkon law, and that therefore the anti-
dumping law should be s een as an attempt. (peeh.aps a not very effective or well
thoug^t out atternpt) to shi6ld damesric pradue6rs from the impact of arrti-
,corrspetitive behavior which vr:aWd be addressed directly if it o^-cured within the
damesTic jurisdiction. Perhaps the most incisive s*atement oÎ that view is the
artide by Epstaint: cited abave.42 The mast compreherisive sta:rement of the
majority view is ttwat by Dale; cited above.

In the following chapters we shall be lo.oking more closely at the key
concepts in the trade pajicy sys-rem and laaking in greate'r detail at the 'Tïnjury'r
standard of the contingency protection system, and comparing it ±yith- injury
Concepts in carnpetjtibn policy; we sha^Ll look 'aW? at the safeguards or "eseape
elause"' sy stern, and in our final chaprter we wiil attern pT to assess the irnovrrtance
of the.divergence ixetwe6ri compexition policy anid,trade polïçy, and set out some
proposals for reform.



CHAPTER III 

THE KEY CONCEPTS OF CONTINGENCY 
PROTECT1ONr. INJURY AND CAUSATION 

The purpose of this Chapter is to set out briefly the t9/0 key concepts of 
thesystern of contingency  protection  injury and causation. Such an examination 

necesSary in order to  have a bas is tor a more detailed disCussion of the 
proposition that the contingenCy system fails to take into  accourt  competition 
policy considerations and positively sanctions' actions (such as quantitative 
export restraints) which are anti-competitive. In chapter I we outlined in broad 
terms the proposition tha.t the trade policy system as it now exist* is centered on 
contingendy protection rather than on tariff protection s  and we reviewed briefly 
scéme importent statements and opinions as tO the evolution of the system. In 
chapter II  we  outlined the state of the debate about the difference between the 
anti-dumping  system and domestic legislation on price discrimination: ix 
generally recogniged that, when the concept  of  dumping was first being 
exarriined by legislatures early in the century, the proposed remedy was -thought 
to be addressed to the prOblem of predatory pricing; that element disappeared 
with the adoption Of the U.S. anti-dumping legislation in 1921 — the legislation 
on whiCh the GATT provision was based. We now have, in the contingency 
system, a somewhat different sel. Cd concepts than those on which competition 
policy ià based. 

The key concepts to be examine in this chapter are "injury" and 
"causality"; the contingency protection system turns on the various 
interpretations of these two concepts. 

Injury, and Related Concepu 

The concept  of injury, defined in various fashions, is the most important 
concept of the present -day contingency protection system. Many of  the  key 
provision  s Of the General Agreement (Articles VI and XLX., for•example) turn on 
the concept of injury; the MFA (Multi-Fibre Arrangement) turns on the existence 
or threat of serious.disturbances in the markets for textiles and textile products 

socailed "market  disruption ei  — this is, of course, an 1 !injury" concept.  Ii  is 
the existence of material injury to an industry, or the likelihood that such injury' 
will occur, that allows a GATT signatory to apply discriminatOry 'not 

impOrts of a given .product from an 'sources but only to the imports from 
specific sources) to clurnPed or subedited imports; it iS the determinatiOn of the 
existence of il 5eriOliS 'injury" which allows. a G2.8CTT signatory to restrict or to 
impose an additional tariff on irnports causing or threatening such injury. ]: 

The GATT formulations are "SeriouS injurr, as  used in Article XIX, the 
safegUard _provision or, to use U.S. language, the "escape clauséril "material 
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injury" iri Artide VI and the two Article Vl agreements (the ,4riti-dumping Code

and the SubsidïeslCou.ntervaii .Code)2 and. "ma,rke[ disruption", as used in the

lvlultï^f=ibre Arrangement ^{MFA}- There are other GATT Impact concepts, such

aS "adverse @f ITS"^ "52."i 0E15 prejudi ce"} n^arC^8g^'"x "93Rnece55ar]I c38Fn"^ t3llt
they do not relate impart^nxty to this study.

The farmuiatiar,s in regard to the irnpact of imports cliffer in respect to
the Rntity which is expK^sed to "ïmjur}r'". Article XIX refers to serious rnj&y to

dome3tic producers". This is not necessa.riiy the :same as "indu5try" as used in
Article, VI. (The terni "industry'f is irrterpretarted in the A nti-dumping Agreement
and in the SubsidïeslCountervaïl Agreement.) Article KVi speaks af serious
prejudice "ta the imterests af-any oxhex conxracting part y".. This is rrat the same;
obviously, as injury "to- domestic producers" or to a daEnestic "indùstry". The

Suhsidie^f Coun#erva'ii A greement also invokes aidverse eifects "to the .ïflterests
of cther fxignarar-ies",.a phrase which derives frd m Artic:ie ?CYI of t he G AT7..

Article KYIY11 an article which deajs wi'tFt IT Goverrtmentai Assistance to
Economic Developrnenx, speaks of "unnecessary damage to the commercial or
economic. interests of any other con-crating party" and of "'damage to the trade of
any contracting pasrty'". The MPA speaks, af "disruptive effects in individ^iai
markets and on individual fines of qroductio0", a pkuaseology intended to impi^
rthat the degree of impact is sornething more than nvïsaged in Artide ?ÇIX.

Serious In'

The ^,tandard referencet4 by Professor John Jackson, sL-ts out the
histary of Articke KIX,- the G ATT "escape r.lausè" ar W eguardS dause, in spme
detail. ln briefx 1c here appears to he no guidance in the draf'd ng histary as to how
serïou5 i5 ""Seriou5" lnjury., as compared with the I'materïal" lf3jury, irlvoked irt
Article V1. ArticJe XIX was based on the "escape Clause" of the United States
trade agreement with,Mexicp of 1943; la:cer United States ltgisiation, beginning
with the Trade Agreements Extension Ac-z of 195l, refers to „seriaiis" irtjury.
Whlle there are many refarenc_s in U.S. legislative history whiçh maJte dear
-chat "material iniury'", occasioned by "unfais" trade practices,is sorrie*_hing less
than the'"serious.. m1ury" of the escape clause (and that the causatiDp "st^ndar.^, as
we shadl see be1ow,.,is lèss onerous) there is no legislated definition of serious
injury. The U. 5. Trade Act of 1974, which contains the current United States
escape clause, irtidicartes v^r^rat is involved. 'TThe Commission shall take inta'
account an ecor<omic factors which it considers reievant, including (but not
iimited to) the si nificanT idiing of production far.illtie^ in the indu^:trv, the
inability, of a si n^ i^^^ ^ar^ number of firms to operate at a reasonable level of
o^ofit. and si rrcant unernploymerrt or under-emplayment withïn the industrv"..
his .vauld iippear 'ta shift the p.roblem from definïng serious to defining
s i gnkfiCant.

One expert . in L1nï ted States trade !aw has abserved that 'serious
irrj vey' (requïres a) considwably higher test t han the 'materi al ïnj ury' standard
uridEf  anti-dumpïng and trountevailing duties szatutes. The injury must be of
grave or important proportions and an Important, crippling, or mortal in}ury:"5
The adjectives "crippling" and "mortaE" suggest that the injury must be greater
than "material". But 'grave' and 'important' do not give much guidance.
Mpf^:4Yer, in interprertirtg the GATT one must consider the versions in the various

t
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official languages, an equally authentic. The French text of Article VI uses 
"préjudice important" for "Material injury"; the French text of Article Xi)C uses 
"préjudice grave' 1  ôr "serious injury". 

Thé United 'Kingdom see "serious - injury" in the following terms: 

4. Since the term "serious injury' ha.s never been defined by the 
parties to the GATT no precise information  cari  be given about the 

- degree of injury which would neceSsarily justify emergency safeguard 
action. Each case is considered on its merits and the attached list 
simply indicates, on the ba.sis of GATT practice and Community 
discussion of it what the relevant factors are likely to be It must be 
emphasized that there has been relatively little recourse to this 
provision of the GATT and there is accordingly no stibstantial body of 
case history upon whiCh to base definitive OF comprehensive 
criteria. 6  

Like 'serious injury the term "material injury l -las  rot  been defined, 
either in Article VI, or in the Anti-dumping  Code, or in the Subsidies/Countervail 
Agreement. Q .iven the latk of substantive discussion of the issue in either one of 
the two Committees of Signatories, or an effective challenge in  the  Contracting 
Parties to some finding of material Injury by a contracting party, the definition 
of this term has been left to national legislation and national practice. 

The Tokyo Round negotiators, including the prterit writer, were aware: 
that the word "material" would create controversy in the United States 
Congress. It was concluded that it would be useful to draft some language which 
would stand in the place of "material' and which could be incorporated in United 
States legislation and in the leffislation of the other key -trading countries. 
Article 6 (pa•as. 2 and 3) of the Subsidies/Countervail Agreement (the relevant 
paragraphs in the Anti-dumping Agreement are Article 3, paras. 2 and 3) 
provide than 

2. with regard to volume of subsidized imports the investigating 
authorities shall consider whether there has been a significant 
increase in subsidized imports, either in absolute terms or relative to 
production or consumption in the importing signatory. With regard to 
the  effect of the subsidized imports on prices, the investigating 
authorities shall consider whether the effect Of .such imports is 
otherwise to depress prices to a significant degree• or prevent price 
increases, which otherwise would have occured, to a significant 
degree. No one or several of these factors can necessarily give 
decisive guidance 

3. The examination of the impact on the dorneetic industry 
concerned shall include an evaluatidn of all relevant economic 
factors and indices having a bearing on the state Of the industry such 
as actual and potential decline in output, sales, mar.ket share, profits, 
.productivity, return on InveStrnents, or utilization of capacity; 
factors -affecting domestic. prices; actdal and potential negative 
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effects on cas h floW, in ventaries, emPloYrnent, wage!,, graw^h, ab illty

tc^ raise capital or investm enc and, in the casé' of- agricutture, whether
there has been. an increjwéd burden on Government support

prograrnmes. This list is rtot exhaustive, nor can one or several of
these flactors necessarily give decisive guidance.

The word "material" was demoted to a foamare Uootnote 4 to Article 2 in- the
SubsidïesJCountervaïl Agreement)- to the effect that the ward 'injury' as used In
the. Agreement was to be taken to mean 'rnatt:riai 'ini1jry in the sense of Article
YI of the GATT,- where it is, of course, not defined.

During the congressïanai examination of the United States Trade

Agreements Act in mid-1979, it became dear, that thè legislators proposed to
not use the word "matefï^,rrt this was : certatnly no surprise ',ce the negotiatars in

Geraeva.< However it was Crinsidered a serïous issue by the Cornmissfpn. of the-
EEC; their representations were set out in the form of a public becter to
Arnhas.sadar Strauss.7 In the light of these views, the bill as redrafrted 'to use

"material" and not sur.prisingly, to defirte I t. One compornerxrt in the defirütion
was that, in general, the standard of .irtjury applied by the iTC under tr,6. Ariti-

dumping Act €rom. 1973 (when the 1974 Trade Act came into efftct) to JiAy
1979, When the Trade Agreements Act was being considered, was to be the
futtire standard for 'trnaterial in^ury". During this periad the view, held in sarne

èariier . determinaüons by the ITC, that.2.ny injury nac trifling::ar immateriad We
rnirrirn is}"m ust be inj ury in the sertse of the ll.5. legïslation: iuas naE he ing: useâ;
thét^^ôre, this eiernent of the definitian appeared not retrograde., althbugh
certainly not an advance.

A more precise, ^further definition of rnarterial injury was enaCted: "in
ai,general the term 'materïal iniur-y' means harm which is not inconsequenti

irrirnaterial. or unimportant". As the present writer observed in 1981, "Tnat sucFi
a weak definitiarti would he developed in the Congress if there was pressure to
use the wort*'°'material" could be and perhaps wa^, farseen. It may be that the
com;nissian of the EF-C, recagnizing that they might in. the future have to use
their 'own ;intr-durnping system more vigorously than in the past, conciuded that
a defirtiition of material -, , Ll6ng these lindts wouidbe advantageous."3 In any event,
déterminations by the ITC since that 'rime do not appear to have raised the
t€ireshalti of "materïal injury" in the U.S. praetice; without extensive and
detaïled researt^h if it is difficult to say whether the ihreshald is higher in other
countries:

From this brief examination of "materïal injury", Article VI of the
GATT (and'the Anti^durmpirig C ode) would ap pear, in prac-tice,.to sanction ac"don
against international price di5crimination in circUrrtsta71ce5: in which, were the
price discrimination to occur in domestic transactions inside the rnarïonal
market, there might be no remedy availabIe, bimause the impâct wauld t^^otigfit
rto be,mir^ima.l,

The sçope for arriving ar a finding of "ïn}ury" under the Article VZ
Codes is further cornplica^ted by the fact that there are two different Concepts
of "irtjury". The two concepts or ihtepretatians we may call the °'over^i11"
concept and the "separable" concept. These two versions or concepts of irtjury
are related to the various toncepts of "causality"" to be discussed below.

I ^
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The difficulty arises principally in regard to United States legislation 
and practice, d only because the U.S". system  is  fairly transparent hoWever, we 
should not assume there is not the same issue in other more opaque systems, 
"Injury" (to an industry) as a ,  concept rnay be used to mean  some  particular, 
identifiable and measurable adverse consequence NI an induStrY (or  •tO 
"producers") from  .ome outside event. The word is used, in this sense, in a 
phrase  such  as — "He injured a' pedestriae, or "He did him an njury" — "The 
automobile veered onto the pavement  and  injured two shoppers". In this sort of 
every-day usé, the general health of the injured party is not at issue;  ail  that is 
at issue i • ,  the injury caused by some ex-terior event. This is the word "injury" 
being used in the "separable" sense. However, in United States trade law and in 
legialativ,e history ,the word "injure . rnay stand for the - ill-health or lack of well-
being  of  an industry or of producers caused cumulatively by a variety of factors. 
The Urdtecl States-  escape clause uses "injury" in this sense. 

The difficulty caused by two concepts of "injure became obvious in the 

negotiations of the Anti-dumping  diode during the Kennedy Round in 1966-67. 
That, agreement stated that "a determination of injury shall be made only when 
the ,authôrities are satisfied that the dumped  imports  are -dernonstratively the 

principal cause of material injury ... the authorities shall weigh, on the one 
hand, the effect of the dumping, and on the Other hand, all other  factors  taken 
together which may be adversely affecting the industry. ThiS drafting  .'as  
primaïlly intended  by  the EEC of Siic, and the U.K.) t6 restrict -  the United States 
in its use of anti-duinping duties.. On one interpretation, it involved the use of , 

the word injury in the "Overall" sense. U.S. negotiatorS did eice 'anticiPate'the 
serious' cliffieulties this drafting Would create in the Congress, partiP:11 -arfy in the 
Senate Finance Committee. The issue w as  summarized by Senator Russel Long, 
then Chairman of the Senate Finance Cornrnittee: 

The Tarif! COTTITIlissiort concluded that the Code s criteria for injury 
are susceptible to two meanings. One interpretation is that if the 
Importation of dumped goods considered  one  does not cause 
material injury, there can nevertheless be a determination of 
material injury if the aggregate of the effect  of al  injurious factOrs 
results in mateeial injury, and dumping is the principal causal factor.. 
The second Interpreta.tion, and the one which the Tariff Commission 
majority believed th•t the negotiators intended, is that dumping 
duties are sanctioned only in those cases in which the dumped goods 
are themselves the cause of material injury, and such iniury Ls 
greeter than the in jury traceable to ail other Causal factors. 9  

The first interpretation offered by the Tariff Commission would have 
made the Code less liberal, more restrictive, than Article VI. If Article VI 
means that anti-dumping duties are to be used only when the dumping Is itself 
the cause of injury which is material, which this writer believes is the correct 
reacting, and the only correct reading of Article VI, then, under the first 
interpretation of the Code by the Tariff Commission, anti-dumping duties might 
be sanctioned when Article VI standards, such as they are, were not met  on the 
second interpretation, Article VI standards might be met but, because factors 
other than dumping were›having a.n causing injurious which were in total, greater 
than the impact of dumping, the Code would not sanction the use of anti-
dumping duties. This latter would be an odd result  •  the less healthy an industry, 
the more other factors are a.lso "injuring" the 'industry, the less .11kely that it 
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could secure a remedy against dumping. The second interpretation would th us 
 have made the Code more liberal than Article VI,.that is, it would have  limited 

the :righu of importing countries under the GATT to take restrictive action. 10  

EEC Practice 

The practice under .  EEC legislation is stated by authoritative observers 
to be consistent with the  concept  of "SeparatibilitY" arid the concept that the 
separate injury caused by dumping (or subsidization) must be found,. by itself, to 
be material. Joseph Cunene (a senior offitial of -the EEC Commission anti-
dumping unit) and Clive Stanbrook, a U.K. lawyer practicing before the 
Cornmission, address this issue in their standard worà "The new standard of 
causality — simpiy requireS the total injury caused shOuld be cliVided up into the 
portion caused by dumping or subsidization and that caused by other factors. If 
the _portion of the the total injury caused  by  dumping or subsidization is, -taken bi 

material t_p_L!_steqtive. measures ma be taken. Emphasis added. 
Under the EEC 'escape clause' it i5 also dear that the EEC uses a "separable" 
concept of injury, for example, in tableware and Pottery usé, the EEC 
determined that "the injury caused by cheep imports ... cannot in isolation, be 
regarde-d as material injury". 12  

CanacEari Practice 

The Canadian position, under the 1.968 Anti-dumping Act and the 
Special Import Measures Att, is the sa.-ne  as the present EEC position. The 1968 
legislatidn departed from the "principal cause" language of the Kennedy Reund 
Code; thé position was made clear by the principal draftsmen of the Canadian 
legislation before the House  of  Corrimons Committee on Finance, Trade, and 
Economic Affairs in their hearings on the draft legislation, and subsequently in a 
published exposition.l 3  A failure to recognize that lhiurY should be treated  as  a 
"seParate" concept led one American observer to complain that Canada was not 
adhering to , the .Kennedy Round Code, and to argue that the Tokyo Round 
-deletion of "principal cause .' waS a serious weakening of the Code provisions' — 
that it .1.rould allow more restrictive action to be taken  This  lirie of criticism 
overlooks the fact that under the U.5. interpretation, the degree of injury caused 
solely by dumping or subsidization might, in itself, he less than material, y et  be 
found to be actionable be-cause the dumping or subsidization was the "principal 
cause"  of , "overall InjUry" -found to be materia1. 14  

This examination .of the "injury" concept has, of necessity, been drawn 
largely from Material concerning thé US. system. This is for rwo reasons. The 
first ls that  the inl.t..iry  concept  both in regard to GATT Article VI measures and 
in ,regard to  escape clause or safeguard action (Article_XIX), as it appears in the 
GATT, is largely due to the impact .on the international regime of  the  pre-
existing  or  proposed U.S. legislative schemes; the second reason is that; given 
the.predorninant pôsition of the United States in world trade, it is likely, that the 
legislative usage and dOnceptual approach of U.S. trade' law innovators will 
continue to dominate GATT. drafting,  as'  it did most recently in the working out 
of the various  Tokyo Round agreements. The -examination  tas  been in some 
detail bec.aUse it is only by understanding the injury  concept  the one can.make a 
useful comparison with analogous concepts  in  comPetitiOn law 
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Causality 

We have referred above to the fact that  the  tWo.concepts of injey are 
baund up with differing condepts of causality. 

There  is  no guidance in :the GATT history as tb,  what "cause" :means I h 

the varibus Articles., spch as .XVI, VI, XIX. It is necess.ary  t  Jodi<  ai  natiOnal 
practice and at legislative intent. If "injury" is caused in the "overall" sense, 
then acute problems arise . in defining the  "causal"  relationship. It c an  be argued, 
of course, and this writer has argued, that the GATT usage is simple and 
straightforward:. the GATT causality concept is of .  events at issue e'imports" in 
XEX or VI) Which, because of the prices and quantities in which  they  .appear, .are 
thé  cause  of "serloils" or "material" Injurr. it is for this reason that these 
Articles are suent on what is to be done about other events which may be 
impacting,.injuriously  or non4rquriausly 1  on the .industry or producers in  question.  

Causality language was agreed in the Tokyo Round  for  the 
Subsidies/Countervailing Agreement and for the Anti-dumping Agreement, 
replacing the "principal cause" language which had been used in the Kennedy 
Round Anti-dumping Code. 15  It is perhaps most helpful to let the two U.S. 
negotiators of the Tokyo Round SubsicliesiC.Ountervall Agreement state the Issue. 
Rivers and Gre-enwald state: 

GATT Article VI is silent on the exact nature  of the "causal link" 
required between a:subsidy paid on exports and the "material injury" 
to a domestic injury. The Anti-dumping Code, however, had an 
express  require:Tient that dumped  imports  be "demonstrably the 
principal cause" of "major injury" to a domestic injury. This standard 
was not only difficult ta satisfy, but it had the perverse result of 
being more difficult to meet for thase industries most vulnerable to 
unfair import competition- If, for example, an industry was unusually 
susceptible to thé efforts of general downturn in the economy, it 
would be impossible, should such a downturn Occur, to demonstrate 
that the 'effects of unfair  import  competition were the principal 
cause of the injury to the industry. The effects of the downturn 
invariably would outweigh the effects of such competition. At the 
same time, Such an industry would be less able to bear the additional 
Impact of the subsidized competition than another industry that  'as 

 better ihsulated fribm the effects of the downturn. Eiobth EC and 
Canadian negotiator§ agreed with the United States that the 
"principal cause" formulation of the Anti-dumping Code preSented an 
impossible  standard and should not be incorporated in the 
subsidies/countervailing m ea.s ur es Code. 

The language finally agreed upon provided that: (i) it must be 
demonstrated that the Subsidized imparts are, through the effec .0 of  
Ih_é_j1._ibrez.li,  causing injury within the meaning of this Agreemeht. 
lErriphasis added.) 

This was a Canadian formula. It was very close to the causality test 
in the U.S. anti-dumping law and so gave the U.S. negotiators the 
ability they needed to pattern U.S. implementation of the causality 
test of the subsidy/countervailing measures Code pri the existing 
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provisions of the U.S. anti-d urnping la^v. In the Trade Act of 1974,
-the Congress had been -very cieaf about. what sort' Of Caus^iiz;+ it
t]haught appropriate for situations df- ",urifair` '{e..^. dumped or
s.ubsidized) competition. In the dumping iaw, the 5ènate Finance.
Commïttee riorteti:

Mareover., the. law does not con;emplace that injury from lass-than-
fair-value. irnparts be weighed against other factors which may be
contributing to injury to an industry. The words '"b.y feason .of"
express a causation lirtk but do not mean that durnped imports mus-t
be a. (or the) principai cause of ïnjury caused by all factors
con rtributip g to overai injury to an indiasxry.

The, ni%Otiating resui.t in the aubsidy/countervaiting measures

agreernem came.reasonably close to this targe-E."

rhis exposition Is not wirthaut arnbigui#y as to- whether " 1 njury" is to be
used in the '"separabl&' or "over all" sense. There: are irnpQrtarrt arnbi&uïdes. in
the legislative history as well. For exampie, in the Report of the House
Committee on Ways and Means looking at causation under the `escape dause"
and causation under the anti-dumping and cuuntervailing duty provisions statesf
".. the COm€riïtt" does rlot view vverali - rnjury, caused by unfair, compe^ïtion,
such as durrtpïng, to. require a-s strong a causation jink to unfairly competitive
impvrts as would be re quiréti for deterrnir<ing the existence of in i ury uri der fair
Era& cond'itians."ll And 5enator Heinz, speaking of the Trade Agreements A c-.,
which remarks were er^dorsed by 5epator ftlbicoff, started: "ln determïrting injury
Caused by subsidized irnports, the Commission shalt hot weigh agairest the effecrts
of the subsidizeti imports othe, r fa^ctors which may at 'the -same Time also be.
inj urirrg the damest! c industry. S ubsidiz ed imports nee d not be aprLnclpal :cause,
a major cause or a sub'starrtï*al cause of injury to an industry when other factors
rn4y also be conxributirig to injury tb an indus-Ery,"18

Thus ir^ the legisiative hïs^ory, a weai^^ causai link between dumping and
the condition of^ the domestic producers of A like producrt has been virtuç.l,iy
estabiished in U,S. law impiementing GATT Article Vl. A standard text on U.S.
trade law states:

The law retains tt'tL. by reason of causal factor previously appli;.-^d in
ïr^^ury deterrninations :...the by reasan:of standard requires the leasrt
possible causal link between the subsïdÿ and material in^ury. The
Senate Finance Commiitee. report under the. Trade Act of 1974
discussed the fact the words by réa=son of express a causal link that
does not mean xhat. the durn ped 'ifnporrts must be-a or 'the major cause.
or a or the s ubs-tantial.cause of ini ury .19

rl,s for the çausal lirnk in the "escape c1-ause": the Trade Act -of !974
changed the formulation. The International Trade Garnmission, by that Act,
must determine "whether an article is being irnported into the United States in
such increased quantities as to 1}e asuhscantia! cause of s0rio+as irtj.urv ... to the
domesrtic industry". This provision was examined by the International Trade
Commission in irts' reporT an Wrapper S'obacça:20

t



The term 'Tsubstantial caWe" is new to the criteria which must be
met in order for industry in the United States to be eiigihle for
import relief. As our neg^Ltive- de*errniriatiân in this invesûgation
turns.; uparr the rneanir,g of this term, a thortugh 'eicarninatiah of rhe
mearvng . of the phrase ïs` approprïate.

The requirêrnent that increased impam be "°:a substantial cause" of
actuaE or threatened serious. injury represents a relaxation of the
ana.logou^ ""major cause" standard employed in Section 30.1 (h) W of
the Trade Expansion Act of 19'62 (TEA) the predecessor pravisibr+ to
Section .201 (b) (1).

Although neither the TEA nor,its. legislative hist+^ry expressly defined
the term '°maigr cauW', the term was generally interpreted by rraany
- although never expressly by the Commission - to mean a cause
greater' than all other causes combined. in practice it and the other
criteria of the TEA proved to be a djfficulz standard to sacisfy, as.
illustrated by the fa= that a rr,ajority of the Commission found the
criteria satisfied in only 3 of. the 26 ïndustry cases completed under
that am

The new "substantial cause, criterion of Section 201 (b) {1) providts
that a dual test be :net: The Trade Act, 1n 5ectxon 20.1. (b) (4), defines
"substar^tial cause"' to mean "'a cause which is important and not less
than any other". Thus; imports must constitute both an '"important"
cause of the serious injury and be 'tnot less than any ather" causen
The two -ter-ms are not synonymous. An "^mportanx" =Lvse is net-
necessarE'1y acause- r'rtot less than any other", And vice versa, a caus4^a:
"not 1ess than any crther'" is not necessarily "irnpàrtanC'. iricreased
imports must be both an "important" causé and "not le3s than any
cause" of the seriou^ lnjury-

What is an "Impartan * t" cause? The legislative Nstbries.-of Section
?Q] and of the related provision cnncerrüng. eiigibiiity for ^vorker
adjustrnent assistance, Section 22; of the Trade Act, provide help.
The legislative history of Section 222.tells us that. ' an "importane'
cause need not be ".major cause", but that it must be "sigruf,cantiy"
more than a"de rnirrirtiis" cause. The legislative histo^y of ^ection
201 indicates that where increased imports are just one Cause of
many causes of equal weight, it would be unliiçely that they would
constitute an "irrapor-tante' cause, but where imports are one of two
factors of equal weight, they would constitute an "irnppr-T^LnV cause.

What is a cause "not less than any ooef" cause? The legislative
hïstory of Section. 201 providos an amwer. Thi.-! test is -satisfied ïf
impor-ts are a more irr, ortarit- cause of injury than any other cause.
The tes t is. also sav ied if, lmports are one of several equal camses of
injury and on -one cause is rnore, important than imports. But the test
is.> not satisfied if there is a cause of in}ury more important than
irnports.-

These issues are raised again in Certain Motor Vehicles.21 The issue
had been raised before the C vmrnissio rt as ta whether or. not w hat a number of
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Commissioners found to be a cause Of sucn serious injury as was beihg suffered 
.by the United States industry which was greater than the increase ih -,LinPorls — a 
:decline in demand — was itself the result of a series of Separate ;  and -therefore 
smeller caus.es (e.g.,  higher ga.soline costs, higher intereS.r.charges, the decline  inL 
income. of the unemployed). 

This iTC determination preclpitated a considerable discussion as to 
whether the current U.S. escape Clause legislation is more onerous tha.ri GATT 
Article XIX. For example; in the material prepared for a conference in L9S1 on 
trade law, the notes prepared for the panel on the escape clause assert that "the 
statutory  standard of causation, linkingincreased imports with the serious injury 
to the domestic industry, is considerbly higher than that required by ArtiCle XIX 
of the  GATT "22  This assertion is based on the aSs.utriptiOn that Article XIX can 
be read aS 'requiring only that an overall condition of "serious injury" to an 
industry need be shown and that imports (meeting the other criteria Of para.1 Of 
XIX) can be .shown to he one of the causes of that overall. conditiOn Of injury. In 
the  same discussion, Bill Alberger, then Chairman of the ITC, ekarnined  the 

 broad issue.of whether the approach of the U.S.. escape clause we foo 
and considered various alternative  approches  to determining injury. 23  Per  
Ehrenhaft Observed that the U.S. legislation 'includes requirements that 
intreased imports be a cause of iniury no less than' any other cause — no such 
quantification iS required by the GATT"; in his view Certain  Motor Vehicles  
rai d  a number of key issues. First, "how  th  deal with problems of ÇYcAl  
industry during (a) downturill, In Certain Motor Vehicles  the ITC decided  that  
the decline in demand W as a greater . cause of the (overall) serious injury than 
were  imports.  A  concept  of injury as 'separable would have enabled th. 
Cprimis-sidn to treat aS a separate matter the injury cause-d by the cyclical 
downturn, and aS another matter thé injury caused by  imports  was that injury 
by itself "seriOus"? 

Criticism Of  the  Commission's findings in Certain Motor Vehicles  (and 
perhaps (m ot  importantly) the fact that the administration reacted by 
negotiating a "voluntary" limit by Zapan on exports to the U.3.. apparently had 
some impFact on ITC thinking. Precise  corn pansons  in escape clause  cases are 
.not often possible,: bétause each case is unique. .Flowever, in the case involving 
1-leavy-duty Motorgdes (usually referred  to  as Harley DavieLson) 2 4 and in the 
Speciality Steel  casen-the ITC found threat of Injury caused by imports, despite 
the decline:of the industry's position due -to reduced demand, The Chairman (Mr. 
Eckes) in the f-larley Davidson case  said irThere is no basis in concluding that 
the current recession is the principal cause of iniurY. InclustrY under import 
as • ault or threatened by such an a.ssault should not be denied .  relief simply 
because the assult happens to coincide with an economic slowdown". This  is  in a 
.practical sense, repealing the position of the ITC in the Motor Vehicles case. 26  

It should be clear from t • is exposition  that the - "separable" concept of 
injury, if applied with a.rigorous cauSality test, such as it could seem is called 
for by the GATT articles, might lead, in some  cases,  to Positive ihiurY 
detern-iinations where ;  under an "overall" concept, there might be negative 
determinatioris. As for anti-dumping and countervail, if current U.S. law  is  read 
as being addressed to "overall" injury, and With its current causality language, 
then -there are bound to be positive determinations which will be iriconsistent 
with a "separable" reading of Article VI. and the tWo Tokyo Round agreements. 
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This expo$irtion lea ►►es aside what in- cornpe,.,fitiah pafic^ is considered
more important than injury to° prroducers ^ that is, irtjûry to Campetition. We.
have axréady nQted that rrmany corn nién taters, including many who argu.e tFia't`U.S.
irade Law ir^volves an "v^rerail"" concept of injury, believe that the anti-^d=ping.

sians shouJd nox.focus on what is d early anly a"dive rs ian d f busieiess" .ms^.
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ISSUE  OF "STANOARDS" 

One of thé recurrent themea in the literature which addresses the issue 
of the differences between, or conflict between cornpetition legislation and 
trade policy legislation is that differeit "standards"  are  applied in regard to 
price discrimination in domestic commerce and to  price discrimination in 
international transactions. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine this issue; our comment 
should be read in the light of What we have said, in Chapter III, about "Iniury" 
and "cauaality" in the contingency protection system. 

Two Systems  

A review -of cOmpetition legislation related to price discrimination arid 
a. parallel review of trade policy. legislation on price discrimination (that is, the 
Antidumping Code and various national legisiative-schemes) suggests that to tail( 
of a .difference in "standards" is perhaps misleading. What is at issue is the 
difference between two systems which have evolved separately. Some of the 
differences arise from the fact that one system deals with economic agents 
within the domestic jurisdiction, and with evidence existing within that 
jurisdiction, while the other deals with the impact of .actions by a group of 
economic agents some of whom (the exporters) are 'outside the territorial 
juris.diction, and with regard to the actions of which the evidence is wholly or 
partly outside the jurisdiction. 

It is largely for this reason, it appears, that the anti-dumping system 
has developed as an administrative remedy, not as a criminal law matter. With 
the relative desuetude of the 1916 Anti-dumping Act in the U.S. (which provided 
for fines, imprisonment, and suits for treble damages) anti- dumping'systerns have 
developed as administrative remedies. One reason for this development was the 
difficulty of establishing intent: it become obvious that, as a practical matter, 
intent would  have to be inferred from objective tests, and that those tests would 
become, in effect,  per  ,se offences. But; being a criminal statute; the strictest 
construction q.vas required. rius  antidumping  systems developed, not on the 
U.S. 1916 model, but on the Canadian 1904. model of an administrative remedy, a 
special duty which could be imposed within a system of regulations. which left a 
gcpod deal of scope to administering officials. 

The difference between a criminal law approach (the Robinson-Patman 
Act and the Canadian Combines Investigation Act) and an administrative remedy 
approach involves two quite different philosophies of. intervention .  In the 
criminal, law approach, the purpose of the law is largely 'prevention or 
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deterrence. In the administrative reme-dy approach, the objective is to  Shed the 
domestic producer from the impact of discrimination by bringing about a phce 
adjustment (either by an undertaking to raise prices. or  by the levyIng of a duty 
which can be avoided by the  exporter  by raising the export price or decre4ing 
the home marketpricel. 

If anti.-dumping proced__ t_ires  were applied to domestic price 
discrimination would there be More cases successfully prosecuted? Conversely, 
if we adopted competition laW provisions that  is, a criminal law technique, Ln 
the antidumping system (that is, if anti-dumping law were to be modelled on the 
U.S. 19 16 law) might we not have a more restrictive trade policy system' Much 
would depend on what defences were acceptable a,gaingt a charge of injuribus 
dumping. 

One resuft of the fact the anti-dumping system is a syStern of 
adminiStered remedies is that there is no penalty imposed On the person 
receiving the immediate benefit Of discrimination — that is, the importer of the 
dumped goods — except that he Must pay any provisional çfuty (and assuming 
that,- if there is a positive anti-dumping determination the exporter either gives 
an undertaking or otherwise eliminates the dumping margin). There is no sense. 
hoWever, in which the importer of dumped goods is guilty of any offence, nor is 
there any right te Civil action a,gainst him by the injured domestic producer. 
Frorn the point of view of the economic agents, the anti -dumping  law may seem 
less punitive than the domeStic price discrimination provision, but less easy to 
defend against, once an action is commenced. 

Much  of  this difference in structure derives from the fact the principal 
discriminating agent (the exporter) is some measure outside the jurisdiction of 
the national authorities; the only effective remedial course is to apply some 
measure within the jurisdiction or competence of the lrrpOrting country (a du -Ey 
on imports,: a limitation on imports, or an exclusion ordeei. This is not to say 
that if the anti-dumping la.w were to revert  ta  the criminal law Mode it would 
be impossible tD devise sanctions which would threaten to reach individuals 
outside the territorial jurisdiction;, such a 'system of sanctions could be 
intellectually .justified by an application of  the  "effecte doctrine. Such as 
approach is followed by the U.S. in the application of the expOrt cOntrol 
provisions, in that sanctions are impOsed on individiieS outside the U.S. Who are 
alleged to have committed such offenses as breacheS of re-export undertakings. 

Injur .tro,Whom7  To What? 

Another, a much commented on difference, is in regard to injury. 
There are tw.o questions herei. Injury to whom? and Injury to what7 The anti-
dumping systems are, on their face, directed at protection of the  domestic 
competitors-of the discriminating foreign seller, that is, "primary-line" injury. In 
U.S. coMpetition law That being the case, it iS likely that a mere "diversion-of-
business" test will be all that is required to satisfy -the injurY requirement under 
the anti-dumping law; it is a matter of argument as to what extent this is 
different from the test of prirnary line injury cases under U.S. competition 
legislation. It is difficult to make a comparison in Canada, because of the 
relative lack of examples of successful price discrimination cases.2 A number of 
writers have examined the issue in the U.S., particularly after the Supreme 
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Court decision of 1967 (the Utah Pie case) to the effect that in primary line
cases "predatory behaviour was not a prerequisite for a finding of primary line
injury...the test applied was of injury to competitors rather than

competition. ..'.3 Subsequent to this case the White House Task Force on
Antitrust Policy and the Department of Justice studied the question of what
should be considered to be primary line injury. The Task Force (Neal Report)
proposed two criteria: 1) whether the price at issue is less than long-run average
cost and 2) this discrimination threatened to destroy a competitor "whose
survival is significant to the maintainance of competition...".k The U.S.
Department of Justice, which has favoured abolition of the Robinson-Patman
Act, proposed a more rigorous test, one which is close to the concept that
predatory pricing is pricing at less than average variable cost.5 If This test were
taken into law and practice, domestic price discrimination law would be even
more differentiated from anti-dumping law, which, in constructed cost cases,
looks to full average cost.

With regard to the EEC system it is difficult to make a comparison with
Canada or the U.S.; the EEC administers the anti-dumping system (Ylember
States no longer have national systems) but in the competition policy area the
Commission deals only with matters which could affect the trade between
member states. In the EEC, competition policy under Articles 85 and 86 of the
Rome Treaty is essentially an instrument to create a free market within the
community. For issues arising and affecting only commerce within a member
state, member state provisions apply. Thus EEC competition policy has dealt
with some important situations in which there was an unacceptable difference in
the price of a product in one state and another. Some of these have been
situations in which the producers in one member state have maintained a higher
price in their domestic market, not sold more cheaply abroad - i.e. in other
member states. In these cases the Commission approach is to try to ensure that
there is no impediment to parallel re-imports into the producing country. A case
in point is the order by the European Court, at the request of the Commission,
that Italy should ensure that Italian cars sold at lower prices outside Italy, if re-
imported into Italy by non-recogr^ized dealers, should not be subject to more
severe reoistration requirements.b This is, in a sense, an intra-community anti-
dumping law, but applied to ensure lower prices in Italy rather than to protect
producers elsewhere. Another type of situation is where a multinational firm
tries to prevent one of its subsidiaries in one member state from selling goods in
that state which are destined for export to another member state. A case in
point is the decision by the European Court of Justice that Ford of Germany
must be prepared to sell right hand drive vehicles (obviously, for export to the
U.K.) in the German market, although Ford of Germany made such vehicles for
export to Ford of U.K. Again, this is relying on parallel imports to deal with a
problem of price discrimination as between two national markets in the EEC.7

Another type of case is that involving abuse of a dominant position by a
producer in one member state directed against.a producer in another member
state. A case in point is the decision by the Commission to impose a substantial
fine on the Dutch firm Akzo Chemic against a small British firm. Akzo is said to
have given the British firm one week to get out of the plastics market or Akzo
would drive the U.K. firm out of its established position in the market for flour
additives. The technique involved would be price discrimination, including sales
below costs. Here the Commission used competition policy to prevent injury to
competition; in this case the Commission has, as it were, taken an intra-

I
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community anti-dumping action, designed to protect the injured firm. 8  Another 
type of case involves restrictive practices of foreign exporters to the community 
and their distributors in the community; a case in point is the commission action 
against a Japanese electronic company and its distributors in Britain and 
Germany who agreed not to re-export to France, thus raising French prices. 9  
Another type of case involves a foreign exporter and a European competitor 
agreeing on an exclusive dealing arrangement which raises prices; a case in point 
is the Commission action against the Japanese machine tool company, Fanuc, 
and the German firm Siemens, who had agreed to give each other exclusive 
dealing rights. This raised prices of numeric.al controlled and computerized 
machine tools by limiting competition in Europe between the two firms. This 
was a case of what could be called "reverse dumping", that is extracting a higher 
price in export markets than in the home market (Zapan). 10  In 1980 Dale, 
surveying the EEC record in regard to intra-community trade, observed that 
"... the apparent tendency to associate non-cost justified discrimination with 
unfairness suggests that, in relation to dominant firms, Article 86 may provide 
the basis for an intra-community anti-dumping law ...". 11  

lf we look at European national  legislation, there are considerable 
differences in approach. The U.K., for example, has no legislation analogous to 
the Robinson-Patman Act nor to the price discrimination provisions of the 
Canadian Combines Investigation Act. What is at issue in the U.K. system is 
whether a particular restrictive practice found to exist is considered to be 
against the public interest. Just as in the United States, where small retailers,  • 
particularly in the grocery trade, were one of the main groups pressing for 
legislation on price discrimination, resulting in the Robinson-Patman Act, in the 
U.K. it is the small independent retailers who have been most concerned with 
price discrimination. They have complained of the discriminatory pricing 
practices said to be forced on manufacturers by the large chain stores. This 
issue was exarnined in detail by the U.K. Monopolies and Mergers Commission in 
1981. The Commission concluded that "... neither the reference practice nor 
any particular form it may take, generally or invariably operates against the 
public interest, N.ve do not think that an overall measure of prohibition or 
regulation is necessary or desirable." 12  The report went on to point out that 
under the various components of the legislative scheme (the Fair Trading Act of 
1973, the Restrictive Trade Practice Act of 1976, the Competition Act of 1980) 
there was scope for the laying of complaints about specific pricing practices and 
that the Office of Fair Trading was staffed to inquire into such complaints. This 
is clearly a radically different system of inquiry than the EEC anti-dumping 
system (which has replaced the U.K. national system). If the anti-dumping 
system were adapted to this model, with its emphasis on the public interest, 
which provides scope for the exercise of considerable discretion, the present 
internationally sanctioned system would have to be completely revised. 

The French legislation addressed to discriminatory pricing in domestic 
commerce (which is now being revised) starts from the implicit assumption that 
such discrimination is harmful to competition, particularly harmful to small 
businesses, and therefore treats such discrimination as is not cost-justified as 
prohibited. A recent case involved subsidiaries of two major steel companies, 
who competed with independent steel producers by selling below cost.li The 
French legislation does not appear to reqtiire a formal inquiry into injury, but as 
a practical matter La Commission de la concurrence, which reports to the 
Minister of Finance, is not likely to recommend action unless the price 
discrimination has had a substantive impact on competitors. 
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In summary, it could be lair to conclude that the wide variety of types
of competition legislation make it difficult to make a simple comparison, on this
point, between the anti-dumping system, which is relatively standardized, and
competition policy in practice. It is accurate to say that the anti-dumping
system, broadly speaking, protects competitors (so-called "primary-line injury"
under the U.S. Robinson-Patman Act) and that explicit concern for the impact on
competition has virtually cPased to be a factor; however, it is not clear that all
competition policy is rigorously directed at the protection of competition, rather
than the mere shielding of competitors from the impact of discrimination.
Indeed, much of the criticism of the U.S. legislative scheme is on this account.

What is absent from the anti-dumping system is the notion of "second
line", "third line" or "fourth line" injury - that is, injury to customers of first
line buyers. injury to customers of customers, and customers of customers of
customers.14 This U.S. formulation is intended to make feasible, in a precise
manner, the inquiry into the impact on competition. Most observers have
considered this to be a major difference between the U.S. anti-trust system and
the U.S. anti-durnping system; indeed this is very much the main point of the
critical attack on the U.S. anti-dumping system. As our short comments on
other systems above suggest, it is more difficult to make this sort of precise
comparison in regard to the other less-articulated, and less-used systems. Be
that as it may, these differences in standards will have to be addressed in even
the most moderate attempt to make the two types of legislation less
contradictory.

Cause of Injury

If one turns from "injury" to "casuality", it is also difficult to make a
precise comparison. One reason is that, as we have noted above, there is more
than one concept of casuality in trade policy legislation, in the context of
whether injury is thought to be "separate" or "overall".

Given the rareness of Canadian prices discrimination cases, and the
range of different procedural approaches to assessing the impact on competition
in European competition law systems, as a practical matter, the only
illuminating comparison to be made is with U.S. competition law. Here there are
some parallels in the anti-dumping provisions and the "escape clause". For
example, if a complainant makes a prima facie case of price discrimination, the
discriminating supplier may be able to ré but by arguing that the adverse effect
on its competitors is due to factors other than the price discrimination.15 This
is much the same as the approach in the Tokyo Round Codes on Anti-dumping
and Countervail; it is an approach which is, in this writer's view-, consistent with
GATT Article VI and Article XIX.16

An interesting feature of the U.S. anti-trust system, from the point of
view of trade policy, is the concept of aid from other markets. This was spelled
out in the Humble Oil & Refining Co. case.

Injury (in primary - line injury cases) is not an effect of discimination
directly. Rather it is the result of a low price which a discimination
in price allowed the defendant to charge. High prices provide for the
predatory defendant the profit margins with which to tower other
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prices and under cut competitors. The existence of a differences is 
essential to the injury. The injury is an effect of the discrimination. 

This is obviously very much the philosophy of the anti-dumping system; 
in the anti-dumping system. it is assumed the high home market price makes 
possible the lower export price, and it therefore follows that the alleged dumping 
can be terminated, and anti-dumping duties avoided by reducing home market 
prices (as Canactian firms dumping in the United States, their principal market, 
may choose to do). The logic of the anti-dumping system, as originally 
expounded by Viner, is very much in accord with the concept that it is the high 
prices charged in the home market which make possible the dumping in the 
export market, that the high domestic prices are made possible by high tariffs or 
other restrictive measures, or by the exercise of market power. 

Extent of Discrimination 

Another area where "standards" as between anti-dumping and anti-trust 
appear to differ is in the calculation of the margin of discrimination or margin of 
dumping. There are two important components here: rules regarding quantities,  
and rules regarding selling below cost.  In anti-dumping systems, there are 
usually rules (highly detailed ones in the U.S. and Canadian systems) for 
determining when a discount for quantity is, or is not, a disguised price 
discrimination. The Canadian rules contain two elements: first, the discount is 
determined by reference to the largest quantity sold in the home market "if the 
quantity sold to the importer is larger than the largest quantity sold for home 
consumption, (those sales that) are in the largest quantity sold for home 
consumption", and second: the "normal value" found by reference to such sales 
may be reduced if the administering officials are "satisfied that a quantity 
discount is warranted on the basis of savings specifically artTibutable to the 
quantities of the goods involved." 18  This is, in U.S. anti-trust terms, accepting a 
quantity discount if it is cost-justified, and takes into account the fact the sales 
for export may well be in larger quantities than any domestic sales. (A similar 
reverse test is applied, in the Canadian system, when the quantity of sold for 
export is less than the smallest quantity sold in the home market.) 

In the Canadian domestic price discrimination provision, the test is 
whether the discounts are made available "to all competing purchases who buy 
the same quantity or volume", 19  and need not be cost-justified. 

In the EEC anti-dumping system, the issue of quantities being sold for 
export being greater than the largest quantity so. ld in the domestic market is 
dealt with in a fashion analogues to the Canadian system. The exporter can get 
a larger quantity discount accepted if he can show "that the difference is due to 
savings directly attributable to savings in the cost of producing the larger 
quantities". 20  

In the U.S. anti-dumping system the regulation on quantities is carefully 
ctrawn; in the event that the discount for quantity is for a quantity greater than 
that sold in the home market (which means in regard to sales equal to at least 20 
per cent of sales in the domestic market, and for a period of six months prior to 
the date of the dumping complaint) then the exporter must "demonstrate that 
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the discounts are warranted on the basis of savings which are specifically 
attributables to the production and delivery of the different quantities 
involved". 21  In fact, allowances for discounts  for  quantities greater than 
quantities sold in the home market are rarely granted. 

In the U.S. systern for domestic price discrimination, a broadly similar 
rule of cost justification applies. But Kintner observes: "Quantity discount 
schedules must be developed with care if they are to be protected by the cost 
justification defence". 22  

• 
Broadly speaking, we can conclude that with regard to guantities,  there 

is, in a formal sense, little significant difference in standards between the two 
types of legislation; in both systerns,_ cost-justification is the test, and in both 
systems it is difficult to establish that the cost-justification exists. 

Sales Below "Cost"  

Turning now to the component in the system which is perhaps the most 
controversial: that is, the question of sales-below-cost. This is, of course, the 
issue of what prices should be held to be predatory, an issue examined again and 
again in the literature about domestic price discrimination. 

In the United States, the provisions in the anti-dumping system about 
prices at less than cost are set out in great detail; it is not necessary here to 
discuss the evolution of these provisions in detail, but to describe them as they 
now are, after the conclusion of the Tokyo Round (including the revisions of the 
Anti-dumping Code) and the passage of the 1974 Trade Act and the 1979 Trade 
Agreements Act. 

- 
To begin with the Code provisions: 23  Article 2, para 1 provides that 

(a) For the purpose of this Code a product is to be considered as being 
dumped, i.e. introduced into the commerce of another country at less 
than its normal value, if the export price ,  of the product exported 
from one country to another is less than the comparable price, in the 
ordinary course of trade, for the like product when destined for 
consumption in the exporting country. 

Here, the key phrase for our purposes is "in the ordinary course of 
trade". The U.S. view, reflected in the provisions, is that sales at less than full 
cost for a prolonged period are not "in the ordinary course of trade". 

Para 4 of Article 2 of the Code provides that 

(d) When there are no sales of the like product in the ordinary course 
of trade in the domestic market of the exporting country or when, 
because of the particular market situation, such sales do not permit a 
proper comparison, the margin of dumping shall be determined by 
comparison with a comparable price of the like product when 
exported to any third country which may be the highest such export 
price but should be a representative price, or with the cost of 
production in the country of origin plus a reasonable amount of 
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administrative, selling and any other costs and for profits. As a
general rule, the addition for profit shall not exceed the profit
normally realized on sales of products of the same general category
in the domestic market of the country of origin.

The U.S. legislation deals with the situation of when an exporter's price
for sales in his domestic market is less than his cost of production "over an
extended period of time and in substantial quantities". Section 773(b) of the
Tariff Act provides that

Whenever the administering authority has reasonable grounds to
believe or suspect that sales in the home market of the country of
exportation, or, as appropriate. to countries other than the United
States. have been made at prices which represent less than the cost
of producing the merchandise in question, it shall determine whether,
in fact, such sales were made at less than the cost of producing the
merchandise. If the administrative authority determines that sales
made at less than cost of production (1) have been made over an
extended period of time and in substantial quantities, and (2) are not
at prices which permit recovery of all costs within a reasonable
period of time in the normal course of trade, such sales shall be
disregarded in the determination of foreign market value. Whenever
sales are disregarded by virtue of having been made at less than the
cost of production and the remaining sales, made at not less than the
cost of production, are determined to be inadequate as a basis for the
determination of foreign market value under subsection (a), the
administering authority shall employ the constructed value of the
merchandise to determine its foreign market value.

"Constructed value" is then defined, in Section 773(e) of the Tariff Act.

... the constructed value of imported merchandise shall be the sum
of (A) the cost of materials (exclusive of any internal tax applicable
in the country of exportation directly to such materials or their
disposition, but remitted or refunded upon the exportation of the
article in the production of which such materials are used) and of
fabrication or other processing of any kind employed in producing
such or similar merchandise, at a time preceding the date of
exportation of the merchandise under consideration which would
ordinarily permit the production of that particular merchandise in the
oridnary course of business; (8) an amount for general expenses and
profit equal to that usually reflected in sales of merchandise of the
same general class or kind as the merchandise under consideration
which are made by producers in the country of exportation, in the
usual wholesale quantities and in'the ordinary course of trade, except
that (i) the amount for general expenses shall not be less than 10 per
cent of the cost as defined in subparagraph (A), and (ii) the amount
for profit shall not be less than 8 per cent of the sum of such general
expenses and cost; and (C) the cost of all containers and coverings of
whatever nature, and all other expenses incidental to placing the
merchandise under consideration in condition, packed ready for
shipment to the United States.
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Three features stand out: (1) what is at issue is full average cost. not
variable costs, (2) general expenses are to be calculated at not less than [0 per
cent or the cost of materials and fabrication, and (3) there is a minimum for the
amount to be added for profits.

The working out of this set of criteria varies from industry to industry.
For one of the most important for which the anti-dumping system (and the
countervailing duty system has been invoked - steel, Prof. Kawahito has
analyzed the impact, and his analysis should be quoted at length:

The price level of steel products, like that of other products, often
falls below short-run full cost during recessions when the reduced use
of capacity pushes up the average cost of steel making through
increased fixed charges per ton of output, and price hikes to counter
the cost increases are very difficult to make. A recession may take
more than a few years, as during the period following the 1973-4 oil
crisis. If "extended period of time" is interpreted as one year or less
and "cost" as full accounting cost. many foreign producers in such
recessionary periods would be judged to be dumping in the U.S.
market, even if their export price exceeds home-market price. Thus,
foreign producers who wish to continue exporting to the United
States may be forced to raise both their home-market and export
prices in periods of slack demand.

Such "counter-cyclical" pricing is not sanctioned by any school of
macroeconomics. . . . steel firms in the United States often engage
in price discounting during periods of slack demand. It is irrational
for the United States to expect foreign producers to adopt a pricing
policy which is neither approve;J by economic theories nor practiced
by American business firms.

And later:

The requirement of an 8 per cent profit in the calculation of
constructed value, which originated in the Anti-dumping Act of 1921,
fails to recognize contemporary international differences in the
corporate financial structure. In Japan as well as a few European
countries, the debt-equity ratio of major steel firms is as high as
80:20. If interest charges are included in the "cost", an 8 per cent
markup over cost in such instances could lead to a return on equity of
50 per cent or more, depending on other related variables. ..

Thus, although an 8 per cent markup may represent a measure of fair
profit in the United States, it would amount to exorbitant profits in
some of major steel-producing nations. ... by the standards of the
U.S. steel industry, an 8 per cent return on sales in recessionary
periods is rare; in the case of 1977, the return from steel operations
was negative for major American steel firms.

He points out the implications for buyers in the United States:

The unique cost criterion of the United States discriminates against
American steel-using industries, such as automobile. appliance, and

I
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machinery. If literally interpreted, the requirement of an 8 per cent 
profit margin in the calculation of constructed value means that to 
avoid penalties of dumping foreign producers must charge at least 9 
per cent higher fob prices to American customers than to domestic 
buyers when their domestic prices are one per cent below cost; if a 
foreign producer's cost of a steel product if $400 per ton and his 
home price $396, U.S. buyers must pay at least $432. or $36 more 
than foreign buyers, exclusive of freight and other export charges. 
Thus, steel-using industries will be handicapped in their international 
competition. 24  

• 
Aside from the question of whether the system described is in 

conformity with the GATT, or the Code, one may note that it is in considerable 
contrast with the U.S. provisions regarding price discrimination in the domestic 
market: here the debate has been as to whether the prices which should be 
regarded as predatory (or actionable) should be those prices which are below full 
average  cost, below long-term marginal cost, or below short-term marginal 
cost.z )  To argue in these terms — that is, to argue about predation by relating 
prices to costs — is to assume that to relate predation to intent is not feasible. 
The courts have given some support to the proposition that sales below short-
term marginal costs are clearly predatory. 

In Canada, the Combines investigation Act provides that it is a criminal 
offence to engage "in a policy of selling products at prices unreasonably low, 
having the effect or tendency of substantially lessening competition or 
eliminating a competitor, or designed to have such effect". 26  The  first 
conviction under this provision was obtained in the action against Hoffman 
L,aRoche Ltd.; in this case the issue did not arise as to whether the prices 
charged were below what level of costs, because the company gave the product 
free.z 7  The Canadian legislation, as was made clear in this case, is directed at a 
policy  of predation: "the Crown must prove ... that the accused was engaged in 
a policy of selling articles at unreasonably low prices. The selling, therefore, 
must be as a result of a conscious decision to do so by responsible company 
employers and something more than the adoption of a temporary expedient to 
meet an aggressive move by a competitor". 

It should be noted that in Canadian discussion, a difference is perceived 
between price differentiation  and price discrimination and predation; these 
issues were examined in some detail in a variety of reports (notably by the 
Economic Council of Canada) and are addressed at several points in the 
governmental proposals for reform. 28  For our purpose it is interesting to note 
that it is suggested there be authority to prohibit prices "below reasonably 
anticipated long-run average costs of production and distribution". It was also 
suggested that in the predatory pricing provision the word "unreasonably" should 
be replaced with "abnormally". What would be the impact of such a change is 
not clear. • 

If we turn to the anti-dumping system. the Canadian system follows the 
U.S. system fairly closely except that (a) the time period at issue, in regard to 
the period during which sales, for purpose of comparison in the home market, 
must be made, is sixty days — rather than the six months required in the U.S. 
provisions, and (b) there are no minimum prescribed for administative and other 
costs, nor for profits. 29  These provisions are . frequently invoked in relation to 
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capital goods, because for such goods there are often no domestic sales with 
which to make a comparison. Not surprisingly, manufacturers of such goods are 
not always willing to provide all their pricing data to Canadian officials, and 
accordingly, in so-called "cost of production" cases recourse may be had to the 
setting of arbitrary figures for normal values. This is intended, in part. as a 
technique to force firms to provide data, but the tactic has not always been 
successful. The same problem arises in the United States system. of course; 
Kawahito discusses the implications in his review of steel dumping cases: 

Application of the cost criterion may result in erroneous rulings by 
the investigating agency, because determination of foreign producers' 
cost is far more difficult than determination of their home market 
price... 

the "best information available" may turn out to be the information 
provided by the petitioner and other domestic industry sources when 
the investigating agency is not aware of the existence of better data 
which are publicly available. It may be recalled that. for the October 
1977 preliminary ruling on the Gilmore case involving Japanese 
carbon steel plates, the Treasury Departrnent relied on estimates 
supplied by the petitioner (the cost ratio between carbon steel plates 
and all steel products) and Japanese financial reports translated by 
the U.S. Steel Corporation. 

It should be clear from these comments that, in Canada and the U.S., 
the anti-dumping system, like the price discrimination system, has developed in 
roughly, but only roughly, similar fashion. In both systems. discrimination  in 
pricing is at issue; in both systems, selling below a defined level of costs is at 
issue. But the difference, the key difference, is in deciding on the level of costs 
at issue. One should consider therefore. whether the existing difference in the 
two systems is reasonable, given that one system is directed at domestic sales, 
at sales within the national territory, where the effect of the discrimination on 
the buyer who pays the higher price from the same seller, as well as the impact 
on other sellers, must be taken into account, and the other system is directed 
import sales, and where the impact on the buyer discriminated against  is not at 
issue. 

Injury to 'Industry" 

An assessment of the relevance of this key difference in the standards 
between the two systems must depend, in part, on another key element: that is, 
what is the entity or party on which the impact of discrimination falls. What we 
are referring to is not the question of "first-line", or "second-line" injury but an 
issue which has received less attention: that is, the concept in the anti-dumping 
system that it is the industrv3 0  (or rather, a major part of it) which must show 
injury (except for the special provisions for regional markets) but in domestic 
price discrimination cases it is any firm that can show that another firm is 
discriminating against it. We need not go into the problems which arise in any 
domestic price discrimination case of determining what is the market being 
served, which firms are competing in that market: these are all rather obvious 
questions which flow from the fact that any individual retail merchant can 
launch a proceeding under the Robinson-Patman Act or the Canadian Combines 
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Investigation Act. However, under the Anti-dumping Code, under U.S. and
Canadian law, dumping is considered as actionable only at the industry level.
Industry was defined, during the Kennedy Round negotiation. fairly carefully:
the outcome was described by one participant in the negotiations in the following
terms:

"Article 4 is concerned with the definition of "industrvr" ...

First, there is the question of what share or proportion of the
producers (of the "like" products) shall be considered to be an
industry. Paragraph (a) states that it shall be those "whose collective
output ... constitutes a major proportion of the total". The
modifying word "major" was one of the matters settled towards the
end of the Geneva negotiations. Some delegations (e.g., Britain)
would have preferred a stronger word; others (e.g.. Canada) would
have preferred a weaker one, because their representatives thought
such a weaker word might enable anti-dumping action to be taken in
circumstances that perhaps exist only in their countries.

Let us suppose, for example, that three-quarters of the production
in Canada of, say, men's shoes is from three large U.S.-controlled
firms selling established brands of shoes heavily advertised by their
parent firms in U.S. consumer magazines circulating in Canada.
Suppose the other quarter of total production of men's shoes -
assumed for the purposes of this discussion to be identical in quality,
style, and range of sizes - is made by, say, fifteen small Canadian-
controlled firms producing unbranded or private-brand merchandise.
Suppose, then, that there is dumping of unbranded men's shoes. It
might well be that the larger firms selling branded, internationally
advertised lines would be virtually unaffected and that the whole
weight of the dumping would fall on the smaller Canadian-controlled
firms.

The possibility of this sort of situation developing led the
Canadians to oppose the use of any modifying phrase that would have
required that injury had to be looked at in terms of. say. more than
half the industry in volume of production.

The reaction of U.S. officials to this sort of argument was to
assert that what would be at issue in such a case would be two
products - branded, advertised shoes are not "like" shoes that are
physically identical but not branded or advertised.

... the conclusion of the discussion in Geneva about "major
proportion" was that this appears to mean a substantial proportion
and, in practice, but not invariably or necessarily, more than half the
production of the goods in question."31

In all anti-dumping cases (except regional market cases)32 one of the
questions which has to be considered is. what is the extent, in geographical
terms, of the dumping alleged to be taking place; and then, what is the impact on
the industry (defined as explained above).
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This is clearly, a major difference in the "standards" of the two systems
of legislation. To understand its significance, we should ask, would any of the
rôster of U.S. price discrimination cases, under the Robinson Patman Act. be
actionable under a system modelled on the anti-dumping system? The answer is
clearly very few, if any. Conversely, what sort of anti-dumping system would we
have if it -was actionable at the firm rather than at the industry level? In
practical terms, it may well be that when importers enter a market it is usually
on a sufficient scale to have an impact on a significant number of the domestic
producers; however, there are likely to be situations in which the imports are
fairly localized - say, the California market or the Canadian west coast market
or the UK market. Under an anti-dumping law modelled on the domestic price
discrimination provisions, these might be actionable; under the present anti-
dumping system they are actionable only if it can be established that there is a
segmented, regionally separate market which is not to any significant extent
supplied by other domestic producers; this is the effect of the Code provision on
regional markets. We should be skeptical of loose talk of "harmonization" of the
anti-dumping system and the domestic price discrimination provisions if
"harmonization" were harmonized on the competition law model, on this point.
Of course, the obvious policy conclusion is that both systems of law should focus
on the issue of injury to competition.

Remedies

A final heading under the issue of "standards" is "remedies". In
considering two systems of legislation it is relevant to consider what penalties or
remedies are involved - because the penalty or remedy affects the whole
character of the system. Here there are radical differences. Under the
domestic price discrimination provisions, speaking broadly. there can be
imprisonment or fines for a criminal offense, damages (treble-damages in the
U.S.) under the civil provisions. Under the anti-dumping law, the importer may
have to pay the provisional duty. but once a determination is made (i.e. an injury
determination) he can adjust to the situation by having the exporter adjust home
market prices, or raise his export price, or both - or. if he has decided to settle
the case before the injury determination, giving an undertaking as regards the
price of the imports at issue. Frequently, what may be required is merely a
careful re-considerâtion of pricing and invoicing patterns and policies so as to
minimize the apparent margin of dumping. This facility to adjust to a positive
injury determination appears to be somewhat more feasible in the U.S. and
Canadian systems, because of the fact that dumping in these two systems is
calculated on a transaction basis; the importer/exporter can therefore adjust his
pricing (and invoicing) transaction by transaction. In the EEC system, it is more
likely that if the exporter has not accepted to give an "undertaking" - the more
usual course - then there is likely to be an anti-dumping duty collected which
the importer can reclaim (on the basis of showing that for particular transactions
the dumping margin has been eiiminated) only by following a complicated and
time consuming procedure of application through the national (i.e. member state)
customs regime. There is thus a penalty in terms of funds tied up in duty paid,
and in terms of interest foregone.

But the injured domestic producer has no right, in the anti-dump ing
system, to sue for damages, nor are dumpers liable for imprisonment or fines. 33

1
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Undertakings -

Increasingly, one suspects, anti-dumping cases are being dealt with by
the exporters offering "undertakings" - that is. agreeing either not to export. or
not to dump; most frequently, these undertakings involve a rp ice commitment,
that is, a commitment by the exporters concerned not to sell below a price which
the administration concludes is a non-dumped price.34 In the U.S. and Canadian
systems, and no doubt in the EEC systems. the complaining domestic producers
will have been consulted, and their consent, tacit or explicit. to the agreement,
may be sought. Here we have a complete negation of competition policy
"standards".

If a domestic. producer, or group of producers. were to conspire with
exporters to set exporters' prices, or if exporters were to agree among
themselves to set minimum prices, there would clearly involve offenses under
most competition law schemes (not withstanding the fact that under the Webb-
Pomerene Act in the U.S.. and possibly in practice in other jurisdictions, such
agreements may not necessarily attract sanctions in the exg_ ^orting country
concerned). The concept of undertakings (in the GATT codes, tn the U.S. and
Canadian legislation, in EEC practice) for anti-dumping (and countervail cases) is
parallel to the use of "export restraints" as surrogates for Article XIX safeguards
action. But, through the intermediary of the bureaucracy, these competition
limiting arrangements can be negotiated at the instance of private parties.
Leaving aside the question of the impact of such arrangements on competition in
the exportinR country, it would appear that the system involves (as does Article
XIX "surrogates") rewarding the producers which agrees to limit competition by
letting them collect the rent of restriction.

An alternative approach would be to not permit anti-dumping cases/and
subsidization/countervail cases) to be terminated by "undertakings" but to insist
on the levying of a duty for a reasonable length of time after dumping for
subsidization) has been found to be occuring; this might seem to be highly
protectionist, but clearly it is no more so than is the present practice of
accepting "undertakings" to raise prices; it would merely re-allocate the rent of
restriction and preclude rewarding dumpers by allowing them to conspire to
collect a higher price. Such an approach (which was, in fact, the approach of the
Canadian Anti-dumping Law of 1968, which made no provision for
"undertakings") would be justified by a more rigorous inquiry as to the economic
position of the dumper. This is the logic of the Epstein article, cited above. and
of other commentators who have pointed to the failure of the trade policy
system, since the collapse of the Havana Charter, to seriously address the issue
of the impact of restrictive business practices on international trade.

When we consider the use of "undertakings" in the contingency
protection system. we see the most dramatic conflict with competition poicy;
there is not merely a difference of "standards", but rather of trade policy
explicitly encouraging anti-competitive action to offset, one assumes, what is
frequently the abuse of market power by foreign producers.
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Analogues 

In summary, we  can  see that there are two different systems of law of 
which have evolved rather separately. The two systems are only very rough 
analogues, one of another, and it is only in a broad sense that one can speak of 
anti-dumping law being a counterpart of domestic legislation on price 
discrimination. When we look at the constitutent elements, that is, when we 
compare the "standards" of the two systems, we have to ask the questions which 
Gary Horlick, at one time Deputy Assistant Secretary in the U.S. Department of 
Commerce, formulated after considering the development of the steel dispute 
between the U.S. and the EEC. Writing in 1983, Horlick put the issues as 
follows: 

The American anti-dumping law dates back to 1921 when the 
international trading system was much less open and integrated than 
it is today. Does it still make sense to apply very different rules to 
international as opposed to domestic price discrimination? lf so, 
why? What difference, in economic and administrative terms, does 
the interposition of a border make to one's view of price 
discrimination? 1 suggest that some fundamental changes in anti-
dumping law may be needed to take into full account the increased 
integration of the world economy. 35  

We shall revert to these issues in our final chapter, which is addressed to the 
issue of reform. 



CHAPTER V 

THE "SAFEGUARDS" ISSUE AND "CARTELIZATION" 

One of the most contested, most debated issues in tracte poli cy before, 
&ring and after the Tokyo Round has been possible.reform of the "safeguards" 
system, of the provisions of Article XIX of the GATT. The title of that Article 
is "Emergency Action on Imports of Particular Products" and it was intended to 
correspond, broadly, with the "escape clause" of U.S. trade legislation. 

Bacicgrotrtd to the Safeguards System 

In the "system of treaties" linked by unconcntioned most- favoured-
nation clauses, prior to the multilateralization of these trade agreements by the 
GATT, prior to the multilateralization in the GATT of tariff-level undertakings, 
-the-e NW 35 no practical necessity for an "escape clause". In the "system of 
treaties", obligations with regard to particular tariff rates were essentially 
bilateral; one country might undertake to another to reduce its tariff rates on 
imports of specified products from the other country; the obligation to extend 
those rates to imports of the sarne products from .a third country was embodied 
in clauses conveying the right to unconditional most-favoured-nation treatment 
in regard to tariffs. But if it was proposed to raise the rate specified, it was 
necessary only to negotiate with the country to whom the original concession had 
been made. Third countries had no rights to the specified rate, other than their 
unconcational most-favoured-nation rights. But the GATT involved the 
multilateralization of tariff obligations, as the provisions in Article XXVIII for 
the re-negotiation of tariff rates makes dear. Hence it was necessary in 
developing the GATT as a multilateral, standardized treaty to provide for some 
right to raise rates of duty in the short term, when imports provided intolerable 
competition for local producers. As a practical matter, too, the GATT .e./as 
drafted to take into account the existing fabric of trade treaties; the U.S. had an 
"escape clause" in its existing trade agreement with Mexico, and this served as a 
basis for a generalized escape clause in the Havana Charter (Article 40) and then 
in the General Agreement (based on Chapter IV of the Havana Charter). 1  

The rationale of the "escape clause", as understood in the early years of 
the GATT, was that it was a provision which would enable a signatory to raise a 
rate of duty temporarily, a rate which had been reduced in a negotiation, if new 
circumstances developed, or if the negotiators had not foreseen what might 
happen, and that such a provision would enable governments to more easily agree 
to reduce tariffs. An "escape clause", it was thought, would provide a necessary 
element of assurance and flexibility. Harry Hawkins, a U.S. trade negotiator, 
described the logic of Article XIX: "... the clause must allow the country to 
take rernecfial action unilaterally, without having to secure the consent of any 
other country. The article gives this right. On the other hand, there is need for 
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some restraint against unnecessary or unnecessarily drastic action. This check is
provided by the requirement for negotiation and by the fact that the right of

compensatory withdrawals of concessions by other countries gives them
bargaining position. It is likely that, as a result of the consultations, the action
proposed will often be more drastic than that finally taken. The cost to the

export interests of the country proposing to act under the clause will become
dearly evident in the course of the consultations .... As the article is

drawn ... the determination of compensating measures is left in the hands of

the countries concerned."2

The early optimism of Hawkins and the other draftsmen at the London,
Havana and Geneva Conferences with regard to Article XIX was misplaced. In
the period from 1947 to, say, the end of the Tokyo Round, the obligations of
Article XIX were ignored, and ignored on a substantial scale, and they continue
to be ignored. It is not our purpose here to re-iterate the cornplicated and
confused history of how countries signatory to the General Agreement contrived
and conspired to so frequently ignore this key provision of the system, but for
the purposes of our examination of the interface between trade policy and

competition policy we may try to summarize a number of the main

developments.

First: It is fair to say that the dramatic changes in the location of
industrial production which have occurred in the last two decades (e.g. textiles,
garments, steel, autos, electronic equipment) were not foreseen by the
draftsmen at Havana in 1947. As a recent UNCTAD study observed: ". . . the
draftsmen of Article XIX were primarily concerned with facilitating through the
existence of an "escape dausd', the negotiation of tariff reductions and the
removal of quantitative import restrictions, essentially in trade between
developed countries. They took for granted the existing economic structure of a
centre of industrialized countries and a periphery of others supplying them with
their imports of food and raw materials. They did not take into account the
possibility of structural changes affecting major industries, in both world demand
and world supply."3 If the 1947 draftsmen, who were, when all is said and done,
trying to facilitate the reduction of tariff barriers erected in the 1920s and
1930s, had envisaged the profound changes in the conditions of international
competition which have taken place since the late 1950s (when 7apan effectively
re-entered world markets), they, might well have drafted Article XIX in a more
detailed more comprehensive fashion; clearly they would have had to address the
issue of structural adjustment.

Second: Many producers are unwilling to face the possibility of
compensatory withdrawal of concessions as the price to be paid for restricting
imports which compete with their products; these producers have used their
political leverage to escape from this obligation of Article XIX. The most

obvious example is the U.S. textile and garment industries; these two groups of
producers persuaded the Administration (of President Kennedy) to work for an
internationally-approved regime of bilateral restraints (primarily VER's) as the
price for these industries accepting the dramatic tariff cutting proposals of the
President's Trade Expansion Act, of 1962.4 Thus, in a sense, the price of the
Kennedy Round tariff reductions was the Cotton Textile Arrangement (the
predecessor of the 'dFA) which constituted a sort of sanction or cover for
bilaterally negotiated restraints on cotton textiles and cotton textile products.
The textile and garment industries were not prepared to submit themselves to

I
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the discipline of the escape clause in U.S. domestic legislation, nor to the 
international discipline of Article XIX which might have required the U.S. to 
offer compensatory tariff reductions to pay for restrictions on imports from 
Japan and Hong Kong, which were the "low-cost" suppliers of textiles and textile 
products at that time. It is this sort of perverse result of well-meaning efforts 
at trade liberalization which Bruce Clubb tried to identify in the speech cited 
abo ve. 5  

Third: Two countries which took the lead in encouraging, even 
sponsoring, Japanese accession to the GATT, that is, the United States and 
Canada, opted to accord Japan full GATT treatment (after the conclusion of the 
tariff negotiations for Japanese accession in 1955) and, in particular, to accord 
to Japan the same rights of non-discrimination and compensation, with regard to 
emergency restrictions on imports under Article XIX, as were accorded other 
GATT signatories. 6  On the other hand, European countries, broadly speaking, 
and a number of developing countries as well, were not prepared to accept apan 
as a trading partner with the sarne rights as other countries which had bilateral 
most-favoured-nation rights or GATT rights. They were not prepared to accept 
Japan as a trading partner on the saine  basis as others, essentially for two 
reasone first, they assurned that Japanese competition would be of the kind 
sometimes encountered before World 7.1  ar II — massive supplies of very low-
priced immitations of western mant.dactures, which might be highly disruptive in 
domestic markets. Many countries had had problems of such competition with 
Japan in the 1930s (e.g. Canada, in the period 1930-35). Second, there was some 
doubt that the Japanese would give practical effect to their commercial treaty 
obligations, in terms of increased import of manufactured goods. 

Thus when Japan negotiated for entry into the GATT system (1953-55) a 
number of countries invoked the GATT provisions (Article XXXV) which 
authorize individual GATT signatories to deny GATT rights, on a bilateral basis, 
to a new GATT signatory. Those countries wished to retain the right to 
discriminate against Japan in any situation in which imports from Japan caused 
problems in their markets. 7  Within a very few years, this caution appeared to be 
justified by  the  appearance of what were held to be "disruptive" imports of 
cotton textiles from Japan. European countries concentrated, not on securing 
reductions in Japanese import barriers, but in keeping intact their discriminatory 
quotas on imports from Japan, and securing their rights to rrsaintain such quotas. 
They then "sold off" their esinvocation of GATT Article XXXV by negotiating 
bilateral agreement under which they retained the right to discriminate against 
imports from Japan, despite the unoonciltional m.f.n. provisions of GATT Article 
I. These rights to discriminate against Japan, for the most part, continue to 
exist, and are obviously an element in negotiations about imports of particular 
products from Japan which the European countries concerned wish to have 
restrained or restricted. 8  

'riowever, the difference between the European approach to trade with 
Japan, and the U.S./Canadian approach, should not be exaggerated. The 
Europeans retained, formally, and in practice, the right to ffiscriminate against 
Japan; the U.S. and Canada abandoned the formal right to discriminate but they 
quickly (by 1959) turned to the development of the s'ystern of "voluntary export 
restrictions" by Japan, initially for cotton textiles, but, in the case of Canada, 
for other products as wel1.9 
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In summary, these appear to be the three principal reasons why Article
XIX has been ignored: the dramatic changes in the location of industry, not
foreseen by the GATT draftsmen; the unwillingness of domestic producers to pay
compensation; and the pervasiveness of the view that it was entirely appropriate
to discriminate against Japan.

The Safeguards System, Cornpetition Policy and Coatsumef Interests

What, in summary, has been the effect of the operation of these three
factors, or influences? In operational terms, the most important result has been
the putting in place of a highly detailed, highly structured, system of "surrogate"
measures - that is, surrogates or substitutes for Article XIX measures. This
structure of surrogate measures - essentially "voluntary export agreements",
"orderly marketing agreements'' and "industry-to- industry understandings" -

developed slowly. That countries signatory to the GATT would insist on
"surrogate" measures, in many cases, rather than invoking Article XIX rights,
and accepting Article XIX obligations, became evident only after the "Review
Session" of the GATT in 1955, and the negotiations at that time for the accession
of Japan to the GATT. Prior to that period, many GATT signatories claimed
justification for various import restrictions on the basis of their balance-of-
payments difficulties (as contemplated in GATT A:rticle XII). Indeed, the
Contracting Parties devoted considerable time and energy to working out a set
of transitional measures under which a country no longer able to shelter its
restrictions under the balance of payment provisions could nonetheless maintain
restrictions temporarily, subject to certain conditions. These transitional
arrangements were designed to take account of the fact that vested interests are
created by a restriction on a particular category of imports, and accordingly,
governments may face political difficulties, often at constituency or electoral
district level, in removing such a restriction. LO It was only as these residual
restrictions had to be abandoned that Article XIX became of practical
importance.

The first area of trade which was taken out of the GATT Article XIX
discipline was, of course, agriculture. Countries restricting imports of
agricultural products either invoked paragraph 2(c) of GATT, which permitted
restrictions on imports of agricultural products necessary to the operation of
domestic agricultural programs; or, as in the case of Switzerlandl l, chose not to
accept GATT obligations with respect to agriculture; or, as in the case of the
United States,12 secured a waiver of their GATT obligations with respect to a
range of agricultural products; or merely ignored their GATT obligations when
some particular problem of import competition arose. (There were, of course,
some occasions when countries did invoke Article XIX in regard to imports of
agricultural products.)t3 The early breakdown of the GATT system, or its non-
operation or ineffectiveness, with regard to this key sector of trade must have
substantially reduced the legitimacy of the GATT system in the minds of
ministers, of their bureaucratic advisors, and of the producer groups demanding
protection. It is tempting to argue that the decisive action was the request by
the United States for a waiver of its GATT obligations not to apply import
quotas on a wide range of agricultural products; the U.S. was the main advocate
of the GATT system, and had used considerable diplomatic bargaining power to
launch the GATT (for example, Article VII of the 1i.5.-li.K. lend-lease
Agreement). The decision, in effect, to withdraw the U.S. import regime with
respect to agriculture from the GATT rules can be seen as a decision which

I
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robbed the GATT system of its legitimacy as a set of bincang rules. To argue 
this proposition in detail would require a careful examination of the agricultural 
import regimes of other major trading countries, for example, the U.K. and 
France; however, it is- dear that the U.S. waiver had an important 
"demonstration effect'. 

In none of these early developments were competition policy 
considerations or  consumer interests significantly  evi  dent  what was almost 
invariably involved was a negotiation between a domestic interest group, usually 
localized and therefore politically effective, and a government. This is not to 
say that oPmpetition ,  policy and consumer interests were never considered, 
rather, that such considerations were not overtly evident. 

It is also tempting to argue that it was, in part, the "demonstration 
effect" of agricultural regimes which led to the regime of dscriminatory import 
quotas and discriminatory export restraints in regard to trade in textiles and 
textile products. Prior to the articulation of the "textile system" in the "Short-
Term Arrangement" regarding cotton textilesI 4  there were in place a number of 
discriminatory restrictions on cotton textiles (notably, those maintained by 
GATT signatories which had invoked Article XXXV of the GATT vis-'a-vis  apan, 
and those maintained "inconsistent with the provision of the GATT")I 5  and there 
were "export restraints" applied by Japan (for example, in regard to cotton 
textile exports to the U.S.I 6  and Canada. There were also the difficulties 
created by the U.S. export subsidies on cotton textiles related to the 
maintenance by the U.S. of a price for domestic raw cotton higher than the 
world price; this had caused considerable dfficulties for Canada, where domestic 
producers of cotton textiles were encountering competition from United States 
exports). The "Short-Term Arrangement" inaugurated the system of "organized 
non-compliance" with the obligations of Article XIX.I 7  As we have noted, the 
development of an international agreement providing a legal cover, of a sort, for 
the negotiation of export restraints and for import restrictions was part of the 
price for the launching of the Kennedy Round trade negotiations of [963-67; as 
we have also noted, the producer groups in the United States had sufficient 
political clout to force the "freer-trade" group in the Kennedy administration to 
put the Arrangement in place before ag,reeing not to oppose the passage of the 
Trade Expansion Act. 

We will search in vain, in the history of these developments, te any 
invocation of the interests of consumers or of the concerns of competition 
policy; the debate was essentially in terms of how much had to be conceded to 
producer groups. This has been a feature not only of "surrogate" actions but of 
actions in which government have chosen to exercise their rights under  Article 
XIX. 

At a later stage (with regard to restraints on exports of steel products), 
the anti-trust aspects of "surrogate" measures  became a matter of debate and of 
legal action in the U.S. As the various court cases proceeded, the daim by the 
plantiffs (the Consumers Union et al) that there had been a violation of the 
Sherman Act was dismissed; howe'Ver, in °biter dicta  the district court observed 
that "very serious questions can and should be raised as to the legality of the 
arrangements under the (Sherman) Act".I 8  Subsequently, the anti- trust aspects 
of the complaint having been set aside, the cases were- decided in regard to the 
issue of whether there was Presidential authority to conclude such agreements 
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with foreign producer groups or governments; this issue need not concern us
here. However, the question of whether there could be an anti-trust violation
when "voluntary" export restraints were negotiated rernained; in regard to stee!
these were dealt with, retroactively, in Section 607 of the Trade Act of 1974,
which section declared that "no person shall be liable" under "the Federal Trade
Commission Act or the Anti-trust Acts" for having negot'iated a"voluntar y

limitation on exports of steel or steel products to the United States".0
Subsequently, this issue was reviewed by the Attorney General when the U.S.
Administration contemplated seeking restraints by 7apan on exports of
automobiles to the U.S.ZO It appears to be the position in U.S. law that only if a
foreign government imposes or makes mandatory a restraint on exports can it be
assumed that there will be no violation of the U.S. anti-trust provisions (the
"foreign compulsion" doctrine). But what this history of this decade in U.S. trade
policy makes clear is that anti-trust policy is seen to bear on Article XIX policy
only in a negative sense; the concern of the authorities has been to ensure that
actions taken outside the scope of the "escape clause" - that is, "surrogate"
actions, do not involve technical violations of the anti-trust provisions. It is not
dear that at the political level, that is, in the Congress, in the Executive Office
of the President (which includes the Office of the Trade'Representative), there
is any systematic consideration given to the anti-trust policy implications of any
import limiting measure which is a surrogate for Article ?QX action. We say
"systematic" because we cannot know what matters are discussed at Cabinet
level, although one would like to assume that competition policy considerations
and consumer interests were factors in the decision to not ask the Japanese to
extend their formal restraint on automobile exports.

We do know that the cost to consumers (that is, the additonal "cash
cosr") was a factor in the consideration of whether or not to accept the ITCs
proposals to restrict imports of footwear.21 Indeed, the U.S "escape clause", by
its specific provisions, does involve consideration of competition policy aspects
and of the costs to consumers.

Section 202 of the Trade Act of 1974 makes it mandatory that the
President, in deciding whether to grant import relief, as recommended by the
International Trade Commission, take into account "M the effect of import
relief on consumers (indud^ing the price and availability of the imported article
and the like or directly competitive article produced in the United States) and on
competition in the domestic markets for such artides".22 We cannot know
precisely what weight is given by the Administration to these factors, although it
is evident that the cost to consumers has been an important consideration in a
number of recent cases.23

Under the Canadian domestic law provisions regarding Article XIX
action, thf--e is no stated public interest proviso nor any reference to the
interests of consumers or to the state of competition. (There is, as we have
noted, a negative public inter, est clause in the revised Canadian anti-dumping and
countervailing duty provisions.)24 However, the Canadian legislation delegating
authority to the executive to take Article XIX action is cast in a discretionary
form - that is, the executive "may" impose a duty or "may" impose a limitation
on the importation of the goods at issue, but is not required by law to do so, nor
does the law specify what considerations are to be taken into account.25 One is
not entitled to assume that competition policy considerations would be ignored in
the taking of a decision by Cabinet to impose a duty or quota, particulariy as the

I
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Minister responsible for competition policy, like other Cabinet Ministers, is free 
to state his point of view in Cabinet Committee and in full Cabinet. 

It should be noted that the Canacüan system follows, broadly speaking, 
the same organizational format as the U.S. system in that the formal inquiry by 
the administrative tribunal (in the U.S., the International Trade Commission, in 
Canada, the new Canadian Import Tribunal) is restricted to determining whether 
or not the imports cause or threaten injury to domestic producers. The 
consideration of other factors, such as the potential increase in consumer costs 
and the impact on competition, are reserved to the political level, where the 
consideration of factors, particularly in the Canadian case, is not subject to 
public scrutiny. 

The reason why we have paid particular attention to the legal "escape 
clause" provisions in Canada and the United States is that, in these two countries 
it is clear that the negotiation of industry-to-industry arrangements to limit 
exports, or the negotiation of government (of the importing country) to industry 
(in the exporting country) raises questions of possible breaches of competition 
law. In the U.S. this issue has, as we have noted, been examined in fairly precise 
terrns, by the courts and by the senior law officers of the Administation. In 
Canada, this issue does not appear to have been addressed publicly but it can be 
assumed that officials involved in negotiating Article XIX measures, or 
"surrogates" are aware of the limitations imposed on them by the Combines Act. 
However, it is important, for our purposes, to note that, although in the U.S. the 
President is required, in an escape clause action, to positively coneder the 
impact on consumers and the effect on competition of any proposed measure, it 
appears to be only in a negative sense that competition policy bears on the use of 
"surrogate's rneasures. That is to say that, once outside the formai "escape 
clause"/Article XIX nexus, the concern has been not to create an offence under 
the anti-trust provisions. 

The European Situation 

The extent to which competition policy considerations are taken into 
account in the EEC in Article XIX actions is not entirely clear, largely bec.ause 
there have not been many formal EEC Article XIX actions. The 1981 U.K. White 
Paper on Trade Policy  gave some guidance to U.K. producers on what would be 
serious injury under Article XIX, but there was no reference to the impact on 
consumers or on the structure of competition. This is not surprising, given that 
Article XIX spealcs only of the impact on producers. The U.K. authorities 
commented: "It must be emphasized that there has been relatively little 
recourse to this provision of the GATT and there is accordingly no substantial 
body of case history upon which to base definitive or comprehensive cxiteria." 26 

 Taking an example of an EEC "safeguard's action, that concerning pottery 
imported from South Korea or Taiwan in 1982, there is no reference to 
conditions of competition within the EC in the text of the Regulation authorizing 
a restriction on imports. 27  

The reason the EEC and the member states, make less use of Article 
XIX, and possibly more use of "surrogates", is that a number of import 
competition problems are dealt with by negotiation and agreement between the 
industry in the EEC member state and the industry in the. exporting country 
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(which may be contrary to competition policy), or they are dealt with under the
terms of a bilateral agreement providing for "safeguards" at the member state
level or by unilateral action which the exporting country chooses not to
challenge under the GATT.

An example of the last category is the limitation alleged to be applied
by France to imports of automobiles from Japan (to a limit of 3% of the French
market?; it is understood that this limitation is enforced by the zealous
applications of "technicai standards" to potential imports. This particular
example serves to make dear an important point of general import: "surrogate"
measures, possibly highly discriminatory, may be implemented despite the GATT
provisions if the exporting country does not challenge them; as a practical
matter, third countries are not always eager to make an issue of. such measures.

We should note that it was an important objective in the U.S. approach
to the reform or interpretation of Article )IX in the Tokyo Round that all
Article XIX surrogate measures should be brought under the same organized
multilateral scrutiny as it was proposed would apply to formai Article XIX
measures.

An example of an industry-to-industry measure is the understanding
between British automobile producers and Japanese automobile producers to the
effect that imports from Japan will not exceed 11 per cent of the. U.K. market
(by number of vehides). These arrangements are a matter of common knowledge
in the automobile trade and have been frequently noted in the press. In Japan
the arrangement has been administered by agreement essentially between vissan
and Toyota, and considerable lobbying would, one may assume, be required for
any new producer to secure a piece of the U.K. quota.

This parti cul ar arrangement i s only part of a restrictive r egi rne w hi ch
appears to be highly anti-competitive and which must impose significant costs on
consumers. There is little doubt that U.K. car prices are significantly higher
than prices for similar vehicles in the rest of the EEC; the report of the House of
Lords Select Committee on the European Communities stated that prices for
cars in the U.K., net of tax, were 23% higher than in Belgium, 15% higher than in
Germany, 12% higher than in France, and 7% higher than in Ireland. These
higher prices have been achieved as a result of market dominance, by advertizing
and by control of dealer networks, and have been enforced by attempts to
enforce limitations on sales of right-hand drive vehicles (or re-export) to Britain
by EEC dealers in automobiles outside the U.K. This measure was reinforced, it
was understood, by the unwillingness of U.K. dealers to implement after-sales
warranties on vehides purchased outside the U.K.28

The ability of U.K. vehide producers to maintain higher prices was
supported by the fact that, given the higher price level, foreign suppliers were
content to make high profits, and to not compete unduly on a price basis; in the
case of Japan the motive for what was (and is) essentially a market sharing
arrangement is evident; guaranteed access to the U.K. vehicle market is highly
prof i table. 29

The Commission has, however, been concerned with the bilateral,
industry-to-industry arrangements fixing prices or quantities which govern
foreign exporters in their exports to the EEC or to a member state. From one
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point of view, such private arrangernents, particularly if encouraged, if only
tacitly, by the government of a member state, undermine the authority of the
Commission over commercial policy; deariy it would be more appropriate for
these matters to be negotiated by the Commission on behalf of the member
state, or for Article XIX action to be taken. Moreover, the Commission is aware
that such arrangements may well raise serious problems under Article 85 and 86
of the Rome Treaty -- the basis for EEC competition policy. As far back as
1972, the Commission gave notice (in the Official Journal) that they were aware
that Japanese firms might take export limitation or price fixing actions in
concert with European industry; these could raise problems under the two
competition policy articles.30 Subsequently, the Commission held that
agreements between French and Japanese ball-bearing manufacturers to fix
prices, and that an agreement between French and Taiwanese mushroom packers
to fix prices, and which had not been notified to the Commission, constituted
infractions of Article 85. In the second case, fines were imposed on the French
firms concerned.31 These are examples of competition policy being brought to
bear on what were "surogates" for Article XIX_action.

It should be noted that, with regard to imports from the U.S. and
Canada, the EEC industrialists have no choice but to invoke GATT mechanisms
when dealing with problems of troublesome imports; U.S. or Canadian
businessmen cannot, as a practical matter, discuss limitations of their exports to
the EEC with EEC businessmen. Hence, the EEC looks to the anti-dumping
provisions or, in the absence of dumping, to Article X%X action. An example of
the latter was the Article XIX action taken by the EEC in 1980 on behalf of the
U.K. against imports of synthetic fibre carpet yarn from the U.S. and Canada.
Bilateral discussion of that issue turned primarily on the threat of compensatory
withdrawals by the United States; it is doubtfu! that the U.S. was persuaded that
the injury being suffered by the U.K. synthetic fibres industry was caused by
imports from the U.S. and Canada given that there was no comprehensive report
which exporters could examine since there was (and is) no EEC equivalent to the
USITC.

Another community development which raises issues from a
competition policy point of view is the use of "crisis cartels". Essentially what is
involved is the reduction of production by means of the allocation quotas, the
setting of domestic prices, and a related administered reduction in imports and
the setting of prices for imports. This is essentially how the ECSC has dealt
with the crisis of excess capacity, in Europe and elsewhere in the steel industry.
In this arrangement, under Article 58 of the ECSC treaty, ceilings were placed
on production in the various member states and imports brought under control by
whatever technique was available; or steel imports were restricted by deploying
a sort of "basic price" anti-dumping system (under Article 8 of the Kennedy
Round Code). Without getting into- the complicated jurisprudence of EEC (and
ECSC) "crisis cartels-1,3z it is sufficient to note that in this European approach
trade policy measures have been incidental or secondary to measures designed to
limit domestic production and to ensure that the industries in the various
member states do not expand at the expense of their competitors in other
member states.

Trade measures, however implemented, are seen as supplementary to
domestic measures, in much the same fashion as measures restricting imports of
agricultural products may be justified under GATT Article XI. Competition
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policy, in this context, is brought to bear when constructing the domestic cartel, 
and in considering whether the particular measures required to make the cartel 
effective can be justified. On a number of occasions (as discussed in detail in 
the compilation published by the Université de Liège cited) it has been concluded 
that particular proposed measures could not be accepted under EEC competition 
legislation; the position has been summed up in the following terms: "La 
Commission est disposée 'a  reconnaître que, dans certaines conditions, des 
accords entre entreprises en vue de réduire des surcapacités structurelles 
peuvent être autorisés au titre de l'article 85 no. 3 (of the Treaty of Rome) mais 
uniquement dans  la mesure oil les entreprises ne fixent pas en même temps, par 
accord ou pratique concertée, ni les prix ni les quotas de production ou de 
livr aison." 3 J 

It is perhaps too early to say how this system of domestic production, 
investrnent and delivery controls, plus controls on imports, has worked in regard 
to stee1. 34  However, from a competition policy point of view, the issue is the 
appropriateness of the domestic cartel, and the details; the competition policy 
aspects of the trade policy measures, if no more severe than justified by the 
application e the domestic measures, are presumably subsumed in the 
competition policy assessment of the domestic measures. From the trade policy 
point of view, the issue will be whether or not the exporter is being asked to bear 
an unreasonable share of the burden of adjustment. A doctrinaire "free-trade" 
answer to that question would invariably be "yes"; but much will depend on the 
details. In trade policy, as in competition policy, much depends on the details of 
the measure applied. For example, it is now generally accepted that the main 
result of the restriction negotiated by the EEC on exports by Japan of video-tape 
recorders (VTRs) after the French authorities applied a measure of 
administrative harassment ("Poitiers") was that the higher price realized by 
Japanese exporters as a result of the restriction on competition in the European 
market will help finance the research necessary for the next generation of VTRs 
to be produced in Japan. Awareness of this unintended result, unintended, at 
least, by France, has led to the proposal (advanced by Philips) to apply a tariff on 
imports rather than an export restraint. The rent of this restriction will thus go 
to the EEC Commission, rather than to Japanese VTR exporters. 

The issue of domestic cartelization of industry within the EEC is 
perhaps outside the scope of this study; in any event, it has been addressed by 
Tumlir in sufficiently emphatic terms: "There has occurred in Europe a 
surprising revival of the belief in the efficacy of cartels as instruments for 
solving the problems of adjustment and overcapacity. ... Three things are 
surprising ... There has been a relatively sudden change in poli -tical vocabulary, 
in effec-t a resumption of the speech patterns of the 1930s, featuring in 
particular an overuse of the word "rationalization" (used in its incantatory 
quality, no corresponding plan having been specified). The second surprising 
point is that some of the cartels have enjoyed more, and more open, official 
support than any of the cartels of the 1930s, and that they seemed to be 
conceived from the beginning as international cartels. Finally, there is the fact 
that although the cartelization-rationalization movement of the interwar period 
was a disastrous failure, nobody refers to that experience, not even by a hint. It 
is as if it had never occured."3) 
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Conclucfing Comments 

The question of domestic adjustment and cartelization will fill a.ny 
space available; let us try to sum up what we can say about the interface 
between "safeguards" policy and competition policy. It appears that four rather 
negative points should be made. 

o First: the Havana Charter/GATT system with regard to the use 
of Article XIX — the "Escape clause" — has virtually collapsed. 
Rather than institute non-discriminatory import restricting 
measures many countries have recourse to various "surrogate" 
measures. These measures frequently involve either exporters, or 
their government, agreeing to limit exports, that is, to take a 
measure which is, on the face of it, in contradiction with 
competition policy considerations and with the stated rationale of 
the post-war trade policy system embodied in the GATT. Nothing 
is more important in trade policy than that governrnenis should 
try to g,ive up this use of measures outside the GArr framework 
of rules. 

• Second the issues with regard to Article XIX are whether or nor 
discrimination, the hall-mark of "surrogate" measures, should or 
should not be taken into Article XIX, 36  and the instituting of 
more effective international scrutiny of escape clause actions, 
including scrutiny of "surrogate" measures that is looking at 
Article XIX in terms of trade policy. 

o From a competition policy point of view, the issue is why 
competition policy considerations are not more fully reflected in 
the safeguard system (Article XIX plus surrogates). It is only in 
the United States that the legislation on Article XIX measures 
re_fers explicitly (though only briefly) to the state of competition. 

o There would be nothing illogical in the application of competition 
policy considerations in the use of safeguards.  Ail  that is at issue 
is political will, coupled with a recognition that imports are 
competition, with all the economic benellis that competition 
entails, and that restricting that competition involves the same 
sort of costs as restricting competition in the domestic market. 



Chapter V 	 ANNEX 

Letter of 18 February 1981, from the Attorney General. 

Honourable William E. Brock 
United States Trade Representative 
Washington, D.C. 20506 

Dear Mr. Ambassador: 

This is in reply to your letter of February 6 seeldng confirmation or 
clarification of past advice and opinions expressed by this Department on the 
President's authority to negotiate or otherwise seek restraints on imports of 
automobiles. In addition, you ask our advice on how best to avoid difficulties 
with United States law in this context. 

Antitrust is an important concern when contemplating import 
restraints. Generally speaking, an agreement among foreign private companies 
to reduce the numbers of automobiles they export to this country would most 
likely violate United States antitrust law. However, we believe that if such an 
agreement were formally rnandated by a foreign government, the formal 
mandate would provide a defense to any subsequent antitrust challenge. In such 
litigation, the degree of foreign governmental involvement would be a key issue. 
Thus, if the foreign government should compel the precise agreement through 
the use of appropriate legal powers, i.e., by the imposition of export controls or 
other binding measures, a strong "governmental action" defense would be 
a vail abl e.* 

* In some circumstances, antitrust immunity for voluntary, private 
action restraining exports to the United States arguably may be implied 
when the President is authorized under Section 201 of the Trade Act of 
1974 to negotiate "orderly marketing agreements" with foreign 
governments. No such authority currently exists with respect to 
automobiles; thus Section 201 provides no basis for such an argument at 
the present time. Moreover, this "implied immunity" argument is not 
settled law and proceecfing under it would thus entail risk in any event. 

The antitrust risks that would be raised by concerted, voluntary, private 
behavior by foreign producers have led us to conc,tude that in any negotiations 
between our government and a forejgn government in which our government 
seeks a reduction in imports from that country, United States negotiators should 
emphasize the need for the foreign governrnent to provide protection to its 
companies from actions under United States antitrust laws by ordering, 
directing, or compelling any agreement restraining exports to the United States 
in terms as specific as possible.* 

* It should be emphasized that while antitrust prosecution by the 
United States itself of import restraints achieved through government-
to-government negotiation is unlikely, private antitrust actions could 
nonetheless be instituted. 
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If United States negotiators urge only mandatory foreign governmental
action, we believe that they would run no substantial risk of antitrust liability,
even if the foreign government fails to implement a government-to-governrnent
agreement by mandatory, legally binding measures. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that any private antitrust suit challenging import restraints in such
circumstances might involve United States government negotiators in depositions
in which the circumstances of the agreement would be examined. As with any
private case, the complaint could be drafted in such fashion as to allow far-
ranging discovery and might even include allegations of liability on the part of
government negotiators.

In order to minimize the likelihood of such allegations, we believe that
any negotiations seeking import restraints should be kept on a government-to-
government level, and direct dealings with foreign manufacturers, either
individually or as a group, avoided, similarly, in preparing for such discussions,
United States negotiators are best advised to avoid contacts that could be
characterized as faciiitating or serving as a conduit for a private arrangement
between American firms and their foreign competitors.

In summary, this Department believes that although the President has
inherent legal authority to negotiate directly with foreign governments to seek
import restraints, where such negotiations are implemented through voluntary
private behavior serious antitrust risks arise. Foreign or United States
governmental "approval," Iturging;' or "guidance"' of such behavior cannot safely
be relied on as a defense: if the foreign government does not provide adequate
protection by mandating the restraints in a legally binding manner, private
antitrust suits could jeopardize the effective implementation of any agreements
that are negotiated.

I hope this letter has been helpful.

Sincerely yours,

William French Smith
Attorney General
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CHAPTER Yi

THE QUESTION OF COSTS

In this chapter we address the issue of who benefits from the restraints
on trade sanctioned by the system of contingency protection, what are the
various costs of such protection, and on whom they are imposed. There is an
extensive litefature on this aspect of the debate over trade policy, beginning
with the insights of Adam Smith. Rather more recently, in parallei with the
development of the system of contingent protection, there have appeared a
significant number of studies, focussing on surrogates for action under Article
XIX, which make dear that such restrictive arrangements as the various
bilaterally negotiated restraints on textile and textile product exports impose
significant costs on users in the importing country, that the benefits to
competing producers in the importing country are purchased at a high price -
when calculated on a per job basis, and that adjustment assistance rather than
import relief is.likely to be less costly, though more visible. We note below the
more important of these recent studies, and then address, in qualitative rather
than quantitative terms, the issue of the costs of the anti-competitive impact of
the devices endorsed by the contingency protection system, and, going beyond
the purely economic calculus, the issue of the impact on political structure of
the emerging system.

The term "impact on political structures" is intended to direct attention
to the difference, in terms of the operation of the democratic political process,
between a"tariff-centered' system and a system in which the emphasis is on the
exercise of administrative discretion, on litigation, on the imposition of
discriminatory quantitative controls and the negotiation of undertakings by
foreign producers, or their governments, as to prices or quantities. This aspect
of the system of contingency protection has not received great attention from
the numerous economists who have been calculating costs and benefits of
alternative commercial policy devices.

It is not, as a practical matter, necessary to review or recapitulate all
the statements which have been made about the costs of protection and about
the various ways in which costs and benefits are distributed; we concentrate on a
few important studies that have been occasioned by, or at least coincided with,
the development of the present day system.

It is a central proposition of the economic theory of international trade
since the publication of The Wealth of Nations that measures of protection
impose costs; these costs can identif ie in t first instance, in ternis of the
higher prices that consumers must pay for the protected article, and, in the
second instance, the losses in efficiency due to the diversion of resources to
production of the protected goods. This reduction in efficiency affects the
production of other categories of goods, induding production for export.

I
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There is no basis for assuming that professional commercial policy 
bureaucrats are unaware of these considerations; it is a mistaken view, which 
seems implicit in much recent writing, that officials responsible for tariff policy 
or for the negotiation of such trade arrangements as the MFA are unaware that 
these arrangements impose COS13. Indeed, because they are occupied, on a 
career basis, on a full-time basis, with such matters, they may be expected to be 
more aware than others of the costs involved, the minor benefits achieved, the 
extent to which the pace of adjustment of the econorny is slowed, and the 
manner in which the political process is corrupted by the development of vested 
interests, both sectorial and bureaucratic, in protection. 

- The "Cash Cost" 	 - 

We have already mentioned that one of the pioneer studies directed at 
the assessrnent of costs of a protective system was  1H. Youngs essay for the 
Canadian inquiry in the mid-50's into the economic prospects of the country.I 
Young attempted to estimate the "cash cost" of the Canaclian tariff, the tariff 
being the main commercial policy device used by Canada at that time— prior to 
the evolution of the textile trade system. Young's method was to make a 
statistical calculation, based on detailed data from various sources, official and 
otherwise, of the actual differences as between Canadian prices and U.S. prices 
for products protected by the Canadian tariff. Young's conclusion was that: 

The cash cost of the Canadian tariff, omitting government 
expenditure and making no allowanœ for the effect of the tariff on 
distribution costs, amounts to $0.6 billion or about 3.5% to 4.5% of 
gross private expenditure net of indirect taxes. The inclusion of 
government expenditure and retail distribution would raise the 
estimate considerably, and it is likely that a comprehensive estimate 
of this kind made for 1956 would be of the order of $1 billion. 2  

Young also noted that in a system of preferential tariffs, part of the 
extra amount paid by consumers accrues, not to Canadian producers, but to 
producers outside Canada the exports of which enjoy margins of tariff 
preference. "Since the estimate is concerned with the overall cash cost of the 
Canadian tariff, no distinction  has been made between that part of the extra 
amount paid by Canadian consumers which accrues to domestic producers, and 
that part which accrues to producers outside Canada." 3  

It should be noted that Young's study was an important example of the 
empirical approach to assessing the impact of protection; it was for that reason 
welcomed by à number of economists who recognized the distinction between 
assertions based on a mathematical or geometrical demonstration of the cost of 
protection and a demonstration based on the accumulation of comparative price 
data. This distinction continues to be important, because while considerable 
quantitative and empiric work has been done in regard to tariffs, examination 
of the costs of other techniques of protection have emphasized mathematical 
demon.stration derived from theoretical assurnptions, sometimes in regard to 
situations in which empirical data were easily available. 

Young's study of the "cash cost" of the Canaclian tariff provided a point 
of departure for several key papers on tariff policy by Professor Harry 3ohnsorq 
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he pointed out that Young's method was the same as that used in 1927-29 by a
committee of inquiry in Australia (the "Brigden Committee") and that there were
a number of theoretical objections to this method. He went on to observe-
11. .. the total gains from international trade and the cost of protection are likely
to be relatively small in the large advanced industrial countries, owing to their
relatively flexible economic structures ... they are likely to be appreciably
larger, relative to maximum potential national income, in the smaller and less
developed countries .. ."4

Following Youngs study, there were a number of studies which tried to
measure the impact of tariff reductions on incomes and employment and on
imports and exports. A number of these were carried out by American
economists, particularly in regard to the Kennedy Round and later the Tokyo
Round tariff reductions. Perhaps the most extensive was the study carried out
under the auspices of the Brookings Institution during the Tokyo Round.5 This
study attempted to assess adjustment costs related to tariff reductions against
the benefits of lower tariffs, in terms of cheaper imports and increased exports;
the broad conclusion was that, over time, the benefits of tariff reductions would
exceed the costs of adjustment by fifty to one hundred times. This was another
way of making clear that protection imposes costs on the protecting country.6
Cline later summed up his views, formed after an extensive effort at calculating
costs and benefits of protection on the basis of all available statistical data:

The costs of' proiection are especially high for consumers. In the late
1970s American consumers paid an estimated $58,000 annually per
job saved by protection of specialty steel, television sets, and
footwear.... European (EEC) consumers paid approximately $11
billion yearly for the protection of European farm products ... and
American consumers pay an estimated $12 billion yearly for the
protection of textiles and apparel. The 'static' costs of protection to
the nation as a whole are lower than these consumer costs because
part of the consumer loss is a transfer to domestic producers in the
form of higher profits. But the nation's net economic costs from
protection are nevertheless substantial,. especially when dynamic
effects are included.7

The methodology of the studies which gave rise to these conclusions is
not directly *.ransferrable to the task of assessing the costs of the contingency
system, because of the significant operational differences between a tariff
system, on the one hand, and special (i.e., anti-dumping or countervailing) duties,
undertakings, and the various quota regimes, VER's, OMA's on the other.

In an anti-dumping case, for example, there may be no duty collected;
the exporter may adjust to the anti-dumping action by giving an undertaking to
raise prices or by adjusting home market prices, or quite likely, by careful re-
adjustment of his domestic and export invoicing practices. Depending on the
details of how he may choose to adjust to the levying of an anti-dumping duty, or
the threat of a duty, and depending too on the price elasticity of the demand for
the products at issue, the exporter may be able to impose additional costs on the
importing country without there being any increase in governmental revenue.
The first order increase in costs is composed of the higher prices for imports and
the higher prices which may be charged for like products produced domestically;
the second order costs are the decrease in efficiency and the misallocation of
resources in the importing country.

I
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In a countervailing duty case, the exporter may adjust by his 
government entering into an undertaking to eliminate the effects of the subsidy 
in prices for export, or by limiting the quantity to be exported; in complex cases 
the countervailing duty (or anti-dumping duty) proceedings may be terminated 
because the exporting countries concerned have negotiated export restraints 
(This has been the case for a range of steel products imported into the U.S.). In 
such a situation, the rent or profit of the restraint is likely to accrue primarily 
to exporters; the importing country faces additional costs without being able to 
tale  any revenue from the hypothetical duties; moreover, there are the costs 
involved in misallocation of resources and efficiency losses. The amount of rent 
arising because of the restraint, and the actual reduction in imports over the 
level of imports that would have occurred in the absence of a countervailing (or 
anti-dumping) proceeding depends on the elasticities of supply and demand for 
the product at issue, and also on the relative bargaining strength of exporters 
and importers. If exporters are small and numerous and importers are fewer and 
more powerful, importers may be able to acquire some of the rent of the 
restriction. 

In quantitative methods of restriction, such as those imposed pursuant 
to GATT Article XIX, or as surrogates for GATT Article XIX, or under the MFA, 
the allocations of costs and profits will vary according to the design of the quota 
system. There are many varieties of quota system: we can take two 
hypothetical cases, at the two extremes, by way of illustration. 

At one extreme is a global import quota administered by the importing 
country, which issues licenses to import fixed quantities to importers of record, 
the quantities allocated to each being related to the quantities imported by the 
individual importer in some representative historical period. The importers can 
shop around amongst various exporters in the various competing exporting 
countries; the importers have maximum bargaining power and can appropriate 
the rent of the restraint. 8  Much the sarne result will apply in a system in which 
the importing countries institute quotas assigned to individual exporting 
countrie if the right to import is given to individual importers who can bargain 
with numerous exporters, it is likely that the importers will appropriate the rent 
of the restraint. The only fashion in which the rent can be appropriated by the 
importing country (i.e., by the government) is to auction the rights to import 
under quota; such a system would also reduce sharply the scope for influence and 
favoritism in the allocation of quotas. Possibly for that reason governments 
have not adopted such quota auctioning techniques. 

At the other extreme Is a system of bilateral export quotas 
administered by the exporting country in which non-used quotas may be 
transferred by quota holders (e.g. as in Hong Kong). In such a system it is likely 
that all the rent of the restraint accrues to exporters. 

In between these two extremes there are a multitude of variations, but 
these two examples should make dear how one could analyze a given quota 
system in terms how the rent of the restraint is allocated. 

What has been discussed above is who co ll ects the rent.  The question of 
how large are these re-its is another issue. In any given case that will depend on 
how restrictive is the quota system, that is, by how much does it reduce imports 
below the levels that would prevail in the absence of a quota, and therefore on 
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elasticities of supply and demand. Much work has gone into calculating such 
costs but there are considerable difficulties in securing reliable data and in 
reaching precise results. 

For textiles, the various attempts to calculate the magnitude of costs 
imposed on consumers in certain industrialized importing countries, as against 
the adjustment that would be faced in the absence of restriction, was reviewed 
by Martin Wolf in 1982. 9  One of the more factual inquiries has been conducted 
in regard to textile policy in Canada. This is a study for the World Bank carried 
out by Glenday, Jenkins and Evans in 1980 10  analyzing the impact of tariffs and 
quotas on textile imports for a specific area of Canada (Sherbrooke, Province of 
Quebec). In the version of this study published by the North-South Institute, the 
authors state: 

The economic benefits of delaying the layoff of an average 
vulnerable job in the Sherbrooke region is at most 36 per cent of a 
worker's present wage. With  1978 yearly wages estimated at about 
$11,200, the benefits of maintaining this job over 5 years equals 
approximately $20,000 in present value terms. The economic cost of 
protecting such a job in the clothing sector for 5 years by way of 
trade restrictions amounts to approximately $30,400 in present value 
terms. Protecting employment by imposing trade restrictions 
therefore means a net loss to the economy of some $10,400 per job. 
Any financial assistance to forestall layoffs over and above existing 
trade protection would only deepen this net economic loss. However, 
in the absence of such trade protection, government financial aid to 
ailing firms is likely to be much less economically inefficient. 11  

More recently, the cost of textile import quotas for the U.S. was 
examined in a study published by the Bureau of Économies of the Federal Trade 
Commission, by Tarr and Morkre. This study concludes that 

the gross social cost to the U.S. economy of the import quotas 
consists of the sum of the rent and consumption distortion effects. In 
1980 the gross social cost was between $308 million and $488 million, 
which represents the gross benefit to the U.S. of eliminating the 
quotas. The annual cost to U.S. consurners was estimated to range 
between $318 million and $420 million. Against these estimated 
benefits of removing the quotas, there is a cost of cancelling the 
quotas that stems from the cost of transitional unemployment ... we 
estimate this cost is between $17 million and $61 million ... per 
dollar of unemployment costs U.S. consumers would gain  ai  least $7 
if the quotas were eliminated. 12  

We draw attention to these studies without agreeing that the orders of 
magnitude are correct in our view these stucâes relating to the costs of textile 
restraints rest essentially on one data source: that is, the market prices for 
textile and apparel quotas being transferred between Hong Kong exporters. This 
approach was developed by Jenkins in his earlier 1980 Study for the North-South 
Institutel 3  and by Brian Hindley in a paper prepared for an informal meeting of 
Tokyo Round negotiators, academics and senior officials at Streza in 1978, 14  and 
further developed by Tarr and Morkre in 1984. 15  This assumes that the various 
prices realiz,ed for transferable quotas in Hong Kong indicate the value of all 
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Hong Kong quotas. This is not necessarily a correct assumption. Only a smaller
marginal supply of quotas are sold in Hong Kong; in such a situation the market
price may not be a reliable indicator of the price of quotas if all quotas were
transferred (or auctioned by the authorities). Surely this is tTie case for all
"marginal" markets. Thus the London sugar market price for sugar does not
indicate what would be the price for sugar if all sugar was so sold; most su ar,
like most Hong Kong export quotas, changes hands under other arrangements . ^6

For this reason, these estimates may be somewhat overstated; what is
clear is that if quotas are Imposed in addition to relatively high tariff rates the
costs of such protectionism are likely to be substantial.

Another approach, more in keeping with Young's empirical work, noted
above, would be to compare prices for categories of products in exporting
countries with the prices for the same products in various importing countries.
What this may show is that the cost of restrictive quotas, such as are widespread
in the textile and apparel sectors, varies from one importing country to another,
depending on the extent of competition between domestic producers and the
vigour of competition, or lack of it, in the distribution sector. In North America
there is relatively vigorous competition in the wholesale and retail distribution
systems, and many large retailers do their own wholesaling, particularly with
regard to apparel. In Europe it would appear that there is less competition in
distribution and that importers have the benefit of nationally administered
import quotas. High. profits on imports may cross-subsidize domestic products,
given that importers have an interest in allocating to domestic producers
sufficient business as to persuade them not to press for more restrictive quotas,
which would reduce importers' profits.17

None of these observations as to the need for empirical data on prices
for restricted imports takes away from the fact that the price of protection by
bilateral quotas is unduly high, unduly, that is, when measured against worker
adjustment costs or against potential adjustment assistance.

The same issues were examined, in relation to "export restraints", by
the U.S. International Trade Commission in 1982.18 In this study the differences
in terms of the distribution of rents as between restrained exporters who are
"price-takers" and those who are "price searchers" are examined; this refines the
argument stated abo ve. 19

Another product area which has been subject to quotas and export
restraints is non-rubber footwear; there have been several attempts to assess the
impact of these measures. In the USITC study cited above, the effectiveness of
the orderly marketing arrangements are examined; it is noted that "the
quantitative restraints were largely offset by increases in the imports from non-
restraining countries".20 It is calculated that for the 3 year period 1977-79 the
OMA's reduced imports into the U.S. by approximately 88 million pairs, about 8.5.
per cent of total imports, and created about 15,000 jobs each year in the three-
year period. This was accompanied by a reduction of demand, stated to be
running as high as 9,573,229 pairs in 1979, and an increase in price, in that year,
of $1.07 per pair.

The effect of restraints on footwear was also examined in detail in
connection with the Canadian Article XIX action on that product, In a study

I
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prepared for the Canadian Import Tribunal by a team from the Institute for
Research on Public Policy, under the direction of A.R. Moroz, the following
conclusions were reached as to the effect of removal of the Canadian import
quota during the years 1978-83:

The retail price of imports would be lower by 7.59 per cent
and ... consumption of imports (would increase) by 8.69 per cent; the
price of domestic footwear would be the same but domestic footwear
production would be marginally lower by 1.52 per cent; employment
in the domestic f ootwear industry could be marginally lower by 1.27
per cent; and total Canadian footwear consumption would be higher
by 1.67 per cent.

The study goes on to emphasize the "relative ineffectiveness" of, the
quota in protecting domestic footwear and employment, and notes that the
depreciation of the Canadian dollar "is the single most important reason for the
moderate impact of the quota on import quantities and prices".21 In terms of
welfare costs and benefits, which is nearer to our focus here, the study asserts
that for 1978-83, at rates per year, the following would have been the effect of
removing the quota:

Consumers would be better off and consumer surplus would increase
by $38.44 million; quota holders would lose $35.83 million ...;
overall, the economy gains a static welfare benefit of $1.67 million
... individual workers laid-off . . . would actually 'experience income
gains, averaging 81,578 dollars ... in the process of labour market
adjustment; the adjustment costs borne by the economy as a whole as
a result of worker lay-offs would be positive in the amount of $0.394
million ... but quite small relative to the gains in consumer surplus
which amount to $7.33 million ... 22

The reason why it is asserted that workers would experience income gains is that
workers who are re-employed in other industries are paid higher wages.23
Without necessarily agreeing with these calculations, it is ciear that the impact
of this particular quota was, in the main, to enrich quota holders.

The USITC24 has also investigated the impact of export restraint
arrangements on steel; the study related to the VER's by Japan and the European
Community in the period 1969-75, and is not related to the later trigger price
mechanism (TPM) and the later anti-dumping and countervailing duty actions
which led, in turn, to quantitative arrangements with the European Community,
nor to the "escape clause" actions which led in turn to the negotiation of so-
called steel "surge control" mechanisms - and the tightening of a variety of
contingency protection measures.25 The ITC analysis shows that the early VER's
for this industry had considerable impact; for one year (1970) the reduction in
imports was almost 33 per cent, domestic prices would have been 3.8 per cent
lower in the absence of the VER's, but there was relatively little effect on
domestic production. "On the average, the VER's saved 19,117 jobs per year:'26
(The ITC summary of the results of VER's (VRA's) for steel, a fairly typical case
of the use of this device, is reproduced as an Annex to this chapter.) What the
ITC study does not do is consider the impact of the VER's on industrial structure,
on concentration in an already relatively concentrated industry, nor the impact
on steel-using industries. All these would be necessary if one were to be able to
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have a more adequate estimate of costs and benefit these aspects were outside 
the terms of reference for the ITC study, and one could argue that the question 
of the impact on concentration and the conditions of competition would not be 
clearly within the ITC mandate. 

The same ITC study looked at the OMA's on colour television. The 
impact on domestic employment, on prices, on imports are estimated, in much 
the same fashion as for steel and non-rubber footwear. One particularly 
interesting impact of the OMA's on colour television is noted: 

During the OMA period, five additional foreig,n firms built colour 
television assembly facilities in the United States and produced sets 
here. There were only four such firms in the United States prior to 
the implementation of the OMA's. Therefore, it is likely that the 
OMA's accelerated foreign investments in the U.S. colour television 
receiver industry. 27  

The creation of a motive for foreigners to invest, and thus get inside the 
protective barriers, is a not uncommon feature of the managed trade and 
contingency protection system. Another example would be the decision by 
Vollcswagen to build a plant in the congressional district of the congressman 
(Congressman Dent of Pennsylvania) who had launched an anti-dumping 
proceedin g .  against imported automobile in due course the case was 
disrnissed.a 

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission has been active in trying to 
identify the costs of protection for U.S. industries, and active in filing briefs 
before the USITC (and the U.S. Court of International Trade) in import relief 
cases. The Bureau of Economics has published two studies, both by Morkre and 
Tarr (as cited above). The 1980 study examined the case of CB (citizen band) 
radios, an "escape clause" action, colour televisions, sugar, non-rubber foor.vear, 
and textiles and textile products. Given the different mandate of the FTC — 
different, that is, than the ITC remit — the focus is on costs and benefits, not 
just the assessment of whether the assumed benefits did appear. The principal 
conclusion is as follows (with regard to the combined effects of tariffs and 
quantitative Measures): 

The empirical results support the theoretically predicted differences 
between tariffs and quantitative restraints. Tariffs  were  imposed in 
the CB radio and sugar industries; these two  tosses  to the economy 
(called inefficiency costs) are less than 25 per cent of the costs to 
consumers. The remainder of consumers costs go to the U.S. 
Treasury as tariff revenue and to domestic producers. In non-rubber 
footwear however, a quantitative restraint in the form of an OMA 
was imposed with the result that over 50 per cent of consumers' 
losses are lost to the economy as well.' The difference is foreigners 
expropriate the scarcity rents that, with a tariff, would otherwise go 
to the U.S. Treasury. 

The overwhelming result of these case studies is ... that the costs of 
protection invariably exceed the benefits. In some cases, witness 
footwear and CB's, the costs are 25 or more times the benefits. To 
those familiar with similar stuciles in particular industries, these 
results should not be surprising.29 
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As noted above, this report of 1980 was supplanted, in part, by a later 
study by the same two authors in 1984, which reworked the arguments in more 
detail, and, in regard to textiles, used Hong Kong quota transfer prices as 
essential data. 

The same issue of cosu is touched on frequently in the briefs on various 
countervailing duties proceedings, anti-dumping proceedings and "escape clause" 
proceedings by the Federal Trade Commission to the International Trade 
Commission (and the U.S. Court of International Trade). These briefs necessarily 
have to address the questions at issue in terms of U3. legislation on these 
matters, which  do ei not explicitly include considerations of competition policy. 
Accordingly, these briefs address such questions as to whether the material or 
serious injury being suffered is caused by the dumped or subsidized imports, or 
the imports identified by petitioners in an 'escape clause' action, or whether the 
subsidies at issue are properly countervailable. 30  In one anti-dumping case the 
Anti-trust Division of the Department of Justice appeared before the ITC and 
drew attention to the degree of concentration in the U.S. domestic industry, and 
then went on to argue that there was "no reasonable indication of a sufficient 
causal link between .. . imports and any material injury suffered by the domestic 

industry". 31  The Department's brief asserts the right to express a view on 
the case, in the following terms: 

... because 	of 	i• s special 	responsibility ... for 	preserving 
competition, for preventing undue interference with competition, and 
for promoting the welfare of consumers against excessive costs 
arising frorn unduly restricted markets ... 

The Justice Department is interested in this investigation because of 
the concentrated structure of the domestic industry and the anti-
competitive effects which would result from an unwarranted 
"choking-off" of the import competition.... The Justice 
Department is concerned that the dumping laws not be used without 
sufficient basis by domestic producers to thwart attempts by foreign 
producers to enter the U.S. market, especially, where the market is 
highly concentrated. 32  

In summary, the U.S. authorities concerned with competition policy (the 
Federal Trade Commission and the Department of Justice) find it difficult to 
bring forward competition policy considerations in contingency protection cases 
before the USITC, for the reason that the legislation does not allow such 
considerations to be taken into account (except for Section 337 cases). 
Moreover, the most active group of officials concerned, the FTC Bureau of 
Economics, has focussed primarily on the calculation of costs, including the costs 
of the tariff, and has not brought to the front the issues of the impact of 
restric-ting imports on industrial concentration and the conditions of 
competition. 33  The Canaean competition authorittes appear to be likewise 
inhibited in anti-dumping and countervailing duty cases, although it remains to 
be seen whether the new public interest provisions in the revised Canacilan 
legislation on import policy will encourage the Canadian Import Tribunal to hear 
and to take into account the views of the competition policy authorities and of 
user groups; it appears that the new legislation is cast in sufficiently broad terms 
to enable the Import Tribunal to look at whatever facts and factors they may 
consider relevant to the public interest, not excluding conditions of competition. 
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If we were to look beyond the rather narrow analytical concept of price 
effects, production and employment effects on which most observers have 
concentrated, we would quickly conclude that the most important cost being 
imposed by the contingency protection system is the negative impact on 
competition in importing countries, in exporting countries as well, the slowing 
down of the rate of adjustment to changes in the location of industry, and beyond 

that, but no less important, the impact on the political structure of an 
increasingly bureaucratized system of trade regulation, with the increasing scope 
such a system gives to the covert exercise of special interests. 

"Managed" trade, "administered" trade, discriminatory trade regulation, 
requires managers and administrators to make decisions as to quantities to be 
traded (under VER's and OMA's), decisions on the details of "undertakings" (under 
the anti-dumping provisions), and to negotiate these matters in detail with 
domestic producers, with foreign producers and with foreign governments. This 
bureaucratization inevitably involves the operation of special interests. There 
are many opportunities for favouring one group or one interest against another 
and for conferring benefits in return for benefits within the political process. 
These developments are inevitably somewhat opaque, even to practioners, but 
are nonetheless real and their effects on political habits are long-enduring. It 
was one of the major advantages of a tariff-centered system that tariff rates 
conferred benefits on industries openly, to producers of specified goods, and at 
costs which could, with some ingenuity, be calculated. It did not allocate 
valuable rights to import to particular individuals or concerns, rights which 
individuals or concerns are almost invariably willing to secure .  by themselves 
transferring benefits to administrators and/or to their political masters. 

In the private sector, the tariff system required far less managerial 
time and far less legal advice and lobbying. These activities are far from 
costless, particularly when one takes account of the alternative uses for these 
scarce resources. 

The impact on the vigour of competition of the rise of managed trade 
regimes — which could be argued is at least a partial return to the trade policy 
system of the 1930s — has been focussed on by Tumlir; he has emphasized, too, 
the impact on the "international order" of the evolution of protectionist 
practices. The "costs" involved in this sort of policy development are difficult to 
measure but they are real, and oppressive. Tumlir has emphasized that the "new 
protectionism" is essentially a "new political phenomenon" and he draws 
attention to the extent to which in Europe there has been rather more 
enthusiasm for approaching industrial adjustment issues by "cartilization" than 
there has been in North America. 34  

If we try to draw together what can be said at this point about the 
"costs" of contingency protection, from the point of view of competition policy, 
we might construct a catalogue of categories of costs. .What is clear is that not 
all of these have been assessed, but that, in the longer-run, the costs may be 
very high indeed. 

1. 	One category of "costs" arises when one government prevails on the 
authorities of another country to compel exporters to restrict exports. This in 
practice creates an export cartel. In many jurisdictions such a cartel would be 
actionable under co smpetition law, that is, it would be assumed to have such 
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deleterious effects on competition as to be actionable. This was made explicit
as regards U.S. anti-trust law when the U.S. required the Japanese authorities to
mandate a restriction on automobile exports to the U.S 35 Absent formal action
under the U.S. escape clause, a restriction on exports to the U.S. can escape U.S.
anti-trust only if the restrictive action is mandated by the foreign government.
The igue is not as clear-cut in other jurisdictions (e.g. EEC and Canada} it is
not dear why the Canadian competition authorities, for example, have not more
closely scrutinized the variety of restrictive export arrangements which the
Canadian authorities have negotiated, not all of which have had a mandatory
character in the exporting countries concerned.

In economic terms, much the same should be said of "undertakings"
under the anti-dumping system and the countervailing duty system. As we have
already noted, the result of an anti-dumping proceeding, frequently in the EEC,
less frequently in the U.S. and Canada (less frequently in Canada because
"undertakin s" have been permitted only under the recent revised import
legislation) is an agreement to limit exports or to raise export prices to the
importing country concerned. Absent the legal cover of the anti-dumping
provisions, such undertakings would be open to scrutiny by competition policy
authorities, and no doubt actionable.37 The magnitude of "costs" involved is
affected by the fact that under the anti-dumping provisions selling below full
average costs, plus an allowance for profit, is considered to be dumping.
(Moreover, the U.S. system, as we have noted, provides minima for the
calculation of such costs and profits.)

2. The second category of "costs" arises from the impact on industrial
structure, on industrial concentration, from agreements to limit exports. Tumlir
has noted the European interest in more explicit cartel-like solutions to problems
of adjustment; what we refer to here is the broader issue that trade limiting
arrangements, competition limiting arrangements, necessarily affect the
structure of industry by reducing competitive pressures. The impact on the
steel, textile, apparel, shipbuilding, television and automobile industries, for
example, of the various arrangements to limit trade may, in the longer-run,
impose greater costs on the various economies than have been measured in the
studies noted above. We might ask, for example, what is the effect on the U.K.
economy, on the French economy, on the Italian economy, of the sharp
restrictions (implemented by various techniques) on the imports of Japanese
automobiles. (The arrangements on autos between the U.K. manufacturers and
the Japanese manufaeturers under which the Japanese manufacturers limit their
exports of automobiles would presumably be actionable in the U.S., or Canada,
under competition law.) There is ciearly a whole area of inquiry here; we need
studies, on an industry basis, of the impact of "managed" trade, from a
competition pôlicy point of view; however, absent such inquiries, it remains clear
enough that many such arrangements are in sharp conflict with competition
policy and that they necessarily impose long-term burdens of maladjustment.38

3. The third "cost" in terms of the impact on political processes is the
increased bureaucratization of trade policy inherent in the contingency
protection system. All practitioners, because they are involved in the process,
know that despite the log-rolling, despite the adherence to the interests of
narrow producer groups necessarily at play in a tariff-centered system, such a
system of legislated protection is less open to the covert play of special
influence than is the system of contingent protection. There are "costs", these
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are burdens imposed, which may lie beyond the scope of responsibil'ity of
competition policy authorities, but surely an awareness of these long-run
political costs should inform trade policy and practice and the interface with
competition policy considerations.

I
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(From USITC 1256, June 1982.)

Effects on imports.--During the 6-year period, the estimated reduction
each year in the volume of steel imports attributable to the VRA's was large,
ranging from 6.5 percent in 1973 to 32.8 percent of the actual imports in 1970.
Over the whole period, the VRA's were estimated to have reduced imports by
19.04 million net tons, which were valued at S6.10 billion in 1974 dollars. As a
result of the upgrading of the product mix of steel exports by the restraining
countries, the VRA's were relatively less effective in restraining the value of
imports. Other factors also influenced imports during the years under the VRA's,
induding exchange rate fluctuations, domestic price controls, and changes in
world demand for steel.

Effects on domestic prices and demand.-The imposition of the VRA's
resulted in increases in the annual average producer price of steel mill products,
estimated to range f rom $2.84 per net ton in 1973 to $11.83 per net ton in 1970.
For the 6-year period, the average price of steel mill products would have been
an estimated 3.8 percent lower if the VRA's had not been imposed. In addition to
the VRA's, steel prices were also influenced by world and U.S. market conditions,
increased energy and other production costs, and domestic price controls.
Because prices were higher under the VRA's than they otherwise would have
been, the quantity of steel demanded was reduced from what it would have been.
The estimated effects of the VRA's on the quantity demanded ranged from a
decrease of 0.59 million net tons in 1973 to a decrease of 2.82 million net tons in
1970. In total, the VRA's were estimated to have lowered the quantity
demanded, because of the price increases, by 11 million net tons over the 6-year
period.

Effects on domestic production and em lo ment.--Although the VRA's
reduced the volume of steel imports considerably, they had a relatively small
effect on domestic production. For instance, although domestic production
increased by 21 percent in 1973 compared with the 1972 production level, only
1.1 percent, or 250,000 net tons, of the 1973 increase was attributed to the
VRA's according to the statistical model of the steel industry. Most of the
fluctuation in production during the period was attributable to fluctuations in
world market conditions. Estimated increases in steel production attributable to
VRA's ranged from 0.14 million net tons in 1969 to 4.79 million tons in 1971. In
total, the VRA's increased domestic production an estimated 9.7 million net tons
over the 6-year period. The estimated increase was valued at $2.79 billion in
1974 dollars. The actual cumulative increase in production over the period was
33.3 million net tons. About 29 percent was accounted for by the VRA's.

This study also investigated the effects of the VRA's on total domestic
employment, including that in the steel and related industries, using input-output
coefficients to convert production changes to employment changes. The
estimated annual effects on domestic employment ranged from an increase of
1,657 man-years in 1969 to an increase of 55,223 man-years in 1971. On the
average, the VRA's saved 19,117 jobs per year in the 6-year period.
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C-I-IAPTER VII 

SOME PROPOSALS FOR REFORM 

The purpose of this final chapter is to set out, for discussion, some 

proposals for reform of the contingency protection system so as to more fully 
take into account the objectives and rationale of competition policy. 

The proposals are addressed in the main to the anti-dumping system and 
to the "safeguard' system of GATT Article XIX, and to surrogate measures and 
re.lated quasiœcartilization of trade. Much of what is said about the anti-dumping 
system can be applied to the countervailing duty system. We have not treated 
that device in any detail in this study, although the observations on injury and 

causality are, of course, relevant. It should be kept in mind that there is no 
equivalent in domestic law to countervailing duty — that is, there is no 

procedure for injured parties to seek a remedy against subsidy in their own 
country. Only the EEC has attempted an overt-discipline on subsidiee. In 

considering how a deal with the problems identified in the previous chapters, we 
shall have to deal with elements that are integral to all.these components of the 

system. 

Inaemental Change 

It should be emphasized that these prol;osals are evolutionary and 
incremental rather than revolutionary; they will require some re-thinking of the 

bases of policies, at both the administrative and legislative levels. It is not 
realistic to think of dramatic changes being legislated overnight. We should 
beware of formulating proposals for reform in a simplistic fashion, such as 
comprehensive "harmonization" of trade policy with competition policy. 
Competition policy is no more understood at the broad political level than is 
trade pcdicy, perhaps less so, and once one moves from the narrow circle of 
practitioners and academics making their careers out of competition policy, 
there would appear not to be, in any country, a very broactly based community of 
informed support. Moreover; within the c-ompetition policy community, if we 
can call it that, there are sharp and evolving  divisions of opinion as to the utility, 
from an economic or legal point of view, of various legal enactments embodying 
national competition policy — as the continuing debate in the  U.S.  about anti-
trust in general and Robinson-Patman in particular makes ciear, 1  and, of course, 
there are major differences between the various competition policies. 

More particularly, there is a significant current of opinion to the effect 
that legislation against domestic price discrimination as such is illogical, or at 
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least unworkable. For example Robert  Bock, former Solicitor General of the 
U.S., and now a judge, has condemned U.S. legislation on price discrimination: 
".. . it is impossible to say that price discrimination in general is  lad. In fact, in 
general, it seems to be desirable. And we have seen that the Robinson-Patme 
Act bears precious little relationship to real discrimination, except by its 
inability to recognize cost difference, it creates discrimination. Moreover, if 
Robinson-Patman could recognize discrimination, the law's test are not 
addreised to output effects, the sole issue  discrimination presents. . . .That there 
now exists no reliable means, and certainly no means suitable for use in 
litigation, to identify price discrimination is in itself a conclusive agrument 
against adapting a law dealing with the practice." 2  In fact, Bork's thesis goes 
beyond merely writing-off the Robinson-Patman Act; his general thesis is that 
antitrust policy has adversely affected the consumer interest by protecting 
inefficient and uncompetitive small businesses. Borks root and branch 
condemnation is in part related to the highly legalistic character of the U.S. (and 
Canadian) anti-trust systerng one could argue that his criticism makes, by 
implications, a case for a system based on ad hoc inquiry, rather along the lines 
of the UK system, for assessing each allege=ase of discrimination or of this or 
that abuse of market dominance in terms of a carefully defined "public interest", 
taidng account of the interest of users and consumers and of the national 
interest in maintaining healthy competition. 

In competition policy, whatever may be in general, and at a rather 
abstract level, agreed about objectives, there seems littie agreement as to 
modalities. From the point of view of the trade policy community, competition 
policy does not always appear to be very sharply defined nor coheren4 nor is it 
evident that legislattres have hitherto been significantly concerned that 
competition policy objectives be reflected in the formulation or implementation 
of trade policy. This is mErely a re-iteration of the point made earlier that the 
reason why competition policy is ignored in so much of trade policy 
administration is th.at  that is the way the law is written. The scope for the 
consideration of competition policy in the administration of trade policy has 
been made virtually negligible by legislatures, particularly when one takes 
account of legislative history. 

The  Question  of "'Thresholds"  

The first  proposai for discussion is that, in general terms, the anti-
dumping provisions and the countervailing duty provisions (and the safeguard 
provisions) should operate only when the quantities involved are relatively 
substantial and the impact relatively substantial; to so modify the system would 
in itself take account of the fact that actions under the contingency protection 
system necessarily impose a burden on the country taking the action, and may be 
anti-competitive in effect, and therefore should be avoided unless the situation 
calls unambiguously for such intervention. A simple but substantial raising of 
the thresholds would by itself help achieve this purpose; it is important to 
realize, however, that raising the threshold for intervention would justify, and 
perhaps require, a more punitive set of sanctions. 

By "raising the thresholds" we mean the following: 

First, it is necessary to to enstre that "injury.' in trade policy 
legislation is more rigorously define* this will require legislation in most 
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jurisdictions. At the international level, the two principal GATT "injury" 
provisions, Articles VI dc XIX, might well be articulated in more detail. Leaving 
aside the question of "injury to whom?" and leaving aside the question, for the 
purpose of this discussion, of whether it is a "diversion of business" concept or a 
broader concept of "injury to competition", the issue should be addressed of more 
clearly identifying the various degfees of injury at issue. It is consistent with 
the GATT as now written to hold that there is .an implicit and meaningful 
progression in the "injury" provisions. It is consistent with the GATT to accept 
that  prie  differentiation, subsidization, and competition from new sources is so 
pervasive in international trade that action to limit these manifestations should 
be taken only as a last r esort. 

At one extreme there is that degree of impact which is "negligible", 
which  do  es not warrant any intervention, which is not actionable. It is for 
consideration whether such a level could be defined across-the-board, for all 
products, or whether as a practical matter it must differ for different products; 
the only point to be made here is that, if it is accepted that anti-dumping and 
countervailing duty actions, and Article XIX actions, impose substantial burdens 
on the national economy, that they can have anti-competitive effects, and that 
therefcxe these provisions should be used rarely and carefully, it would be useful 
to define "neglig,ible" at a level higher than "de minimis". 

To take a recent anti-dumping case the Canacfian competition 
authorities argued in regard to the dumping of refined sugar from the U.S., that 
when dumped imports were equal to 2.2% of domestic production, in one period, 
and 2.9% for another period, such a level of import was "insignificant" and could 
cause only de minimis  injury, not "material" injury. 3  This line of argument was, 
unfortunately, not supported by reference to determinations in other Canadian 
anti-dumping cases, or by reference to determinations in the U.S. or the EEC. In 
its "statement of reasons" the Tribunal stated that U.S. imports "represented 
five percent of the market" and implied that this was "substantial". 4  To quote 
this particular case is only to make clear that it will be difficult to get 
agreement, in general terms, as to a particular level of imports in relation to the 
total domestic market, or in relation to dorntetic production, below which level 
imports would be considered as negligible. However, it is clear that merely by 
establishing a higher threshold or thrteholds for the initiation of investigation of 
complaint, the scope of the anti-dumping and countervailing duty systems would 
be reduced. 

Further along in the progression is that degree of adverse impact which 
is "material". Nothing in the GATT wording or in the history of drafting suggests 
that "material" begins where "negligible" ends, although such a logical approach 
commends itself to protectionists. We do not propose to review the extensive 
debate or detailed history of the issue in the U.S., where, for a time the Tariff 
Commission took the view that all  injury which was not de minimis  was 
actionable, a view which was later abandoned. However, it is important that, in 
the absence of any GATT (or Code) provision defining "material", Congress has 
legislated a definitiore 

In general, the term "material injury" means harm which is not 
inconsequential, immaterial a unimportant.5 
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This language has not been held to be inconsistent with the Codes; given
the scope for precedents and practices under the two GATT Codes to be
internationalized (that is, given the possibility of producers seeking definitions,
precedents and standards in the practices of other countries), this U.S. definition
is a definition which could bring about acceptance of a merely "more than de
minimis" standard. In our view, it should be agreed that there is injury which is
more than negligible but which does not warrant action; there should be an
agreed gap between that point where "negligible", "immaterial", "insignificant",
"unimportant" terminates and "materiat" begins.

Further along in the progression of adverse impact, there is that degree
of impact which is "serious" and which under GATT Article XIX can justifiy the
withdrawal of a tariff concession. We have examined the rationale of that
Article above; all we wish to state here is that it is implicit in the GATT that
the withdrawal of a negotiated concession, on which investors and governments
elsewhere have based decisions, can be justified only by a degree of impact
considerably greater than that which has to be determined to exist to warrant
action against "unfair" imports. This implicit logic of the GATT injury provisions
should be made explitit; it should be a subject for consideration in the review of
XIX actions which will no doubt take place in the next multilateral negotiation
under the GATT. We shall be considering procedural proposals below.

Further along the progression, and moving outside the formal GATT
structure, is that degree of impact which, it appears, countries are agreed
justifies "restrictive action without the disciplinary features of Article XIX: the
obligation on the importing country to act in a non-discriminatory fashion and
the right of the exporting country to make compensatory withdrawals. That is
the logic of the Multi-Fibre Agreement. As a practical matter, it is not at all
dear that many past and present .MFA actions could not have been handled under
Article XIX; the issue is that countries wishing to take restrictive action prefer
to do so on a discriminatory basis and without havinp to paX compensat.ion. In
accepting the 3AFA approach, it was accepted that commercial policy decisions
should be made essentially on the basis of power, by the ability to coerce. This
is just what the GATT was intended to limit.

This is, in fact, the political logic of the present state of contingency
protection; it is to be doubted that the protests of the competition policy
community will, in the short term at least, bring about a different political
perception. To revert to the example of steel; is certainly arguable that,
although the problems in world steel trade are of a scope beyond what the GATT
draftsmen thought would arise, the issues in the trade in steel could nonetheless
have been addressed under Article XIX;6 countries and companies have preferred
to rely in the main on Article VI measures, and on the threat of Article VI
measures, because they are discriminatory and because such measures do not
create any obligation to pay compensation.

In summary, the first proposal is to raise the threshold of "injury" in
each provision of the GATT contingency system.
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Injury and Cau,ality

The second proposal is to deal with the two interconnected issues of the
separability of "injury' under the GATT system, and of "casuality", which were
discussed in Chapter III above. The present U.S. interpretation under Article VI
which, we can assume, will influence practice in other countries, combined with
the present low thresholds, will bring into existence, if it has not already done
so, a situation in which, if detectable dumping or subsidization has taken place,
and the domestic producers can show some adverse development (falling prices,
reduced employment, saies or profitability) in the same or related time-frame,
they will be able to secure at least a determination of "threat" of injury. One
way to approach this is to agree that what is at issue, in Article VI and XIX, is
identifiable, separate injury which is, in itself, without regard to other, injuries
being suffered with the same time, "material" or "serious", and caused by the
imports at issue. Under such a formulation, the notion of "substantial cause" or
"principal cause" is irrelevant. The EEC regulations on contingent protection, as
we have noted, are consistent with this view. U.S. legislative history is, in the
main, contrary to this view, certainly with regard to Article VI (although it can
be argued that the "by reason of' formulation in the U.S. provision points to
"separabiiity"). To secure agreement on the approach to "injury" set out here
will be a major political endeavour, perhaps only possible in the context of a
comprehensive trade negotiation aimed at genuine liberalization of the terms of
access for imports, rather than merely "reform" of the rules (as was the Tokyo
Round). This in turn assumes that within the EEC,.the U.S., 3apan and Canada a
major rethinking of trade policy will have taken place.7 In such a rethinking the
bringing to bear of competition policy objectives and of the rationale of
competition policy could play an important part.

Competition in the Affected Industry

A key measure of reform, or rather, rationalization, would be to
introduce into all injury investigations an assessment of the state of competition
in the industry seeking relief from dumped, subsidized (Article VI) or intolerable
(XIX) imports and an assessment of the impact of the imports on the structure of
competition within the industry; these aspects of the injury inquiry should be
central, not peripheral. By "p4ripheral" we intend to imply that the passing
references to competition policy considerations in the existing Article VI and
XIX are somewhat obscured, and rarely receive attention. The Kennedy Round
Anti-dumping Code listed "restrictive trade practices" as one of the factors that
should be looked at in evaluating injury.8 The Tokyo Round Code mentions
"trade restrictive practices and competition between the foreign. and domestic
producers" as a fact to be considered in evaluating the impact of dumped imports
on the domestic industry.9 One could argue that, given this language, and the
permissive character of the Code, governments need not amend the Code to
carry out the changes in emphasis proposed.

It is convenient to note here that in the EEC anti-dumping provisions
there is a trace of a reference to competition policy considerations. In the Post
Kennedy Round EEC provisions, it was specified that one of the factors to be
considered in establishing whether dumped imports cause injury is "competition
between the Community producers themselves"; the reference to "restrictive
trade practicee' in the Code was also incorporated.10 In the post.Tokyo Round
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provisions these references do not appear; however, in a guide to the EEC 
provisions issued by the Commission in 1980, it is stated that "Community 
interest may cover a wide range of factors but the most important are the 
interests of consumers and processors of the imported product and the need to 
have regard to the competitive situation within the Community m arket." 1  I 
Clearly, these references to competition policy concerns are minimal; however 
there are a number of cases in which experts in Brussels asert that sue concerns 
have been important or decisive. 12  

It will be efficult to draft language to bring about the proposed 
changes in emphasis unless clearly there is a manifest political wi ll  to bring 
about a diange in emphasis. Consideration of Section 337 of the U.S. Tariff Act 
administered by the USITC suggesis what the problems will be. Section 337 
specifies that relief is available in regard to "unfair methods of competition and 
unfair acts in the importation ...the effect or tendency of which is to destroy 
or substantially injure an industry, eficieny  and  economicallyoperated..." 
(emphasis added). If some  sud h provision ‘ve-ét7----= -grporateie Coriti-r%ency 
protection provisions, we might envisage that an inefficient industry (that is, one 
which is unable to compete with imports primarily because it is inefficient) or a 
monopoly or oligopoly should not get relief. This would, one might hope, 
mitigate the present excesses of the injury standard, which Dale has rightly 
described as a simple "diversion of busimes standard". If so this would be a 
major, highly controversial change in U.S. legislatiorç nothing in the U.S. 
legislative history of the Article VI provisions suggests that such a change could 
be comtemplated in the present highly protectionist mood of the Congress. It is 
clear too that, as a practical matter, it is only if the U.S. is prepared to make 
such a change, and to give the necessary leadership, that there is any possibility 
of such a radical change being made in the thrust of the system. 

Section 337 of the U.S. Tariff Act speaks of two alternatives imports 
which injure an efficient industry or imports which "restrain or monopolize trade 
and commerce in the United States". On the surface this second alternative 
loolci like a formulation directed at predation, or at the effects of behaviour 
which resembles predation, whatever may be the intent of the exporter. This 
separate or alternative test provides useful language; clearly, from a 
competition policy point of view there is a major difference between durnped or 
subsidized or increased imports which destroy competition and those which do 
not. But the two phrases we have cited are governed by the operational phrase 
"effect or tendency". Section 337 deals with acts which have a "tendency to 
substantially injure" or "to restrain trade...". "Tendency" is a weak word, and 
the evolution of this section has been influenced by the fact that is, in practice, 
largely but not solely, erected to alleged patent infringement by importations. 
That loeing the case, the standards of domestic patent infringement law are 
imported into 337; for example, in one case the commission noted that "A 
domestic company infringing a patent cannot defend by saying that the patent 
owner is economically strong, so that infringernent of the patent should be over 
looked". 13  Moreover, the concept of "substantial injury" does not involve a high 
threshold of pain or of evidence. "The question or degree of harrn to be proved 
by a preponderance of the evidence in order to substantiate a reason to believe 
that the imported infringing luggage containers constitutes the effect or 
tendency to destroy or substantially injure the domestic industry can hardly be 
defined with precision. The requisite harm is clearly more than de rninimis...  It 
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is a probability or prima fade  showing based on a preponderance of the evidence 
available.. » • 14  

As for the question of the test of whether an industry is "efficiently and 
economically operated' is a useful test, one U.S. expert has commende& 

• 	In the absence of any determination in which the Commission .found 
the domestic industry to be inefficient or not economically operated, 
it is difficult to surmise which factors would be considered. . . . 15  

As for the "re5traint" of trade provisions — the alternative to "injury" 
to the industry in Section 337, the USITC has held that this provision marches 
with Section 1 of the Sherman Act, that is, it makes unlawful unreasonable 
restraints of trade. 16  Without going into a complete exposition of the scope, and 
the somewhat confused history, it is useful to recall that in Steel Tubes,  it was 
alleged that respondents" lowered prices, to "unreasonable low levels and even 
below respondents costs"; the administrative law judge found that "predatory 
intent may be inferred when a firm prices its products below its average variable 
cost over a long run if there is no rational explanation for such behaviour. Injury 
to competition was inferred from such predatory behaviour because it forc-ed 
other competitors faced with such prices to either sell out at a loss themselves 
or maintain prices at levels that would result in lost sales." 17  This is very much 
like the "Areeda-Turner" test. 18  

We might conclude therefore, that, in order to introduce into the GATT 
injury provisions some additional factors, that is, an assessment of the state of 
efficiency and the level of competition in the domestic industry, and an 
assessment  of  what will be the impact on competition In the domestic industry, 
we could look at the language of Section 337 of the U.S. Tariff Act. However 
337 standards have dearly not always been exigent and it would be necessary to 
avoid words like "tendency". 

Competition in Exporting Countries  

Another avenue or approach to reform of the contingency system would 
be to include within the scope of the inquiry by the administrative authorities, 
when they face a request for import relief, the state of competition within the 
industry making the exports at issue. Such an approach would be a reversion to 
the logic of anti-dumping systems when they were devised early in this century; 
it would be in accord with Epstein's article, which argued that the anti-dumping 
law should be considered as a sort of anti-trust law, attempting to shelter 
domestic industry from the effect of restrictive practices in other jurisdictions, 
practic-es whic.h could not be reached by domestic anti-trust law. 19  There is 
more merit in this than competition policy enthusiasts have been prepared to 
admit. 

Specifically, administrative bodies such as the EEC Commission, the 
USITC, the Cana&an Import Tribunal, could be directed to take some account of 
the degree of competition and the existence of restrictive practices within the 
industry carrying out the alleged dumping (receiving the subsidy) or making the 
exports at issue under a XIX action, and particularly whether the industry is 
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protected in its domestic market by unreasonable high import barriers, of
whatever kind.

An examination of the problems alleged to be caused by the dumping of
capital goods, an issue that has received some attention in Canada, may
illustrate what is at issue here.

When the Kennedy Round Anti-dumping Code was being developed,
Canadian producers of certain categories of capital equipment pointed out that
the markets of a number of countries where there were producers who competed
with them in the Canadian market were completely dosed to Canadian exports
of such equipment. In those markets the principal purchasers were government-
controlled utilities who applied infinite preferences for domestic producers.
These same producers could then compete against Canadian producers in the
Canadian market, or, rather, in those provinces where there were no equivalent
domestic procurement preferences. They might do so by dumping or by receiving
subsidies, frequently in the form of concessionary financing. At that time there
was no prospect of a direct attack by negotiation on the restrictions on trade
implemented by procurement policies, and accordingly the Kennedy Round Anti-
dumping Code, and subsequently the Canadian legislation, were drafted so as to
make it more feasible to deal with such dumping, alleged to be injurious, under
the anti-dumping system. The main provisions to this end were to provide that
dumping was the sale of goods for export to Canada at a dumping price, rather
than the import oT-goods at a dumping price, as in the pre-existing legislation;
this did not mean that any duty could be levied before importation, but mereiy
that dumping could be held to occur before importation. This seemed consistent
with economic logic and with GATT Article VI, which speaks of goods
"introduced into the commerce of another country". It was considered by the
draftsmen that a sale of a capital item which might not dear customs until three
years later had nonethefess "entered into commerce" and "injury", if any, was
likely to occur before importation. Thus the scheme of the 1968 Act was to
define dumping in a manner more nearly reflecting commercial reality, and get
around the difficulty facing capital goods producers who, previously, could seek
relief only after the competitive goods had been imported. Further, the key
concept of "sa1C' was defined to include an "agreement to sell"20 and "a°edit
dumping', that is dumping by means of concessionar y financing, was covered by
the regulations on "normal valud' and export price".2I

These provisions were relevant to several significant Canadian cases
(e.g. the Turbines Case, Generators Case and the Ansaldo Case).22 These cases
were the subject of some detailed analysis in Professor Stegemann's article
addressed to the burden of the dumping duty, but he did not address the sort of
issue raised by Epstein,23 in this case, the relevance of the restrictions on
foreign (i.e., Canadian) competition in the domestic market of the competing
exporters. The Tribunal observed that ". ..producers not only in 7apan ... but
also in most of western Europe benefit from having home markets which (with
the exception of Sweden) are apparently closed to foreign competitiori'. The
particular problem which the domestic producers believe they face in the
Canadian market is that a number of provincial utilities do not give preference
to domestic producers comparable to preferences given to producers in western
Europe and Japan; the Canadian producers therefore have sought relief from
import competition by recourse to the anti-dumping provisions.
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This issue was extensively discussed in the informai  bilateral meetings 
between Canadian representativtn and the representatives of other countries, 
particularly those representing the UK, during the Kennedy Round negotiations 
which resulted in the Anti-dumping Code. In those meetings the senior UK 
official expressed the view that the appropriate technique for dealing with 
problems of import competition in regard to such products as turbines and 
generators was not by the use of the anti-dumping system but by procurernent 
rules. That was and is the pattern by which this industry is protec-ted and 
subsidzed in most of the industrialized countries, except for certain Canadian 
provinces and the privately controlled power utilities in the United States. 

The issue of how to open the market of the other industrialized 
countries, the producers of which competed in part of the Canadian market only 
over the tariff, was addroesed in the Tokyo Round. In the various discussions 
around the negotiation of the Procurement Code there was detailed examination 
of the scope for adding to the list of entities to be covered by the proposed code 
those publicly owned or controlled electricity generator and distribution  entities 
which would be potential markets for Canadian producers. By the same token, it 
was clear that the relevant Canadan entities would also have to be included. 
There were detailed discussions to that end with the Canadian provincial 
authorities, at a - senior level, particularly those which were known to give 
effective preferences to Canadian producers. 24  Until a very late stage of the 
negotiation the representatives of the EEC Commission expressed - the view that 
it could not be ruled out that such entities as Électricité de France could .be 
included under the Code. However, from an early stage of the negotiations of 
the Procurement Code the Canadian reprentatives w.ere aware, from bilateral 
discussions in Paris, that it was unlikely that Élec-tricité de France would be 
covered by the Procurement Code, and in the event there proved to be no scope 
for opening the foreign procurement market to Canacilan exports of turbines and 
generators. 

The sectors of production covered by absolute domestic product 
procurement prefe- ences are only one example, but a very dear cut one, of the 
restrictive practices which may be found to exist, perhaps for many products in 
many countries. Our proposal here is that the Tribunal or Commission 
investigating the impact of alleged dumped, subsidized or intolerable imports 
should take into account not only the state of competition within the domestic 
market, but also within the market of the exporter. It could be argued that this 
would involve an undesirable extension of jurisdictiom but this might be no more 
an extension of jurisdiction than is the detailed inquiry by officials of the 
importing country into pricing ixactices in the determination of "normal value" 
(that is, the exporteras  price in his domestic market) in an anti-dumping action. 
This involves not only compiling evidence in a foreign jurisdiction but very often 
the investigation on the spot, in the factory, of pridng practices (by inspection 
of invoices etc.) by agents of the administrative authority of the importing 
country. (Officials from anti-dumping administration do carry out detailed 
investigations in foreign countries, and on the premises of the export ers; in some 
jurisdictions the government of the importing country may insist that an official 
of that government be present.) 

This proposal is intended, as already noted, to take into account the 
fac-t that dumping is a function of the separation of markets  by tariffs, by 
transport costs, by proc-urement preferences, by market power and by restrictive 
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practices. It is also intended to take into account the fact that sudden and
unforseen surges of imports which may give rise to demands for Article XIX
action or for a "VER" may sometimes be related, in part at least, to the
deployment of some protective or restrictive measure in the exporting country
concerned. For example, it is most likely that part of the alleged disturbances in
textile and textile products markets may be due to such restrictive devices as
"exchange link" mechanisms.25 This particular aspect of the textile problem
does not seem to have been adequately studied; academic investigation has
concentrated on the import barriers maintained by importing industrialized
countries and little attention has beén given to the trade policy practices of the
exporting countries.

It is critical that, in deciding to confer "contingent protection" on
particular producers, to know whether or not the import competition issue is the
result of the working of comparative advantage or of some restrictive practice
which gives the exporter an opportunity to make excess profits in the domestic
market and therefore the ability to compete more strongly abroad.

iZecoRnizlng The Bsrden of Costs

In making such a proposal it is not intended to overlook the important
consideration that imposing a measure of contingent protection imposes costs.
In a sense, the smaller economies, if they choose to take action to protect their
producers from the impact of export practices made possible by restrictive
business practices tolerated in other jurisdictions, are imposing on themselves a
burden of additional costs of protection. We take the point made by Professor
Stegemann as being obvious: protection imposes costs. Moreover, the smalles
trading countries have had imposed on them the cost represented of damage to
competition in the importing country due to "unfair" methods of competition -
the sort of cost which competition policy measures seek to avoid - as well as
the costs due to the denial of export opportunities for their producers by the
restrictive practices in the other country concerned. That there are other types
of cost involved in the sort of situation that was addressed in Turbines,
Generators and Ansaldo seems to have been inadequately assessed.

The sort of remedy to be considered, in the light of the proposal
outlined here, must, it seems to us, depend on the circumstances of each
individual case. Let us take a hypothetical and extreme case. Let us suppose
that the domestic industry is "efficientiy and economically operated" - to use
the language of Section 337, and that inquiry into that aspect has been rigorous,
that the level of tariff protection is moderate, that the industry does not benefit
from restrictive product standards -or domestic product procurement
preferences, and that the export industry is, in contrast, a monopoly or
obligopoly, or that it benefits from infinite protection against imports (as with
an absolute procurement preference), or that the industry is being heavily
subsidized, by such devices as subsidized export financing.

Suppose that the imports at issue are then dumped, in an economic
sense, by a substantial margin, or that the expert price is substantially
subsidized, to the extent that the domestic producer can compete only by selling
below variable costs, and thus that there is, in a competition policy sense,
damage to competition. In such a situation the most equitable-rerriedy might be
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ai a punitive character, such as an exclueon ode, as used fa certain categories 
of unfair trade cases by the USITC under Section 337 or the levying of a 
substantial duty for a significant period of time and without regard to subsequent 
transaction prices. This would be more effective relief to the domestic 
producer, and more in keeping with competition policy, than the levying of anti-
dumping duty which can be avoided by adjusting transaction prices, or the 
accepting of a voluntary undertaking as to price, which may merely serve to 
increase the returns to the exporter. In sum, what we propose is that when 
imports, which have a serious impact on competition are found to take place by 
virtue of the existence of an anti-competitive practice in the exporting country, 
the relief should be effective, and, from the point of view of the exporter, should 
be a penalty on the exporter, not a reward, as is so often the case with price 
undertakings. This concept of a more punitive anti-dumping system, but taking 
into account the state of competition, is, of course, consistent with the notion of 
raising the threshoid of injury. 

The Public Interteit 

This leads logically to consideration of our fifth proposal, which is that 
for every facet or device in the system of contingency protection, there should 
be an overriding public interest proviso. We have already noted that there are, 
in effect, public.interest provisions in "safeguard' legislation, "and that the U.S. 
national interest provisions in the U.S. "escape clause" are unusually detailed, 
and frequentiy have led to a decision not to afford import relief as 
recommended. The EEC and Canada also have, as  we have noted, "public 
interest" provisions in regard to anti-dumping duty and countervailing duty. The 
EEC provision is wrfrten positively, that is, it requires a positive decision that 
action would be in the EEC interest  the Canadan provision is cast negatively, 
that is, the Tribunal may make a report to the effect that action may not be in 
the public interest. 26  In our view, there should be a public interest provision in 
the positive form for all contingency protection measures. However, we would 
doubt the utility  of  incorporating such a provision in a legalized format, that is, 
any requirement that administrative courts, such as the ITC or the Canadian 
Import Tribunal, should be obliged to apply a legal  test of "public interet". The 
experience in the United States with the "escape clause" and experience in the 
EEC with their community interest clause suggests that the "public interest' is 
best left as a cliscretionary matter, a matter of judgement, to be assigned to the 
political level, where the responsibility for the assessment of the "public 
interest" property belongs in a democratic society, not assigned to courts or 
court-like  bodies.  

That is not to say however, that there should not be sorne procedural 
requirements surrounding the exercise of this judgernent. The "escape clause" 
provision in the U.S. requires the President to make a public staternent of his 
reason for the contrary course of action he chooses if the International Trade 
Commission reports in favour of import relief. Along the sarne lines, the new 
Canadian  provisions  require that the Tribunal publish any report it makes (to the 
Minister of Finance) that the imposition of a special duty is not in the public 
interest. The EEC practice, we believe, could be improved if, in the text of the 
regulation levying a special duty there were to be a reasoned exposition of the 
interest of the Community, rather than merely an assertion. Our view on this 
point is consistent with the broader view that it should be a more general 
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requirement in the contingency system that an adequate statement of the facts 
and a reasoned exposition of reasons for action proposed be made publiq our 
position is broadly similar to that set out by Corbet in his paper presented to the 
OECD Symposium on "Consumer Policy and International Trade", Corbers 
argument is that there is a broad public interest in a dernocratic society in 
making public the rationale of proposed protectionist actions. 27  

It follows from our first four proposals that we would favour a 
definition of the "public interest" in this context which would include the effect 
on the structure of competition of any proposed measure, and the effect on 
consumers. The U.S. "interet" clause is formulated somewhat along these 
lines. 28  It would be important to provide that reliable estimates be made of the 
costs of provicâng the relief  recommended, of not provicling it, and of alternative 
courses of actionç the concept of "costs" should be comprehensively defined to • 
include the cos•ei of not acting, and to include the oosts imposed by virtue of 
anti-competition practices in the exporting country. 

Domestic Procedures 

Folle.ving up the question of procedure, we should also oonsider 
whether, if we broaden the scope of enquiry to include the various aspects of 
competition, as suggested above, it becomes more clearly necessary that such 
inquiries be assigned to administrative tribunals with established procedures for 
public hearings and for dealing in an organized way with all interested parties, 
inclucâng those interested in competition policy aspects. 

This proposal might be though of as being directed at the EEC, which 
still follows the practice of handling these matters "in house", as Canada câcl 
before implementing the Kennedy Round anti-dumping code, and as Canada has 
done until the recent reform of the system in regard to the majority of 
"safeguard" actions. Hcnvever, under the impact of the Japanese Ballbearings 
case the procedures of the EEC Commission were altered to take into account 
more fully the rights of intereted parties, and it would be argued that, as a 
practical matter, interested parties are as weLl served by the current EEC 
Commission procedir es as are parties in either Canada or the U.S., where there 
are independent bodies to enquire into "injury'. This may be the case, but the 
broadening of the scope of import relief inquiries will impose a very substantial 
burden on the agencies ooncernect moreover, it is evident that such broadened 
inquiries, combined with a policy of publishing detailed and reasoned statements 
supporting proposed actions, including particularly, the results of meaningful, not 
perfunctionary, inquiry into the state of competition within the domestic 
industry and within the exporting country, will câctate that the inquiry function 
be handled by quasi-independent-agencies. (The problem will also arise to 
whether the  saine  agency should be responsible for such matters as measuring 
the margin of dumping or the extent of subsicfizatiore these functions are handled 
in one agency in the EEC. In the U.S. and Canada the reasons for separating the 
inquiry into injury- from the inquiry into the margin of dumping are largely 
historical; they are questions of bureaucratic "turf' rather than anything else.) 
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Measuring Discrimination

A partial integration of competition policy with the contingency
protection system, in the fashion outlined above, also raises the technical issue
of ineasuring price discrimination. Most of the literature which has identified
the difference in "standards" between contingent protection (most importantly,
in anti-dumping actions) has focussed on the differences in the the concept of
"injury". Anti-dumping policy has enshrined a "diversion of business" approach,
looking solely on the impact on competitors; competition policy, it is suggested,
is directed more at the impact of practices at issue on competition. Our
proposals above would, if fully implemented, bring competition policy concepts
more fully into the contingency protection system. But there remains the issue
of defining when price discrimination in actionable, and how to measure it. As
we have already noted the scheme of competi-tion policy legislation defining
price discrimination in one country, e.g. Canada, is not identical with the scheme
in others, e.g. U.S.; in yet other countries e.g. UK, EEC, price discrimination
tends to be dealt with under provisions of a more broad and general character,
Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty of Rome; in yet other countries, e.g. France,
the definition of discriminatory pricing is much nearer the concept in the anti-
dumping system, that is, it is not addressed to such price discrimination as is
harmful to competition or which represents the abuse of a dominant position, but
at ail price discrimination which is not cost-justified.29 Given these kinds of
differences, there are two possible approaches, one more. ambitious than the
other. The first would be to work to an international agreement, possibly in the
OECD, that there should be one agreed set of standards for determining what
differences in prices constitute discrimination, to be applied by all industrialized
(OECD) countries, and that such rules would apply in regard to domestic price
discrimination and to discrimination in import trade. In this context, it is of
some relevance that under the auspices of the GATT Anti-dumping Practices
Committee there has been detailed discussion of the elements that go into the
calculation of the dumping margin; this has brought about a certain impetus
toward uniformity as between jurisdictions. Somewhat the same process has
been going toward with regard to the identification of countervailable subsidies
and the measurement of such subsidies.

It is obvious that a highly unified system such as this would be in
apparent contradiction with the fact that most countries allow firms to
discriminate when pricing for export, subject, of course, to the requirements of
their tax regimes as to transfer pricing.

Moreover, such an ambitious approach could easily get bogged down in
negotiations; it is all too easy to launch a negotiation which never reaches a firm
conclusion, or which merely arrives at a wisely worded normative statement,
more exhortation than obligation.

A less radical approval would be to seek accord that within each
jurisdiction that there be only a single set of standards regarding price
discrimination.

Aside from dealing with the issue of quantities, and with cost
justification, a single set of rules defining price discrimination would have to
deal with the question of "unreasonably low" prices, that is, with predatory
prices. Is it feasible to agree, at least at the national level, that, if the standard

I
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in regard to domestic price discrimination is selling, for exampie, below variable
cost, then that should be the standard applied in determining the margin of
dumping in constructed value cases; actionable dumping would thus be selling
below variable cost - not, as it is now, selling below full cost plus an allowance
for profits. Without arguing the merit of either standard, it is clear that
domestic legislation would seem less contradictory and more coherent if it used
one measure of discrimination instead of two.

Of course, the case for a different measure in regard to dumping than
in regard to domestic price discrimination law is the Epstein argument that
anti-dumping provisions are an attempt to shield domestic producers from the
impact of restrictive practices in other jurisdictions. On that basis, it would
reasonable to conclude that seeking Uniformity in the measurement of price
discrimination would be less important than would be the broadening of the basis
of inquiry to include the state of competition in the domestic industry, the
impact on the structure of competition of the imports at issue, and the
conditions of competition in the exporting industry. On balance, that seems to
be the most important sense in which competition policy objectives can
legitimately be brought to bear in the operation of the anti-dumping system.
This conclusion is supported by review of the submissions of the U.S. 7ustice
Department to the U.S. International Trade Commission on anti-dumping cases
and of the Canadian competition authorities to the Canadiar. Anti-dumping
Tribunal (e.g. Sugar); almost invariably the burden of these submissions is that
the impact on competition in the importing country should be given more weight
than the anti-dumping authorities feel they have the authority to do.

A final word on procedures, nationally and internationally. If we share
the view that there is a specific consumer interest; and, more important, a broad
public interest, in detailed public scrutiny of proposed protective measures,30
then the trend to increased publication of statements of facts and of the
rationale regarding ail findings and determinations should be encouraged. In this
context, the United States sets an example which others could emutate;. even the
Canadians, who have adopted some U.S. practices, do not publish reasoned
statements of proposed actions as comprehensive as those published in the U.S.

Surveillance in the GATT •

At the international level, it is to be hoped that the two Committees of
Signatories set up under the two GATT Article VI codes can become effective as
surveillance bodies. At present, their meetings consist largely of the
presentation of poorly documented complaints, of facile and predictable
defenses, and of exchanges of gossip. Not very much in the eighteen-year
history of the GATT Anti-dumping Practices Committee would encourage one to
think that a great deal will be achieved in that body with regard to "injury".
Possibly if the competition policy considerations are included in the terms of
reference of inquiry into dumping and subsidization, more particularly if the
conditions of competition in. the exporting country become a focus of ineaningful
inquiry, there will be an incentive to make these committees into more energetic
watchdogs. There is, of course, a real weakness in the system, which it will be
difficult to correct: that is, that small countries, which may wish to mount an
attack on some action by the EEC or the U.S. which rely heavily on the use of
contingency protection devices, find it more difficult than the larger countries
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to muster the very considerable technical manpower required to prosecute a 
case. The larger countries can easily find  officiais  learned in the law and eager 
to go to Geneva to defend their position. Despite that reservation, it is up to the 
smaller countries, which are being anti-dumped and countervailed, to develop the 
modalities of effective international surveillance. 

C artelization 

We turn to what, in policy terms, is a much more important problem, 
where it is simple enoug,h to offer prescriptions for reform, but where there is 
little prospect of effective action being taken, certainly not at the international 
level. That is the question of what to do about the increased use of quantitative 
measures (including the failure to bring trade in agriculture within any set of 
coherent, rational rules) the increased cartilization of key areas of trade, and 
the increased resort to power rather than to rules, which has accompanied 
increased cartelization, which has helped cause cartelization, and which 
cartelization fosters. To put the issue in me  conventional GATT terms, what 
can we do to improve or strengthen Article XIX (the safeguard clause) and what 
can we do about Article XIX surrogates - VERs, OMAs, and measures under the 
aegis of the MFA? 

Quantitatively, though anti-dumping and countervail actions are 
numerous, it is the resort to cartelization and to the quantitative "management" 
of trade which is the more important issue, 31  and accordingly, it is leg,itimate to 
ask whether competition policy concepts can make a contribution, and how. It is 
convenient to divide our comments, our proposals, into two parts — those that 
relate to the national sytern, and those which relate to the international system 
within which it is assumed national systems will operate. 

The general view in the trade policy community is that more can be 
expected by reform of the safeguard complex at the national level than at the 
international leve1. 32  One proposal for reform, parallel with our proposals 
above, is that the three-faceted inquiry into the competition policy aspects 
should be included in all domestic safeguard actions (and surrogate XIX actions, 
such as textile quotas). Thus the Canadian Textile and Clothing Board might be 
directed to bring to the forefront of their inquiries into any given textile or 
apparel product the state of competition in the industry in Canada, the impact 
on competition of the imports of Issue, and what sort of trade regime applies in 
the exporting countries. Are the products subsicfized? Is there an exchange link 
system? Do specialized Canadian textile products have access to that market, 
and over what tariffs? 33  This is not to say that the Board now ignores the first 
two of there issues, but rather that they should be given more stress. Similarity, 
the Canadian Import Tribunal, when it is c-onducting an investigation under 
Canadas  safeguard provisions (under the new Special Import Measures Act) 
should include in the scope of its inquiry the three-pronged competition policy 
issues, and in its reporting on such matters. And it should deal with these issues 
in some detail. It is a matter of drafting whether this be attached to a "public 
interest" provision or specifically spelled out. The U.S. escape clause provision, 
though cortsiderably more advanced and elaborated than those of other countries 
is, it seerns to us, defective in that the inquiry by the ITC is restricted to the 
question of whether or not "serious injury" is caused or threatened by imports (in 
the particular sense that those terms are used in the U.S. legislation, as noted in 
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Chapter III above). The other broad range of "public interest" criteria are dealt
only at the second stage, when the President is required to decide what he does
with the iTC proposals for import relief.

In parallel with the proposal that competition policy considerations
should be to the forefront of Article XIX domestic procedures is the. proposal to
make an adjustment criterion part of the scope of inquiry. The question to be
asked, before considering import relief, is: How does the domestic industry
propose to adjust to import competition? There is, too, the related notion that
assistance for adjustment shoutd as a matter of course be available as an
alternative to import relief on the U.S. model. It we assume that subvention is
likely to be less costly and less trade diverting, and less seif perpetuaring than
import relief, then it is important that provisions for adjustment assistance,
either to rationalize production or to exit the industry, must be available as a
formal alternative. In this aspect the U.S. system is much in advance of other
"safeguard' arrangements.

A Self Den 'ping Ordinance?

But these are modest proposais. What is of overwhelming importance,
one is tempted to say, the only.thing that matters, is that governments adopt a
self-denying ordinance with regard to Article XIX surrogates. We will be rid of
discriminatory textile restriction, steel cartels, limitations on trade in autos,
video tape recorders, and so on, only if governments, as part of domestic
economic policy, decide they should draw back from the use of these extra-
GATT devices. This will not happen quickly, and will not happen as a result of
international pressure, nor of international negotiation. It will happen only as
governments come to realize that their economies cannot afford the costs, in
terms of the burdens of protection and in terms of the increased rigidity of the
economy resulting from "managed' trade.

The case has been made that for steel, for example, legitimate demands
for changes in terms of access could have been dealt with by the use of Article
XIX, rather than (for imports into the U.S.) of Article VI. Had that route been
chosen by the U.S. rather than opting for quotas outside the system (the first set
of steel arrangements with Japan), and if European countries had been prepared
to abandon discrimination âgainst Japan, and rely on GATT Article XIX, the
adjustment of the steel industries in importing countries might have been
greater, and the burden on steel users less than has been the case. One could, of
course, make a case that steel, given the problem of structural over-capacity on
top of the.typical cycle of a large-scale capital-intensive industry, and given the
appearance of new centres of production and resulting rapid changes in the
pattern of world trade, is the sort of trade problem which the draftsmen of
Article XIX really did not envisage-, that may be, but that is not to say that
Article XIX could not have been adequate if governments had chosen to live by
the rules.

This is not perhaps the place to conduct a full discussion of the
problems of the "safeguard" system. However, it is important to keep in mind
that there are modest reforms possible which might go a long way to restoring
the authority of the international rules. The most promising reform is that
advocated by the U.S. in the Tokyo Round, and urged since: that all XIX actions
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and all surrogates  for XIX action be brought under one and the same system of 
surveillance. If such scrutiny were to be coupled with obligation that importing 
countries taldng restrictive action must positively demonstrate that there is 
"injury", rather than leaving the burden on the exporting country to show that 
there is no injury (which is the present GATT dogma), 34  then a useful measure of 
discipline would have been added to the existing system. 

Surnmary 

We have proposed above a considerable tightening-up of the 
contingency protection system because, in our view, it is now providing the 
mezhartism for more  r es tri cti v e action than the economies of importing 
countries, and their political systems, can afford. At the same time, thé notion 
that more punitive action should be taken when it is judged that the impact on 
the structure of competition in the importing country warrants such action, 
and/or when the =cations of competition in the exporting country warrant such 
action, would make relief to domestic producers in such cases more certain and 
substantial. Such a reform will, of course, place a burden on competition policy 
advocates and bureaucrats in that they will have to be more confident as to what 
sort of anti-competitive pricing and practices should be actionable. 

A Final Comment 

There is little in the above set of proposals that could appear on the 
agenda of the next round of trade negotiations — in the main because the 
negotiations are being launched to hold back protectionism rather than work out 
bett er rules for emerging problems. Nor has the ground been well prepared — 
there is little in the way of consensus, nationally or internationally. What 
measure of agreement does exist on the heacangs in the tentative agenda has 
been secured by the threats of protectionist actions by Congress, and has been 
given unwillingly and without conviction. Accordingly, it would be rash to think 
that the reform of contingency protection itemized above can be implemented 
soon is an early starter. But our examination of the modalities of the new 
protectionism might serve to convince governments that now is not the time to 
think of extending the contingency system to new areas of trade, that is, to the 
trade in services. 



APPENDIX 

OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE TRADE POLICY SYSTEM 

In the main body of the text we have examined the principal devices 
cfeployed in the system of contingencrprotection: anti-dumping provisions, and 
countervailing duty provisions, Article XIX actions and surrogates for Article 
XIX action, and we have been concerned to see in what ways they conflict with 
the broad principles of competition policy, and why the rationale of competition 
policy is largely ignored in the formulation and use of these techniques of 
intervention. Most discussions ai tracte policy from the view-point of 
competition policy have focussed rather narrowly on the particular issue of price 
discrimination, which is, as we have noted, addressed quite differently under the 
various national anti-dumping provisions (and under the GATT Anti-dumping 
Code) than under the various national laws regar cling price discrimination and the 
abuse of market power in domestic commerce. This may not be the most 
important issue, only the most evident issue, when the broad range of trade 
policy is looked at from a competition policy view-point. We have suggested in 
Chapter V that the absence of explicit requirements to take competition policy 
considerations into account in Article XIX situations, coupled with the 
widespread recourse to surrogate measures, which avoid the discipline of Article 
XIX, such as it is, are a more serious issue from the point of view in competition 
PolicY• 

In looking at trade policy in this study, we have put aside consideration 
of the customs tarif!,  for obvious reasons. It is clear the the tariff, employed 
as a device for reducing the competition of the foreign exporter with the 
domestic producer, is an anti-competitive device. That is its function. 
Hol.vever, the tariff, considered as a technique of market intervention, does not 
endorse or license rxactices which are anti-competitive, as do techniques central 
to the contingency protection system. The most important examples are 
bilaterally agreed "export restraints" used in lieu of Article XIX, and 
"undertakings" in the anti-dumping and countervailing duty systems. However, 
the competitive impact of a system of tariff rates, applied on a non-
discriminatory basis, may be to limit the only competition that may be offered 
to a domestic oligopoly. Thus in Canada, where industrial concentration ratios 
have been high (i.e. there has been, for many manufacturing industries, little 
dometic competition) the notion of reducing the tariff on specific products to 
increase competition has been an important policy concept.' What we are 
attempting to do in this study is to point to the strongly anti-competitive effects 
of the particular measures endorsed by the contingency protection system rather 
than simply damning all protection as anti-competitive, valid as such an 
approach may be. 2  

(Dur purpose in this appendix is to note, briefly, the anti-competitive 
implications of some of the other techniques of intervention which are from time 
to time deployed in trade policy; they may be, in total, less important than the 
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central devices of the contingent protection system, but they can be critical for
particular firms or industries. These devices are (a) domestic product
preferences in government procurement, (b) the use of product "standards" or
"norms" to restrict imports, (c) the payment of selective subsidies, (d) the use of
the patent system to unduly restrict trade, (e) the use of copyright law (as it
applies to industrial designs) to restrict trade. These are not more than short
notes on each of these topics; each one could be, if it were to be dealt with
comprehensively, the subject of detailed study.

cpProcurement Policy As An Instrument of Trade Poli

Given the very great importance of the state, or state-controlled
agencies or corporations, as a purchaser '-for many particular categories of
.products - e.g. communications equipment, electricity generating, transmission
and distribution equipment, transportation equipment (particularly railway and
urban mass transit equipment) and of course, the whole range of goods for
defence purposes (incduding many categories of so-called high technology-
products)- the deployment of a preference (which in some cases is absolute) for
domesticatly-produced goods may be one of the more important areas in which
trade policy should be scrutinized in terms of competition policy. For the first
time in the development of the post-war multilateralized system an agreement
designed to limit the scope of such domestic product preferences was worked out
in the Tokyo Round,3 after many years of preparatory discussion in the OECD.

Negotiations to extend the coverage of the Agreement are now under
way, it is understood; it may be that some extension of the "coverage" -- that is,
the governmental entities to which it applies - will make this agreement
important in economic terms; however, for the present all one can say is that,
while admirably drafted, the agreement does not have great economic effect
because its coverage is so limited. "Coverage", in this agreement, is defined by
the list of specific departments of government or government-contracted
agencies or corporations which the various signatories agree are to be directed
to carry out their purchasing policy according to the detailed procedural rules of
the Agreement. The "coverage" is limited, in this agreement, because the
purchases of state and provincial authorities, in federal states, are excluded,
because not all central government agencies are induded- which has the effect
of excluding a number of product categories, and because defence goods are
excluded.

One of the difficulties in constructing an agreement on procurement
arises from the fact that certain activities are carried out, in some countries, by
the state, in others, by the private sector, in still others, by agencies of
subordinate governments, that is at the state or provincial level. This was one
reason why it proved impossible to indude communications equipment,
transportation equipment or electricity generating, transmission and distribution
equipment in the code; the exclusion of these products is, of course, not set out
in product terms but in terms of the entities which are the principal purchasers.

It should not be assumed, therefore, that from a competition policy
point of view the Tokyo Round agreement on government procurement
significantly reduced the anti-competitive effects of procurement policy.

I
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The anti-competitive effects of procurement policy can be thought of
as arising in three different but related ways. First, there is the use of a tariff-
like preference, over and above the laid-down, duty-paid price of imported
goods, accorded to domestic, producers over foreign producers.4 This gives an
additional or oligopolistic return to domestic producers; it is anti- corn petitive, as
is a tariff, in that it tends to restrict foreign competition.

Second, there is the practice of giving absolute preferences to domestic
producers. This has, obviously, an even greater impact on the structure of
competition than a fixed-rate preference; where there are a limited number of
domestic producers such a procurement pcactice provides a strong incentive for
collusive tendering by those ixoducers.3 ( Some governments have recognized
that the only way to secure lower prices and ensure less collusion between
suppliers is to open the market to foreign suppliers, and indeed, this may be one
of the unintended results of privalization of certain activities, such as
telecommunications.)6 7ust how anti-competitive a policy of restricting supply
to domestic producers may be in practice depends on the details of how firms are
chosen for selective tendering it is conceivable that a procurement policy with
an absolute preference for domestic goods may be deployed to strengthen
smaller firms and improve the structure of competition in the domestic market.

The potential of using procurement policy selectively to support
research and development efforts or to develop domestic capability in a given
sector is often attested. An interesting example Is the decision taken by the
Canadian authorities, it is understood, to award consulting engineering contrac'ts
for major resource projects (so-called "mega-projects"1 which involve
government participation, only to Canadian-controiled consulting engineering
firms, in preference to the Canadian subsidiary of a major foreign-controlled
engineering firm. A detailed study of procurement practices from a competition
policy point of view would involve the examination of a number of such cases.

Third, and perhaps, logically, only a variation on the second category, is
the impact of purchasing for defence purposes. This is an area of procurernent
that ties outside any possible multilateral arrangement and in which foreign
firms are admitted only on a highly-regulated, highly negotiated, usually
government-to-government basis. It might seem that competition policy
practitioners should ignore this area of procurement but, of course, there will be
precisely the same anti-competitive effects from a highly restrictive purchasing
policy in this sector as in other sectors. The production of specialized goods for
defence is not, of course, entirely separate from other types of production; a
policy of directing contracts, frequently on a"cost-plus" basis, to domestic
producers, must have an impact on the structure of competition over a fairly
wide range of products. Procurement policy, in this sector, can be used to
subsidize research and development; it has long been argued by the frF.C that
U.S. high-technology firms are subsidized to a substantial degree by defence
procurement programs, and that these have the effect of subsidizing U.S. exports
of related products outside the def ence sector.7

Produ= Standards

In this brief account it is not possible to make:a detailed review of how
product standards may be deployed to give protection to domestic producers, and
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of the attempt, in the Tokyo Round, to begin to intrcxluce some trade policy 
discipline in regard to the use of standards. 

It had become accepted in the trade policy community, by the time the 
Tokyo Round got organized in early 1975, that there were potential trade policy 
problems related to systems of product standards; there was a general awareness 
that, perhaps in all countries, there were occasions in which product standards 
were manipulated to confer protection on domestic producers over and above the 
tariff. This was thought to be most cornmon in the area of food and drug 
standards; there were known to be cases of standards being applied with 
extraordinary zeal in regard to food production technologies in other countries. 
There was also a concern in the electrical, electronics, telecommunications and 
other high technology sectors that • national or regional standards might be 
developed with the incidental effect of limiting or.imposing an additional cost on 
foreign competitors. Accordingly, in the Tokyo Round trade policy negotiators 
developed an Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. 8  

As the Preamble to this Agreement asserts, the purpose is to ensure 
that "technical regulations and standards do rot  create unn ecessary  obstacles to 
international trade"; to this end the Agreement Lays great ernphasis on 
"international standards and certification systems". (Emphasis added.) The 
working of this code, which some observers have seen as being a vehicle 
facilitating the international acceptance of U.S. standards, appears not to have 
been the subject of detailed scrutiny by competition policy authorities within 
national acirninistrations. 9  Our purpose here is simply to assert that if 
competition policy bureaucrats believe that they should have an input to the 
trade policy process (and that, for example, there should be some harmonization 
of rules defining price discrimination in domestic commerce and with regard to 
imports) they should also scrutinize the increasingly important area of product 
standards in regard to its anti-cornpetitive effects in domestic markets and in 
international trade. The fact that standards bureaucrats and competition policy 
bureaucrats exist, in most national administrations, in relative isolation, within 
their particular spheres of administrative, statutory, competence, and that, 
accordingly, competition policy officials find it easier to develop exchangt of 
views with competition policy officials in other countries, and that standard-
setting  officiais  talk more easily and frequently to standard-setting officials in 
other countries than to officials concerned with trade policy or competition 
policy in their own country, does not take away from the valicaty of this 
statem ent. 

Subsidy Policies 
• 

We could make a parallel observation with regard to subsidy policy 
(whether subsidies are paid directly, as positive expenditures, or through the tax 
system as tax expenditures). The relevance cf competition policy has long been 
explicitly recognized in regard to tariff policy; 10  more recently, as we have 
noted, competition policy bureaucrats have noted that the anti-dumping system 
deals with a phenomenon, price discrimination, which is a legitimate concern of 
competition policy. But it does not seem to be the case that within any national 
administration, competition policy is brought to bear in any substantial way on 
subsidy policy. If we consider the most recent study of the impact of subsidies 
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on trade policy, the work by Hufbauer and Erb, there is only the briefest of 
references to competition policy considerations.' I 

Given that subsidies are now one of the major techniques of 
intervention, that subsidies are part of the "nea.,  protectionism", one could argue 
that competition policy should be brought to bear in this area of trade policy. 
Moreover, there is the important point that, although there is mechanism to 
offset certain foreign subsiees (the countervailing duty provisions), the  is no 
equivalent mechanism in regard to domestic commerce (except within the EEC, 
where particular member state subsiees may be o hi bit ed). In the U.S. and 
Canada, there is no legal mechanism which an agrieved producer in one state or 
province can invoke against a producer in another state or province who has 
received a subsidy. The broad issue of subsidization and trade policy has been 
left in a most confused state by the Tokyo Round agreement. 

Patents 

The designing, working and the manipulation of the patent system has 
been frequently a concern of competition policy. A patent confers a mompoiy, 
and according,ly there has been an extensive debate about how that monopoly 
should be limited without destroying the incentive to technical progress which, it 
is held, is the objective of a system designed to reward invention. Without 
attempting to contribute to the extensive literature on patent, we may look at 
some illustrative examples of situations in which trade policy considerations, the 
working of the patent system, and competition policy considerations were 
involved. 

One of the more important examples is the Canadian Radio Patents 
case. It was alleged by the U.S. Department of Justice that certain producers of 
radios and television receivers in the U.S. and outside the U.S. were using a 
patent-pooling device to restrict imports into Canada. The production of radios 
(and television receivers) depended on access to a great nurnber of patents; the 

producers in Canada, some of which were subsidiarien of U.S. firms, assigned 
these patents to a firm, Canadian Radio Patents Ltd., which was prepared to 
grant comprehensive licences to producers and to importers for these patents. 
However, given that the Patent Act provided that it is an abuse of the patent to 
serve the market for the patented article by import»  the  licences were 
granted to foreign producers in regard to exports to Canada only for those 
categories of equipment which it was judged by the company could not be 
euanomically manufactured in Canada. This was believed to preclude certain 
imports from the United States, to the detriment of those U.S. firms which 
wished to serve the Canadian market from their U.S. production, rather than 
from the production of a subsieary in Canada. The patent pool also effectively 
kept out a range of Japanese television sets, until such time as the last relevant 
patent expired. 

Action by the Anti-trust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, 
and subsequently, private suits, tauter the Clayton Act, were instituted. Within 
the Canadian bureaucracy, there were at least three efferent views. In the 
trade policy community, there had been no knowledge that this private sector 
trade barrier was in place; trade policy officials had not been concerned with the 
Canadian patent system, which was regarded as a policy device essentially 
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outside the trade policy area. Their attitude was consistent with the GATT, 
which provides, in Article XX, that "nothing in this agreement shall be construed 
to prevent the adoption or enforcement ... of measures ... (d) necessary to 
secure compliance with ... the protection of patents." In the competition policy 
community, there was some reluctance to take issue with the U.S. position; the 
Canadian competition policy authorities had not found it possible or perhaps 
desirable to proceed against the radio  patent; pool (if they were aware of its 
existence) but they generally he,ld to the view that U.S. anti-trust actions which 
were directed at anti-competitive actions in Canada (such as the Alcoa case and 
the Dupont-ICI case)I 3  had had desirable results, in terms of reducing industrial 
concentration in Canada.' 4  

The fceeign policy community (more precisely, the officials of the 
Departrnent of External Affairs) took the view that this was an unacceptable 
extension of U.S. jurisdiction extraterritorially. This view was adopted by 
Ministers, and in due course the issue was discussed in a meeting in Ottawa of 
the Canada-U.S. Joint Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, in early 1959. 
Following this discussion, an understancilng was reached on the modalities of 
consultation between the U.S. and Canadian authorities on anti-trust actions 
with potential extraterritorial implications. 15  As was virtually inevitable, given 
that the issue was being addressed in terms of foreign policy and the Canadian 
concern with U.S. assertion of extraterritortal jurisdiction, both competition 
policy considerations and trade policy considerations were virtually ignored.I 6  
Trade policy officials were, it may be assurned, not disposed to upset the 
operations of the patent pool because it made unnecessary any "voluntary export 
restraint" by Japan on televieon sets. (When the relevant  patents  expired, the 
Canadian producers asked the Canadian government to negotiate such an "export 
restraint' arrangement the subsequent history of trade with apan in this 
product belongs to a discussion of Article XIX "surrogates".) 

Another, and current, issue for- Canada is the question of compulsory 
licensing of patents for drugs in Canada. The decision to provide for the 
compulsory licertsing of patents for drugs (and, of course the payment of a 
prescribed royalty) in Canada arose out of a series of enquiries into the operation 
of the drug manufacturing firms in Canada, many of which were and are the 
subsiearies of foreign firms. It was believed that drug xices in Canada were 
high and that the pharmaceutical industry wa,s an oligopoly which extracted 
oligopoly profits from sales in Canada.I 7  This was a case in which trade policy 
devices were brought into play to support competition policy. 

Primarily on the initiative of the then Minister of Finance (Mr. Walter 
Gordon) a series of measures were introduced to reduce, or to attempt to reduce, 
the extent .  to which devices of governmental intervention in the market 
buttressed the pharmaceutical oligopoly. Tari,ff rates on a number of 
pharmaceutical products were reduced in order to facilitate importation; the 
federal manufacturers' sales tax on pharmaceutical products was removed, to 
encourage reductions in prices in the knowledge that the tax was usually 
incorporated in the wholesale price and therefore became part of the base to 
which retail "mark-ups" were applied; the protection of the anti-dumping 
provisions was removed, by regulation, in order to facilitate dumping by the 
Canadian firms of imports from parent companies and by independent importers, 
and to reduce the scope for harassment by the Canadian producers of their 
competitors who relied on imports; and finally, a regime of compulsory licensing 
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of pharmaceutical patents was introduced. This would, it was hoped, encourage
the production of generic substitutes for various prescription drugs.

It has been, subsequently, alleged that these measures reduced the
profits of. the established Canadian producers and that independent research into
pharmaceuticals in Canada was thereby discouraged. The U.S. controlled firms
involved have, more recently, persuaded some members of Congress and some
elements in the U.S. Administration that this compulsory licensing of
pharmaeeutical patents is an "unfair" practice, and it has, it is understood, been
added to the agenda of U.S. complaints about Canadian policies. The issue is
still open; in response to U.S. pressure, and in response to pressure from U.S.
controlled subsidiaries in Canada, a commission of enquiry has been established,
under Professor Harry Eastman of the University of Toronto, to make a detailed
study and report.18

Meanwhile, the Canadian tax authorities have alleged that U.S.
controlled subsidiaries in Canada have reduced their repored Canadian profits,
and paid less tax in Canada, by paying their parent firms inflated transfer
prices.19 (Transfer pricing is, of course, a legitimate concern of tax authorities;
in the U.S. the prices paid by and to U.S. firms and their foreign subsidiaries are
scrutinized under the Internal Revenue Code.20 In Canada transfer pricing of
affiliates of foreign firms, induding the pricing of exports of Canadian
controlled firms, is also scrutinized under Section 17 of the Income Tax Act.)

The issue of Canadian compulsory licensing of pharmaceutical patents
is still not settled; it is an interesting example of how trade policy, competition
policy, patent policy and tax administration are involved in a single policy issue.

A somewhat similar issue is raised by the Mexican policy with regard to
pharrnaceuticals; that policy has been designed to encourage the manufacture in
Mexico by Mexican-controlled firms of pharmaceuticals developed by foreign
companies. It is reported that the U.S. Administration has made signature of a
bilateral trade agreement conditional on changes in the Mexican pharmaceutical
policy. A somewhat similar issue has arisen in the EEC; Italy has no patents for
pharmaceuticals and, accordingly, importers into other member states of Italian
drugs may be sued for patent infringement.21

For large markets, such as the U.S., the technique of compulsory
licensing of patents has implications largely in terms of competition within the
market. For smaller countries, compulsory licensing has implications for trade
policy. It has long been established, of course, that compulsory licensing, subject
to the payment of appropriate royalties, is the compromise between those who
believe that a patent system is indispensable and the who believe it merely
confers monopoly.22

An important current case about patents is the curent U.S.-EEC dispute
involving Dupont of the U.S. and Akzo N.V., a Dutch firm. Dupont flled a
petition with the USITC (under Section 337 of the Tariff Act) alleging patent
infringement by Akzo. The ITC impobed a prohibition on Akzds product (aramid
fibre). Akzo asserts that this ban is illegal in that it does not take into account
legal proceedings in Richmond, Virginia, in which Akzo claims Dupont has
infringed a U.S. patent registered by Akzo. (Whether the ITC order will continue
in effect is a matter for the President; he has the discretion to confirm or set
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aside such an order by the ITC, and in this case he must make a decision by
January 25, 1986). Meanwhile Akzo appealed to the courts of the Netherlands
that Dupont was infringing a Dutch patent for one of the process chemicals
required to make the product (ararnid fibre). The Dutch lower court ruied in
favour of Akzo in February 1995, and more recently the appeals court confirmed
the decision. The matter is, at the time of writing, being discussed between the
EEC Commission and the U.S. authorities. This is an example of where, for the
firms concerned, the patent system is trade policy.23

One could hazard a guess that patents will increasingly be used to
protect markets as between industrialized countries in high-technology sectors.
The Akzo-Dupont case cited above concern the most technologically advanced
artificial fibres. Another high technology case involves an action before the
USITC (under Section 337 of the Tariff Act) in which a U.S. producer of floppy-
disk drives is alleging patent infringement by a number of Japanese firms. The
initial finding by the ITC was that the Japanese firms should post substantial
bonds with customs while the inquiry proceeded. Like the Canadian Radio
Patents example, this an area where patents can provide infinite protection,
although for a limited period (long enough for rapidly evolving high-technology
products).

We wish to do no more, in this brief comment, than to point out that
trade policy and competition policy should both be concerned with the detailed
operations of the patent regime. In most countries the administration, at the
bureaucratic level, of competition policy and patent policy tend to operate in
separate compartments, in part because administrations derive their authority
from 1pecialized statutes which confer authority and responsibility uniquely on
them.Z4

Copyright

Turning to the related area of copyright, the most important current
issue is the question of whether computer software should be protected by
patents or by copyright. For this key product it is either patents or copyright
which are trade policy, the tariff is virtually irrelevant. The protection of
artistic works, literary works etc., is, of course the usual area of operation of
the copyright system; however in the United Kingdom, the existence of a
copyright in drawings of industrial products may be invoked to protect the
manufacture of the product so described. In other countries the implicit
copyright in an engineering drawing does not extend to three dimensional objects
based on such drawings. In the U.K. however, it is a principle of the present
copyright provision that copyright extends to the objects based on the drawn
design, although the copy may have been made by examination of the object, and
not by reference to the drawing. This feature of the copyright law has, in
practical terms, been important mainly in regard to the manufacture of spare
parts for automobiles; it is a feature of the automotive industry that independent
manufacturers make and sell copies of parts of automobiles, often at lower
prices than parts made by or sold by the automobile manufacturers themselves or
their supplies of original, equipment. It is only in the U.K., among major
industrialized countries, that such practices can constitute a breach of
copyright; in effect, under this regime copyright gives protection to articles
which could not be patented or the designs of which could not be registered.
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Two recent cases illustrate how these provisions operate. In one case 
an automobile manufacturer (British Leyland) sued a parts manufacturer for 
making and selling copies of BL parts. BI- had licenced other manufacturers to 
do so, but had not licenced the particular firrn concerned. The defendant argued 
that AL was abusing a dominant position, in terms of Article 85 and 86 of the 
Treaty of Rome. The court rejected this and found for BL citing the provisions 
of copyright. 25  A different case, again involving automobile parts, concerns 
Ford Motor Company Ltd.; this case is different than the BL case because what 
was at issue was the policy of Ford of not granting licences to manufacture or 
sell replacement body parts for Ford vehicles (there was also the issue of paru 
the designs of which could be "registered designs"). In the case of Ford, the 
situation was investigated by the Office'of Fair Trading to determine whether, in 
the view of the Director General, Fords practices were "anti-compet tive". The 
Director General expressed his opinion that they were anti-competitive, and 
recommended a reference to the U.K. Monopolies and Mergers Commission. 26  
The purpose of such a reference is to establish whether or not an anti-
competitive practice is contrary to the public interest. In its report the 
Commission argued for changes in the U.K. law to reduce the duration of 
protection under copyright for the parts at issue.27  Ford continued 0:3 court  
actions against various paru ixoducers for alleged breach of copyright 
meanwhile, the Commission of the Communities thereupon opened proceedings 
designed to force Ford to grant licenses to independent suppliers against 
payments of royalties. The proceedings were halted when Ford agreed.28  

These provisions do not concern only domestic commerce. U.K. 
producers have, as would be the case with patents, used these rights to combat 
imports. In this context it is important to keep in mind that the protection they 
invoke under the copyright act arises from the existence of a drawing of the 
design of the part or product at issue the drawing need not.have been made In 
the U.K. 29  We do  rot  wish to comment on current cases in which U.K. producers 
are suing or threatening to sue importers; these are either the subject of private 
discussion or are before the courts; some of these involve imports and the 
disposition therefore is a legitimate concern of trade policy, and should be a 
concern of competition policy. 

The U.K. authorities have recognized that these copyright provisions 
g,ive protection, in domestic commerce and in trade, going beyond that available 
in other countries. In the Green Paper on reform of the copyright law, 
essentially a discussion document, it was proposed to remove protection from 
"purely functional designs", "Whatever that may be", as The Economist noted. 30  
There the matter rests. 

Summary 

In this appendix we have noted a variety of policy devices: 
procurement, product standards, patents, subsidy policies, copyright and so forth. 
The object has been primarily to make the point that these are areas where trade 
policy and competition policy are both involved. We have shown that what is, in 
effect trade policy, is often implemented by the use of devices outside the 
confines of trade policy and by bureaucrats (or by courts) applying their own 
versions of trade policy, often in  contradiction  with trade policy. And frequentiy 
they pay even less regard to the logic of competition policy than they do to 
concepts of trade policy. 
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1 The term "contingency protection", intended to include all measures
of protection against import competition other than protection by a scheduled
rate of duty, but emphasizing the increasing role of the anti-dumping and
countervailing duty provisions, and of "safeguard" actions, was, it appears, first
used in this sense shortly after the conclusion of the Tokyo Round in 1979 by the
author of this paper (Financial Post, Toronto, November 24, 1979). Other writers
(e.g. Finger) have used the term "administered protection" to cover some but not
all of the same range of measures. See J.M. Finger, H. Keith Hall and Douglas
R. Nelson: "The Political Economy of Administered Protection" American
Economic Review, June 1982. Others have used a broader term: the "new
protectionism"; see Douglas R. Nelson: The Political Structure of the New
Protectionism, World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 471, The World Bank, 1981.

2 For the text of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, see
Contracting Parties to the GATT: Basic Instruments and Selected Documents
Volume IV: Text of the General Agreement 1969, Geneva; March 1969. Many
countries have also published the Agreement in their national treaty series, for
example, in the U.K., H.M.S.O. Cmd. 9413, Review of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, April 1955. The earlier text of the Agreement, prior to the
changes negotiated in 1955, and subsequently incorporated in the Agreement,
may be found in United Nations: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
Volume 1, Final Act Adopted at the Conclusion of the Second Session of the
Pre aratorv Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Emp oyment, U.N., Lake Success, New York, 1947 (text in English and French).
For Canada, the original text is Treaty Series, 1947, No. 27, which also contains
the Exchanges of Notes with the United States and with the United Kingdom
regarding changes in the existing bilateral agreements. For the U.K. the original
agreement is Cmd. 8048 of 1950. For the relationship between the GATT and
the more comprehensive Havana Charter (Report of the First Session of the
Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and

m2loyment, London, October 1946 and Final Act and Related Documents.
United Nations Conference on Trade and m lo ment, He at avana, Cu a
rom November 21, 1947 to March 24, 1948, Interim Commission for the

International Trade Organization, Lake Success, New York, April 1948, see
generally John H. Jackson: World Trade and the Law of GATT,. Bobbs-Merrill,
1969 (hereafter Jackson: GATT) and T: Analytical Index, Third Revision -
March 1970.

3 We say "targely" because the trade policy systern includes some
provisions concerning services, e.g. Article IV of the GATT, which relates to
cinema screen quotas; the trade policy system also addresses such issues as tariff
rates on engineering and architectural drawings, which represent professional
services. The line between services and goods is not easy to draw. See Jagdish
Shagwatl: "Splintering and Disembodiment of Services and Developing Nations",
7 The World Economy, June 1984, No. 2.

4 See, for example, U.N. General Assembly, UNCITRAL, Fourteenth
Session, 1981: Current Activities of International Organizations Related to the
Harmonization an Uni ication of Trade Law.

1
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5 See Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2176/84, Official Journal of the 
European Communities,  (0.3.) 30.7.84, No. L201/12, Article 12(1), for the 
regulations regarding "protection against dumped or subsidized imports"; for an 
example of the manner in which the "interests of the community" are invoked, 
see "Re a Definitive Anti-dumping Duty on Certain Acrylic Fibres Originating in 
the United States of America", 1981 C.M.L.R.,  90, p. 96, para 34: "In these 
circumstances, protection of the community's interests call for the definitive 
collection..." 

6 Canada, Anti-dumping Act,  1968-69, c. 10, Section 7: Special Import 
Measures Act,  1984, Section 14. 

7 Department of National Revenue/Customs and Excise, Memorandum 
1) 41-1, June 30, 1972, Section 24. 

8 Duties were remitted on imports into particular regions, under the 
Financial Administration Act, in February 1978. 

9 See Finger, et.al., op. cit. 

10 See Havana Charter (footnote 2 above); the GATT broadly 
corresponds with Chapter IV of the Havana Charter: "Commercial Policy". For 
a detailed guide to the differences between the Havana Charter provisions and 
the GATT, see GATT Analytical Index. 

11 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, United 
Nations, New York, TD/RBP/Conf./10/Rev./. 

12 For a discussion of why tariffs were preferred to quantitative 
controls, see Harry C. Hawkins: 	Commercial Treaties and Agreements  

irieelandltaçtice, New York, Rinehart dc Co. 1951; especially Chapter XV 
"Quantitative Restrictions". Hawkins was the senior State Department official 
through the 1930's and WWII dealing with trade agreements, and implementing 
the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Program of Cordell Hull; he played a key role 
in developing the U.S. approach to commercial policy in the period. He was, for 
example, Keynes' interlocutor when Keynes discussed the post-war trade 
arrangements in Washington. See R.F. Harrod: The Life of John Maynard 
Keynes,  London, Macmillan, 1951, p. 513 and subsequently. 

13 Hawkins, op. cit."  p. 159. 

14 At page 17 of GATT: BISD, Volume IV: Text of the General  
Agreement,  1969. 

15 For an authoritative discussion on this issue, see Hawkins,  
106-107. 

16 See GATT, at page 1 (declaratory preface). 

17 See Rodney de C. Grey: "Some Commercial Policy Problems 
Ahead", Toronto, The Conference Board of Canada, September 26, 1979. "...It is 
certainly not clear that the new system, or better, the strengthened, re-
designed, highly articulated, regulatory system, will be less restrictive of 
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imports onto the United States than was the pre-Kennedy Round system, which 
relied in the main on tariffs and not too extensively on the other devices which 
now play such a central role." (at page 15) 

18 A key study attempting to quantify the costs of tariff protection 
was J.H. Young's study for the Canadian Royal Commission on Canada's 
Economic  Prospects  (Gordon Commission) in 1957: Canadian Commercial Policy; 
it is discussed in Chapter VI. 

19 The modern interest in this concept was launched by Clarence 
Barber's 1955 article: "Canadian Tariff Policy" in XXI Canadian Journal of 
Economics and Political Science, No. 4, November; subsequently a literature on 
the theme of effective protection developed: see Herbert G. Grubel and Harry 
G. Johnson (eds.), Effective Tariff Protection,  Geneva, GATT and the Graduate 
Institute of International Studies, 1971. 

20 These writings are so numerous, and so repetitive, that it is not 
useful to provide a detailed citation. 

21 This is the so-called "bicycle theory" of trade policy, to the effect 
that one must always be preparing for a new negotiation, or conducting one, in 
order to contain protectionism. It is a view often expressed in the United States, 
but given less credibility in Europe.. The view is asserted as an act of faith, 
there having been no persuasive investigation of its validity. It is a view which 
has a great deal of appeal to the members of the "trade negotiations community" 
— members of trade associations, economists and lawyers whose advice is for 
hire, officials who conduct negotiations — all of whose careers depend on the 
prospect of negotiations. This theory is, of course, being argued in support of 
the conduct of yet another round of negotiations. 

22 Bruce E. Clubb: "United States Foreign Trade Policy in Historical 
Perspective"; Remarks to the American Iron and Steel Institute, United Steel 
Workers of America, Washington, 3 February 1971. 

23 Tumlies numerous writings on these themes are reflected the tl.vo 
GATT research studies of which he was one of the authors: Richard Blackhlirst, 
Nicolas Marian and Jan Turnlir: Trade Liberalization, Protectionism and 
Interdependence,  GATT, 1977, and tsame authors): Adjustment, Trade and 
Growth in Developed and Developing Countries,  GATT, 1978. Tumlir's personal 
views are most easily accessible in: "The Protectionist Threat to International 
Order", XXXIV, International Journal, No. 1, 1978-79; "The Contribution of 
Economics to International Disorder", Harry C. Johnson Memorial Lecture, No. 
2, Trade Policy Research Centre, London, 1981 (reprinted in 3 The World  
Economy, No. 4, 1980; "Salvation Through Cartels? On the Revival of a Myth" 1 
The World Economv,  1978, No. 4; "International Economic Order — Can the 
Trend be Reversed?" 5 The World Economy, No. 1, 1982; "Need for an Open 
Multilateral Trading System", 6 The World Economy, No. 4, 1983, and in "The 
New Protectionism, Cartels and the International Order", in Ryan Ammacher, 
Gottfried Haber ler and Thomas D. Wil felt, (eds.); Challenges to a Liberal  
Economic Order,  Washington, American Enterprise Institute, 1979. 

24 Harald B. Malmgrem: "Threats to the Multilateral System" in 
William Cline (ed.): Trade Policy in the 1980's,  Washington, . Institute for 
International Economics, 1983, p. 191. 
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25 See Rodney de C. Grey, o cit.; United States Trade Legislation:
Some Imolications for the Trade and rade elations of Develo in Countries
UNCTAD/MTN 207, UNCTAD, Geneva, 1980, Injury, Damage, Disruption,
UNCTAD/MTN/217, UNCTAD, Geneva, 1981; "GATT after the Tokyo Round" in
Quinn and Slayton (eds.): Non-Tariff Barriers After the Tokyo Round, Montreal,
Institute for Research in Pub lic Policy, 1982; United States rade Policy
Legislation, A Canada View, Montreal, I.R.P.P. 1982; "A Note on U.S. Trade
^tices" in C1ine ed. : op . cit., at pp. 243-58.

26 Grey: "GATT After The Tokyo Round", see note 25 above.

27 Gerard Curzon and Victoria Curzon: '7he :4iulti-Tier GATT System"
in The New Economic oyationalisrn, A Battelle Conference, ed. Otto Hieronymi,
London, ylacmillan, 1980.

28 Arthur Dunkel: Address to "Octasiaatishes Liebesmohl", Hamburg,
5 March, 1982, GATT Press Release 1312..

29 Gardiner Patterson: "The European Community as a Threat to the
System" , Cline (ed.) op. cit., pp. 223-42.

30 Fred W. Bergsten: "On the Non-Equivalence of Import Quotas and
'Voluntary' Export Restraints" in Toward a New World Trade Polic : the
!Aaidenhead Papers (ed. Bergsten), Lexington Books, 1978.

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER II

1 Jacob Viner: Dum in /A Problem in International Trade, University
of Chicago Press, 1923; reprinted 1966, Kelley, New York; with Viner A
^blemorandum on Dumping, League of Nations,. 1926, and "Dumping",
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.

2 Debates, Canada House of Commons, 1904, Volume III, 5737-8,
quoted in United States Tariff Commission: Information Concernin Dumping
and Unfair Competition in the United States an Canada's Anti-dumping Law,
Washington. Government Printing Office. 1919, printed for the use of the
Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives.

3 Revenue Act, (64th Congress) September 8, 1916; see U.S. Tariff
Commission, op. ctt., p. 42; see Viner, o. cit., p. 240-41.

4 See Kaye, Plaia and Hertzberg: International Trade Practice,
Shepherd's/',AcGraw Hill, 1981, 22-2.

5 U.S. Tariff Commission: op. cit.
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8 Loc. cit.; Section 5 of the Act creating the Federal Trade 
Commission—p—, assed in 1914, declared, in Section 5, ''that unfair methods of 
competition in commerce are hereby declared unlawful." op. cit., p. 42. 

9 For a modern comment, see Kaye, et.al.: op. cit., 22-4. 

10 Viner, op. cit.,  p. 240; Kaye, et.al ., op. cit., 22-2. 

11 Viner, op. cit., p. 239; this issue will be examined below. 

12 0.D. Skelton is another example. 

13 John M. Dobson: Two Centuries of Tariffs/The Background and 
Ernerence of the U.S. International Trade Commission, USITC, 1976, p. 139, for 
bibliographic references to Taussig. 

14 Viner, op. cit.,  p. 23. 

15 Id., p. 121. 

16 A.C. Pigou: Protective and Preferential Import Duties, London, 
1906, quoted in Viner op. cit.,  p. 120. 

17 To be examined below. For current text of the Anti-dumping Code, 
see Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade: Basic 
Instruments and Selected Documents,  Twenty-sixth Supplement (26S BErT) , 
Geneva, March 1980, pp. 171-188, "Agreement on Implementation of ArtiTre-7JI 
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade" (Anti-dumping Code). 

18 We should not overlook the fact that a vestigal remnant of the 
concept of predation in importation remains, in U.S. trade law, in Section 337 of 
the Tariff Act. 

19 Peter D. Ehrenhaft 	"Protection Against International Price 
Discrimination: United States Countervailing and Anti-dumping Duties" 58 
Columbia Law Journal, No. 1, January 1958. 

20 OECD: Competition  and Trade Policies/Their Interaction, Paris, 
1984; Klaus Stegemann: "The Consideration of Consumer Interests in the 
Implementation of Anti-dumping Policy", September 1984, photocopy. 

21 Report to the President  of the Commission on International Trade 
and Investment, Washington, July 1971. 

22 For a short summary of this controversy, see Department of the 
Treasury: "Anti-dumping Duties" in United States International Economic Policy 
in an Interdependent World, (Papers submitted to the William Commission) 
Washington, July 1970 at page 397, and John Jackson: Legal Problems of  
International Economic Relations, West Publishing, 1977, at page 740-753, 
including the important article by Senator Russell Long: "United States Law and 
the International Anti-dumping Code", originally published in 3 International 
Lawyer, 1969. 
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23 American Bar Association: "Report of the Ad Hoc Sub-Committee 
on Anti-trust and Anti-dumping" 43 Antitrust Law Journal, No. 3, 1974. 

24 Harvey M. Applebaum: "The Andi-dumping Law — Impact on the 
Competitive Process'', 43 Antitrust Law Journal,  606. 

25 Stanley Metzger: Lowering Non-tariff Barriers,  Washington, the 
Brookings Institution, 1974. 

26 Stanley Metzger: "The Amended Anti-dumping Code and the Trade 
Agreements Act of 1979" in Quinn ek Slayton (eds): op. ÉL 153-169. 

27 See, for example, Harvey M. Applebaum: "Antitrust Implications of 
Import Relief Proceedings" in Applebaum and Victor (eds.): Basics of Anti-
cl_.àrrnd  Other Import Relief Laws/Multilateral Trade Negotiations Update, 
Practising Law Institute, 1979; Peter D. Ehrenhaft: "What the Anti-dumping and 
Countervailing Duty Provisions of the Trade Agreements Act (can) (will) (should) 
mean for U.S. Trade Policy: 11 Law and  PoIicyJjternationaI  Business,  1979; 
A. Paul Victor: "Anti-dumping and Anti- trust  Can  the Inconsistencies Be 
Resolved?" 15 International Law and Politics,  1983; Donald I. Baker: "The 
Interface Between the United States Anti-trust Laws and the International Trade 
Laws Regulating Import Compilation", paper prepared for World Trade Institute, 
1983, photocopy. 

28 See for example, J.N. Nolan-Haley: "The Trigger Price Mechanism: 
Protecting Competition or Competitors?" 13 New York University Journal  of 
International Law and Politics,  1980; Gary Komarow: "Effective Enforcemenra 
U.S. Anti-dumping Laws: The Development and Legal Implications of Trigger 
Pricing", 10 Law and Policy in International Business,  1978, (see p. 995 for 
discussion of Sherman Act implications of -rpm). 

29 Barbara Epstein: "The Illusory Conflict Between Anti-dumping and 
Anti-trust" 18 Antitrust Bulletin,  1974. 

30 See Chapter I, above. 

31 Peter D. Ehrenhaft: Review article in 16 Law and Policy in 
International Business,  No. 1, 1984. 

32 See, as the most recent example: John H. Jackson et al (eds): 
International Trade Policy: The Lawyer's Perspective,  New York, Flatthew 
Berder, 1985. 

33 Richard Dale: Anti-dumping Law in a Liberal Trade Order, London, 
MacMillan, for The Trade Policy Research Centre, 1980; see Chapter 3, "Price 
Discrimination and the Law, pp. 44-70. 

34 Dale, op. cit.,  p. 61. The quoted phrase is from the judgement of a 
US. court of appeals ju
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 gment: Anhueser Busch v. FTC; see note 8 in Dale, 

op. cit.,  p. 66. 

35 Dale, op. cit.,  p. 61 and note 69 at p. 69; the quotations from Viner 
is from the record of the 1955 Congressional hearings on foreign economic 
policy. 
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36 Stegemann: op. cit., Q. 21, and note 19.

37 Rodney de C. Grey: The Development of the Canadian Anti-
dumping System, Montreal, Private Planning Association, 1973 , p. 2.

38 Rodney de C. Grey: U.S. Trade Policy Legislation, p. 36.

39 Philip Slayton: The Anti-dumping Tribunal/A Study of
Administrative Procedure in the Anti-dumping Tribunal, Ottawa, Law Reform
Commission, 1979, p. 65.

40 Klaus Stegernann: "The Net National Burden of Canadian Anti-
dumping Policy: Turbines and Generators" 15 Cornell International Law journal,
1982, p. 347.

41 More recently, there are anti-dumping cases in which the margins
appear to be so great, and the quantities so large, that it would be inappropriate
to rule out predation; one example is the alleged dumping by Japanese firms of
64K D-RAM C'memory chips"). The U.S. 'firrn concerned has filed an anti-
dumping action and an anti-trust action. See Michael W. Miller: "Precipitous
Decline of Memory Chip Firm Shades U.S. Industry" Wall Street Journal, Jan.
20, 1986; USITC 1735:64K, Dynamic Random Access Memory Components from
Japan (731-TA-270), August 1985.

42 Epstein's view is, in general, supported in an article in the American
Enterprise Institute's symposium on trade policy: - see Jacob S. Dreyer:
"Countervailing Use of Monopoly Power" in Ryan C. Amacher et. al (eds.);
o F cit., at p. 317-347; see also Thomas R. Howell: "Foreign Cartels and

can Competitiveness", Jackson et al (eds): op. cit.

FOOTIVOTES TO CHAPTER III

1 The issue of whether or not Article XIX allows a signatory to restrict
imports on a discriminatory (or '!selective") basis, or whether it is obliged, by the
most-favoured nation obligations of Article I of the GATT, to similarly restrict
imports from all sources, is a matter under discussion between GATT signatories.
It is not an issue which concerns us in this chapter; however, the writer is
convinced that to permit "selectivity" in Artide XIX cases would be a retrograde
step.

2 265 BISO.

3 A detailed study of these GATT provisions is Rodney de C. Grey:
Injury, Damage, Disruption, UNCTAD/MTN/217, UNCTAD, Geneva, October
1981.

4 What can be taken as the standard reference (in English) is John H.
Jackson: Le al Problems of International Economic Relations, (Cases, Materials
and Text), West Publishing Co., St. Paul, 1977 hereafter Jackson: Legal
Prob ems , pp. 617-689.
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5 Patrick F.J. Macrory: A Brief Description of the Escape Clause,
notes prepared for Panel I of the National Institute on Cr:tlcal Issues of
International Trade Law: The Realities of Implementing the Tokyo Round
Results, Washington, April 19&r, at page 9.

6 Cmmd 8247, Department of Trade: Trade Policy, London, H1,iSO,
May 1981.

7 For text of the letter, see Grey: U.S. Trade Policy Legislation, :vote
28, p. 63.

8 Grey: Injury, Damage, Disru tp ion, p. 7.

9 Russel B. Long, "United States Law and the International Anti-
dumping Code, 3 International Lawyer, 1969, cited in Jackson, Legal Problems,
p. 742-743.

10 The writer was one of the negotiators of the Code, and believes that
neither of the two interpretations is accurate; for a more detailed exposition,
see Rodney de C. Grey: The Development of the Canadian Anti-dumping
S stem, Montreal, Private Planning Association, 1973, p. 44-46. The Tariff
Commission report discussed by Senator Long is U.S. Tariff Commission: Report
of the U.S. Tariff Commission to Senate Committee on Finance on S.Con. Res.

, inciuded in International Anti-dumping Code, earing Be fore the Committee
on Finance, 5enate, 90th Congress, June 27, 1968.

il Joseph Cunane and Clive Stanbrook: Dumping and Subsidies/The
Law and Procedures Governing the Imposition of Anti-dumping and
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14 Stanley Metzger: op. cit.

15 For countervail: Article 6, para. 4. For anti-dumping Article 3,
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Stanley Metzger: "Import Restricting Measures Taken by the United
States/Causation of Injury in Anti-dumping Proceedings" in Paul Demaret, (ed.),
Aides et Mesures de Sauvegarde en Droit Internationale Économique: University
of iege, October IPTand Stanley Metzger: Compliance wtt international

-Obligations: U.S. and Canada Injury Determinations Under the Anti-dumning
Code 1971-75, Occasional Paper 31, Ottawa, Carleton University, 1976.

16 Rivers and Greenwald: op. cit., p. 1483-1485. The negotiators had
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lead. to perverse results, and why the Canadian Government had decided to use
the Article VI approach, rather than the Code language in the reform of
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22 "The Escape Clause, Market Disruption and Voluntary Restraints" - 
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26 For a useful discussion: Josiah Hatch III: "The Harley-Davidson 
Case: Escaping the Escape Clause" 16 Law and Policy in International Business, 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IV 
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2 For a discussion of price discrimination issue under the Combines Act 
in Canada, see Bruce Dunlop: "Price Discrimination, Predatory Pricing, and 
Systematic Delivered Prices" in J. Robert, S. Pritchard et. al. (eds.) Canadian 
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4 Neal Report: p. 13, 901, cited Dale, on. cit., p. 47, footnote 12, at 
p. 66. 
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5 The so-called Areeda-Turner doctrine. 

6 0.1 1985, C17815. 

7 European Court of Justice Case No. 229R and 228/82R. 

8 European Report, 17 Dec. 85. 

9 Times (London), Dec. 17, 1979. 

10 Business Brief, Dec. 21, 1986, No. 1186. 

11 Dale, op. cit.,  pp. 48-51, and see also H.W. de Jong: "Unfair and 
Discriminatory Pricing under Article 86 of the EEC Treaty", European 
Competition Law Review, 1980, 296, and NJ. Forward, "Recent Developments in 
Relation to Pricing in EEC Competition Law". (Paper prepared for London 
Conference on Competition Law.) 

12 UK Monopolies and Mergers Commission: Discounts to Retailers, 
London, HMSO, May 1981, HC 311. 

13 Section 37, La loi d'orientation du commerce et de l'artisanat, Dec. 
17, 1973 (le "loi Royer") as amplified in le Circulaire Scrivener, 1978; for a 
discussion of proposed revisions, see "Un nouveau projet de loi sur la 
concurrence", Le Monde,  9 May, 1985. For Sacilor/usinor case, see Le Monde, 5 
Sept., 1985. 

14 Kintner, op. cit., chapter 5. 

15 Kintner, op. cit.,  pp. 121-123; note his comment at 122 on Samuel 
H. Moss. 

16 Article 3 of the Anti-dumping Code, Article 6 of the 
Subsiclies/Countervail Code, 26 BISP. 

17 Cited Kintner, op. cit.,  p. 121; Kintner here discusses the various 
relevant cases in some detail. 

18 The reference here is to the regulations under the 1968 Anti-
dumping  Act  Memorandum D41-1, June 30, 1972, p. 3. 

19 Zaid, op. cit., p. 196. 

20 Cunane and Stanbrook: op. cit., p. 41. 

21 19 U.S. CFR,  Part 153, p. 14. 

22 Kintner; OP. cit., p. 191. 

23 26S B1SD,  p. 172. 

24 These extracts are from Kiyoshi Kawahito: "Steel and the U.S. 
Anti-dumping Statutes", 16 Journal of World Trade Law, March-April 1982, pp. 
152-164. 
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25 Without citing all the extensive literature on this issue, we note the
well known article by Phillip Areeda and Donald R. Turner: "Predatory Pricing
and Related Practices Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act", 88 Harvard Law
Review .1975 (the Areeda-Turner doctrine that only sales below short run
marginal costs should be considered predatory) and the discussion of the various
theories of cost in Richard A. Posner: Antitrust Law/An Economic Perspective,
University of Chicago Press, 1976, 184-196: Posner's definition of predatory
pricing is "pricing at a level calculated to exclude from the market an equally or
more efficient competitor".

26 Combines Investigation Act, 34 (1) (c).

27 Zaid, op. cit., 196, and 109 DLR (3d) 5-59, and 119 DLR (3d) 279285.

28 Consumer and Corporate Affairs: Proposals for a New Com et'stion
Policy for Canada, Second Stage, March 1977, pp. 5-59, 6 7-67.

29 Special Import Measures Act, Section 19.

30 Anti-dumping Code, Article 4, para. 1.

31 Rodney de C. Grey: The Development of the Canadian Anti-dumping
System, pp. 46-47.

32 In this context, regional market cases are not a major issue; for a
discussion of the relevant GATT provisions, see Grey, op. cit., pp. 48-49, and
Grey: U.S. Trade Policy Legislation, pp. 47-51.

33 There are of course, penalties for fraud in connection with anti-
dumping proceedings, such as false invoicing, but this is not at issue in this
context.

34 "Undertakings" are provided for in the Tokyo round
Subsidies/Countervail Code in Article 4, paras. 5 to 8; in the Anti-dumping Code
in Article 7; these are heavily negotiated provisions. In the Canadian legislation
(SIMA) in Section 49 to 54; in the U.S. legislation in Section 734 of the Tariff
Act, as enacted in Section 101 of the Trade Agreements Act of 1979.

35 Gary N. Horiidc "American Trade Law and the Steel Pact Between
Brussels and Washington", 6 The World Economy, September 1983, p. 361.

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER V

1 For an explanation of the marginal differences between the Havana
Charter provisions and GATT Article XIX, see GATT: Analytical Index, Third
Revision 1970, p. 106.

2 Hawkins, op. cit., p. 106.
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3 UNCTAD/Trade and Development Board, 28th Session, [984, 
TD/11/978: Protectionism and Structural Adjustment. An Improved and \tore 
Efficient Safeguard System (A note by the Secretariat), p. 20. 

4 It should be recalled that that Act empowered the President to agree 
to tariff-free entry for a wide range of goods under the so-called "dominant 
supplier" provision; this was intended to provide a wide range of "free trade" if 
the U.K. entered the Common Market and to provide an incentive for the U.K. 
and the Six to agree; when the U.K. candicacy was vetoed by France, this 
provision in the TEA was rendered virtually null and void, and the scope for 
tariff reductions thereby much reduced. But at the drafting stage, the Kennedy 
Round Trade Bill was very ambitious, and therefore powerful domestic interests 
likely to be opposed had to be placated. 

5 See Clubb, op. cit. 

6 Prior to the accession by Japan to the GATT, a number of countries 
negotiated bilateral understandings, which turned on Japan's m.f.n. tariff rights 
and obligations, and on the right to take restrictive action against imports of 
particular products. For Canada, as an example, there was an exchange of notes 
covering such matters; under that arrangement, Canada had taken action against 
one category of imports from Japan — knitted gloves. The restriction, a 
minimum value-for-duty — was applied on a formally non-discriminatory basis, 
although only imports from apan were affected. 

7 "The question of safeguards" with regard to imports from Japan is 
referred to in paragraph 9 of the report of the GATT Working Party which 
examined the issue of Japanese participation in the work of the signatories to 
the GATT. See 25 BISD, January, 1954, p. 115. The issue of countries invoicing 
Article XXXV in order to retain the right to discriminate against Japan — that is 
to not give Japan full Article XIX rights, is dealt with in the report of the 
Working Party which, in 1961, examined the operation of the GATT with regard 
to Japan: See LOS BISD, at p. 69. This examination paralled the development of 
the agreed "arrangements" to restrict imports of cotton textiles. See 10S BISD, 
p. 18, for "Cotton Textiles: Arrangement Regarding International Trade/drawn 
up on 21 July 1961". 

8 For perhaps the most important and most carefully negotiated 
agreement between Japan and a European country, of the kind noted above, see 
the U.K.-Japan Agreement of 1962: HMSO, Japan No. 2 (1962) Treaty of  
Commerce,  etc., Cmd. 1874, 1962, and HMSO, Board of Trade, Government 
Statements  on the Anglo-Japanese Commercial Treaty, Cmd. 1875, 1962; see 
especially First Protocol of the Treaty for agreement regarding action to be 
taken in regard to disruptive imports, and paragraph 14 of Statement for 
reference to U.K. disinvoking Article XXXV, and mutual waiver of Gel' rights 
regarding non-discrimination. For a discussion of this issue, see Rodney de C. 
Grey: "Some Aspects of Japan's Impact on Trade and Trade Relation?, a paper 
prepared for the Nissan Institute of Japanese Studies, St. Anthonys College, 
Oxford, 1982; to be published in a revised version. 

9 We are not aware of any detailed study of this issue, but it appears 
that the Canadians had recourse to negotiating with Japan for export restraints 
on non-textile items for some products for whic.h the . U.S. had in place a more 
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restrictive import regime on an m.f.n. basis; for example, for stainless steel
cutlery, a product that the Japanese "restrained" at the request of Canada. the
U.S. had a tariff quota system, imposed consequent to an "escape clause" action
in 1958, that was sufficiently restrictive as to make a special restraint by 7apan
on exports to the U.S. unnecessary. See USITC 1229: The Effectiveness of
Escape Clause Relief in Promoting Adjustment to Import Competaion, Inv. 332-
115 March 1982, Chapter Seven.

10 The procedures developed by the C.P.'s were referred to as the
"hard-core" waiver procedure: referring, that is, to the "hard-core" restrictions;
see 35 B1SD, p. 38. "Decision of 5 March 1955. Problems Raised for Contractin g
Parties in liminating Import Restrictions Maintain ed During a Period of Balance
of Payments Difficulties.

11 GATT, 75 BISD, Declaration of 22 November 1958, Provisional
Accession of Switzerland, paragraph 1(b).

12 GATT, 3S BISD, p. 32. Decision of 5 March 1955, Waiver Granted to
the United States, etc.

13 For example, Canada has invoked Article XIX in regard to imports
of a number of horticultural and agricultural problems. These almost always
involved imports from the U.S., and frequently gave rise to prolonged
negotiations about compensation, and, in one case, to retaliatory import
restrictions by the U.S. For a detailed discussion of that case, the so-called
"cattle war" of 1973, see Robert E. Hudec: "Retaliation Against 'Unreasonable'
Foreign Trade Practices: The New Section 301 and GATT Nullification and
Impairment" 59 Minnesota Law Review 1975, 461-539, especially p. 535-539: "A
Preview of Section 301: The Cattle War".

14 See footnote 6, above.

15 GATT: 11S BISD, p. 26, paragraph 1.

16 Agreement with Japan of May 16, 1956. (See reference below to
Consumers Union vs Kissinger.)

17 A phrase frequently used by Jan Tumlir; emphasis added.

18 The most useful decision to consult is United States Court of
A eals for the District of Columbia Circuit, Consumers Union vs Kissinger,
decided October 11, 1974. e especia y the Appendix, at page 28 for a history
of restraints on exports to the U.S. -

19 Trade Act of 1974, Public Law 93-610, 93rd Congress, H.R. 10710,
January 3, 197 5, section 607, at page 96.

20 Footnote 35 to Chapter VI; the text of letter by the U.S. Attorney
General is attached as an Annex to this chapter.

21 See Art Pine: "U.S. Shoe Makers Bid For Import Curbs Presents
Reagan With Dangerous Choices", Wall Street Journal, August 21, 1985.
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22 U.S. Trade Act, 1974, Section 202, (c) (4), at page 38. 

23 For a discussion of the role of the U.S. Justice Department Anti-
Trust Division is intervention in U.S. "escape clause" hearings before the ITC, 
and its role in the inter-agency formulation of advice to the President with 
regard to IT "escape clause" recommendations, see Joel Daviclow. "U.S. 
Competition Laws and Non-Tariff Barriers" in Commission Droit et Vie des 
Affaires, Université de Liège: Aides et Mesures de Sauvegard en Droit 
International Économique, 1979, at p. 224-225. 

24 Canada, Special Import Measures Act (SIMA) Section 45(1). 

23 Canada, SIMA, Sections 103 and 104. 

26 Department of Trade, Trade Policy, 1981; cited footnote 6, Chapter 

27 (EEC) No. 3528/82 of 23 December 1982. 

28 House of Lords Select Committee on the European Communities, 
27th Report, 83-84: The Distribution. Servicin: and Pricin: of Motor Vehicles, 
HMSO, 1984; see footnote 6 to Chapter IV. 

29 See the discussion in Chapter IV regarding the role of "parallel" 
iports within the EEC. 

30 3.0. No. C111/13, 21 Oct. 1972. 

31 3.0. No. L343/I9, 21 Dec. 1974, 3.0. No. L 29/26, 3 Feb. 1975. 

32 To examine the various proposals for "crisis cartels" in the EEC, and 
the scope for such cartels under the Treaty of Rome (and under the Treaty of 
Paris establishing the ECSC) is too detailed an issue to be discussed here. See 
generally Commission Droit et Vie des Affaires de l'Université de Liège: Aides 
et Mesures de  Sauvegarde en Droit International Économi ue, Liège, 1979, 
especially  René  Joliet: "Car- 4Diriffisr-ne et Crise  dans la Communauté 
Européenne" which examines in some detail the development of the jurisprudence 
of "crisis cartels" in German law, in the EEC Treaty, and in the treaty 
establishing the ECSC. See also "Kind Hearts and Cartels" The Economist, Nov. 
13, 1982, for discussion of the proposed cartels for synthetic fibres and 
petrochemicals. 

33 Joliet, op. cit..,  p. 32. 

34 For a comprehensive discussion of U.S. and EEC steel trade policies, 
see: Kent Jones: Impasse, and Crisis in Steel Trade Policy, London, T.P.R.C., 
1983. 

35 Tumlir: "The New Protectionism. ..", see footnote 24, Chapter  I. 

36 One may hope that the Leutwiler report, which comes down clearly 
in favour of maintaining the existing rule of non-discrimination in the application 
of Article XIX measures, will be the last word in the long and damaging debate 
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on this issue. See GATT: Trade Policies For a Better Future, Geneva. 'viarch
1985, p. 43. See also the supplementary paper 6y Dr. T.G. ate , a member of the
group chaired by Dr. Leutwiler, on "The Adjustment Problem".
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1 J.A. Young. Canadian Commercial Policy, Ottawa, Royal
Commission on Canada's .conomic Prospects, (The Gordon Commission),
November 1957.

2 Young. Op. cit., p. 73.

3 Young. Op. cit., p. 72.

4 Harry G. Johnson. "The Costs of Protection and Self-Sufficiency" in
Aspects of the Theory of Tariffs, London, Allen and Unwin, 1971, p. 236.

5 William R. Cline, et.al. Trade Negotiations in the Tokyo Round: A
Quantitative Assessment, Washington: The Broo ings Institution.

6 Cline et.al., op. cit., pp. 232-33.

7 William R. Cline in William R. Cline, ed. Trade Policy in the 1980s,
Washington, Institute for International Economics, 1983, p. 10.

8 The same reasoning applies to a preferential system involving
preferential tariff quotas under which the right to import at the preferential
rate is assigned to importers; thus under certain tariff preference schemes for
developing countries the profit or rent of the preference is appropriated by
importers in industrialized countries rather than by developing countries; such
results are not accidental.

9 Martin Wolf. "Managed Trade in Practice: Implications of the
Textile Arrangements", in Cline (ed.), op. cit.

10 Graham Glenday, Glenn P. Jenkins and John C. Evans. Worker
Adjustment to Liberal Trade: Costs and Assistance Policies, World Bank Staff
Working Paper, No. 926 , as ngton, World , 1980 . ee also the later paper
by the same authors: Worker Adjustment Policies/An Alternative to
Protectionism, Ottawa, The-North-South Institute, 1982.

11 Glenday, Jenkins and Evans. Worker Adjustment Policies, p. 6.

12 David G. Tarr and Morris E. Morkre. Aggregate Costs to the United
States of Tariffs and Quotas on Imports, Bureau of Economics Staff Report to
the Federal Trade Commission, Washington, December 1984, p. 122. This study
contains a careful bibliography, organized by chapters. See also the earlier study
by the same authors: Effects of Restrictions on United States Imports: Five
Case Studies and Theory, June 198 0 .
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13 Glen P. Jenkins. Costs and Consequences of the New
Protectionism: The Case of Canada's Clothing Sector, Ottawa. North-South
Institute, 1980.

14 Published as "Voluntary Export Restraints and the GATTs Main
Escape Clause", 3 The World Economy, No. 3, November 1980.

15 Tarr and Morkre. Op. cit., p. 103 -- et. seq.

16 This issue is discussed by Wolf, op. cit.. p. 471 who rejects the
argument stated here but notes that "If future access to quota rights depends on
current use, however, the above argument holds over the long term. It is then
possible for a profit-maximizing firm to hold on to quota rights even though in
the short term more money can be made by selling them and reducing exports.
In this area quota premiums show the long-run rather than the short-run effect
on prices." It is the case that in Hong Kong exporters have been required to use
their quotas in order to have future quota rights; however. all decisions about
quotas - whether to use or sell - are shifting short-run decisions, and it is
therefore not clear that quota transfer prices indicate even long-run costs.

17 Apparel prices, that is, prices for mass-distribution items such as
jeans or cotton shirts, have usually been higher in Western Europe than in North
America, and consumption per head significantly lower. Thus in 1979-81, Hong
Kong jeans were typically sold at retail in Canada for C$17.-S20.00; in the U.K.
they were typically sold at L17-625, a substantially higher price. Account should
also be taken of the widespread availability of products at substantial discounts
or sale prices, as high as 30% or 50% off marked prices; in the U.K. sale
discounts average about 10% off marked price. These figures are taken from
random observation; clearly it would be useful to have the results of a
systematic comparative survey of import prices.

1982.
18 USITC. Economic Effects of Export Restraints, USITC 1256, .1une

19 USITC. O. cit., Appendix A, pp. 28-40; see also the paper by C.
Fred Bergsen, "On the Non-Equivalence of Import Quotas and 'Voluntary' Expcrt
Restraints", in Toward a New International Economic Order: Selected Papers of
C. Fred Bergsten, 1972-74, Lexington, Massachusetts, 1975. The extensive
references in Bergsten's paper provide a bibliography of earlier material on
VER's and quota systems. Bergsten suggests that the appropriation of the rent of
restraint by exporters could be regarded as "compensation" for "volunteering" to
restraint exports - that is, as compensation in the sense of Article XIX. This
was the approach followed by Canada in the 1960s.

20 USITC, op. cit.. p. 25.

21 A.R. Moroz et at. A Quantitative Assessment of the Costs and
Benefits of the Footwear Import Quota, Ottawa. Institute for Research on Public
PôIicy, photocopy: P. 78•

22 A.R. Moroz, et al. O. cit., p. 80.
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23 The "cost of dislocation" of workers is examined in more detail in 
the associated study by J. Alan. Cost of Dislocation: An Investigation to the 
Nature and Magnitude of Labour Adjustment Problems in the Canadian Footwear  

Industry. Appendix B to that study indicates how the "monetary value of leisure 

time" is included in the calculation of worker income after lay-off. This does 

not appear to take into account the proposition that the marginal utility of 
leisure, when there is an over-supply of leisure, i.e. unemployment, is negative. 

24 USITC, op. cit.  

25 USITC 1553,  July 24, 1984 and Memorandum of the President to the 
United States Trade Representative, September 24, 1984, 49 Federal Register, 
No. 184, September 20, 1984. 

26 USITC. Economic Effects of Export Restraints (cited footnote 18), 
p. 11. 

27 USITC. Op. cit., p. viii. 

28 See Noel Hemmendinger: "Shifting Sands: An Examination of the 
Philosophical Basis of U.S. Trade Laws" in Jackson et.al . (eds.) International 
Trade Policy/The Lawyer's Perspective, Matthew Bender, 1985, at 2.02. 

29 Morkre and Tarr. 1980, p. 196. 

30 A recent and substantial example of such an  ETC  brief is Non-
rubber Footwear, Investigation No. TA-201-55 1  Prehearing Brief by the Federal 
Trade Commission, April 1985, before the US1TC. 

31 Statement of the United States Department of Justice, 
Investigation 731-TA-38 Preliminary, before the USITC, March 9, 1981. 

32 Department of Justice, op_z_çi, p. 3. 

33 J.F. Bellis  tas  noted one EEC anti-dumping case in which the 
community authorities did not levy a 'duty because of the anti-competitive 
practices of the EEC industry. IF. Bellis, "La Règlementation Anti-dumping de 
la Communauté Économique Européenne", 15 Cahiers de Droit Européen, 1979, 
Nos. 5-6, Note 66 at p. 516. 

34 Tumlir. "The New Protectionism, Cartels and International Trade", 
photocopy, p. 3. 

35 See the letter of the U.S. Attorney General of 18 February 1981 to 
USTR: reproduced as an Annex to Chapter VI. 

36 Canada, Special Import Measures Act;  1984, Section 2, Sections 
49-54. 

37 Such considerations may have been involved in the decision by the 
Canadian authorities, in drafting the Anti-dumping Act of 1968, to not provide 
for "undertakings". 
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38 Two recent studies which look at the effect of VER's (but not other 
aspects of contingent protection) on a single econorny are Vincent Cable and 
Martin Weale: "Economic Costs of Sectoral Protection in Britain" 6 The World 
Economy, No. 4, Dec. 1983, 421-438; David Greenaway and Irian Hindley: What 
Britain Pays for Voluntary Export Restraints, London, Trade Policy Rese-aTUR 
Centre, 1985. 

FOOTNOTF-S TO CHAPTER V11 

1 For current comment on discussion in the U.S. on anti-trust, see Ann 
Reilly: "Reagan Turns a Cold Eye on Antitrust", Fortune, October 14, 1985; A. 
Pasztor "U.S. Seeking to Alter Laws on Antitrust", Wall Street Journal 
(Europe), September 30, 1985. 

2 Robert H. Bork. The Antitrust Paradox/A Policy at War with 
Basic Books, New York. 1978. pp. 398-3 . 

3 Subrnission of the Director of Investi-ation and Research, Combines 
Investigation Act, n the Matter o Inouiry un•er Section 16....  Refined Sug_r 
frorn the U.S.A., (Inquiry No. ADT-8-84). 

4 Anti-dumping Tribunal, ADT-3-84, Statement of Reasons, July 23, 
1984. 

5 U.S. Trade Agreement Act of 1979, Section 101/Section  7711, (7)(A). 
For a more detailed discussion see R. de C. Grey, U.S. Trade Policy Legislation, 
pp. 43-46, and Chapter III, supra. 

6 Noel Hemmendenger, in "Shifting Sands: An Examination of the 
Philosopilical Basis for U.S. Trade Laws" in Jackson et.al  (eds.): International 
Trade Policy, takes that textiles, steel and automobiles could have dealt with 
under the "escape clause". 

7 It is from this perspective that this writer has consistently argued 
that the next multilateral trade negotiation, if it is to be directed at 
liberalization, must be preceded by the building of a consensus for liberalization 
at the national level, requiring the deployment of such methods of consensus 
building as the Williams Commission in the U.S. (as for the Tokyo Round) and, at 
the international level, devices such as the Rey Committee of the OECD which 
preceded the Tokyo Round. It also involves an effort by the academic 
community concerned with trade policy to look critically that is, empirically at 
the contingency system, and to refuse to merely re-iterate the official rhetoric 
of "liberalization". 

8 Article 3, para b. 

9 Article 3, footnote 2 to paragraph 3, 265 BISD, p. 174. 

10 Regulation 459/68, 5 April 1968, Article 4. paragraphs 2 and 3. 

Itself, 
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11 Guide to the European Communities' Anti-dumping and
Countervailing Legislation, G1, Brussels, September 1 9 80, paragraph 12 at page
5.

12 J.H.V. Bourgeois, in "EC Anti-dumping Enforcement - Selected
Second-Generation Issues", in a paper to be published in the 1985 Annual
Proceedings of the Fordham Corporate Law Institute, cites Certain sodium
carbonate, O.J. 1980 L48/1.

13 USITC. Compendium of Section 337 Decisions, at 104-1-12.

14 USITC. Op. cit., 104-1-5.

15 Michael Hertzderg. "The Economics of a Patent Based 337 Case",
ITC Patent Practice, (ed. W. Herrington, 1979) at F-31, cited USITC, op. cit.,
103-2-1.

16 USITC. Op. cit., 105-2.

17 Welded Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes, USITC Publication 863,
1978, summarization Kaye, Plaia, Hertzberg: International Trade Policy, 5-29.

18 Phillip Areeda and Donald R. Turner. Op. cit.

19 Barbara Epstein. Op. cit.

20 Canada. Anti-dumping Act, (2) 1. (m).

21 Department of National Revenue, Memorandum D41-1, June 30,
1972, I IA and 19A.

22 For Turbines Case, ADT-4-76 (July 27, 1976)
For Generators Case, ADT-11-79 (Feb. 29, 1980)
For Ansaldo Case, ADT-8-83 (July 14, 1983)

23 Klaus Stegemann. "The Net National Burden of Canadian Anti-
dumping Policy: Turbines and Generators", 15 Cornell International Law Journal.

24 This issue is touched or in the report edited by Prof. Klaus
Stegemann: Report of the Policy Forum on Special Im rt Measures Legislation,
John Deutsch Institute for the Study of Economic Policy, Queen's University,
Kingston n.d., especially in the paper by Robert Martin: "The Capital Goods
Sector Bias of the Special Import Measures Act". At p. 34 it is stated that the
main reason for excluding the sectors of energy, transportation, and
telecommunications from the Code is that "...the Code is pitched at the first
level of obiigated...'shall' obligations, which means that only those entities which
are susceptible to direct central government control have been included". In this
writer's view, this is not an accurate resumé of the evolution of the Procurement
Code, in that a number of negotiating governments were prepared to consider
how agencies not under central government control could nonetheless be
governed by first order obligations; the real issue was that a number of
governments did not wish to expose their producers to international competition.
The subsequent discussion between the U.S. and Japan about the communications
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sector in Japan is evidence of the determination of governments to maintain 
domestic product preferences, over and above the tariff, in this area. Mr. 
Martin is correct, however, in noting that dumping might continue even if the 
procurement market was liberalized, but it might be less extensive. 

25 By an "exchange link" mechanism we mean provisions in an 
exchange control system that allow an exporter to import a quantity of goods in 
proportion to the foreign exchange he has earned. If the goods to  be  imported 
are, say, luxury products under strict import limitation, prices in the domestic 
market may be much higher than world prices. Thus the exporter makes his 
profit in the related import transaction, not on the export sale; he has a motive 
for exporting at any price which will move the goods. Detailed examination of 
foreign exchange control administration may be required to reveal the existence 
of such practices. 

26 Special Import Measures Act, Section 45(1). 

27 Hugh Corbet. Public Scrutiny of Protections: Trade  Policy  and the 
Investigative Branch of Government,  aris, 0 CD, 1984. 

28 Rodney de C. Grey. U.S. Trade Policy Legislation,  p. 24, for a 
discussion of this feature of the "escape clause". 

29 Monopolies and Mergers Commission. 	Discounts to Retailers, 
London, HMSO, 1981, HC 311, at page 89, and see detailed reference to Loi 
Royer. 

30 Corbet. Op. cit. 

31 In this approach we follow the late Jan Tumlir, director of research 
for the GATT; see his publications cited in Chapter 1, and in the Selected 
Bibliography. 

32 This is difficult to document, but it is a logical inference from such 
papers as the UNCTAD Secretariat Study TD/B/978: An Improved and More 
Efficient Safeguard Systeni,  January, 1984. 

33 The enthusiasts for "fair labour standards" would also want the 
Board to inquire into labour conditions in the country concerned. Does it apply 
the various ILO conventions, for example. There is a growing literature on this 
issue, which we have not cited because it falls outside our terms of reference. 

34 This is the so-called "Hatters' Fur" precedent. 

FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX 

1 Over the period, say, since the end of World War II the Canadian 
competition authorities have made a number of recommendations that particular 
tariff rates be reduced, because of the absence of sufficient domestic 
competition. While the authorities have not used the delegated power to reduce 
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tariffs for such purposes, the proposals of the competition policy authorities
have, apparently, been implemented under cover of the various rounds of
multilateral tariff negotiations; almost invariably the reductions proposed have
taken place as part of wider tariff-reducing exercises. Further, during the
period of voluntary wage and price restraint, the Prices and Incomes Commission
chaired by Dr. J.H. Young had occasion to threaten to reduce tariffs in order to
bring about a roll-back in price increases not justified by cost increases.

2 To illustrate the more conventional, more doctrinaire view, the
following appears in a standard U.S. text on industrial concentration: "For the
competitive approach to have any real chance of success the government must
cease or alter those of its activities that lead to greater concentration and the
suppression of competition. It need only stop doing some of the things it is now
doing and do others in a different manner. First, the government should cease
trying to protect American industries from foreign competition, particularly
those that have long outlined their infant industry status". Such a formulation,
which fails to take into account the fact that in a democratic society the public
demands efficiency and therefore competition, but also protection, serves to
obscure the current issue of whether the contingency system is particularly anti-
competitive in operation. See John M. Blair: Economic Concentration/
Structure, Behaviour and Public Policy, New York Harcourt Brace, 1972, p. 609.

55.
3 GATT, 26S BISD, "Agreement on Governrnent-Procurement", p. 33-

4 For federal states there may be preferences at the state or
provincial level for state or provincial producers; such preferences may be
implemented as a matter of administrative policy or they may be set out in
public regulations governing the purchasing entities. For a review of provincial
government purchasing practices in Canada, see Alan Wm. Wolff and W. Clark
:1rlcFadden II, Discri'mination Against Foreign Suppliers in Canadian Government
Procurement , A Paoer Prepared for the American Iron and Steel Institute,
privately printed, Washington 1980, p. 30-41. For a short description of the
practice in the German Lander, see Report to the Congress by the Comptroller
General of the United States: Governmental Buy-National Practices of the
United States and Other Countries -- An Assessment, Washington, 1976, p. 46-
49. In the United States, some state legislation which imposes "Buy-A:nerican"
policies may go beyond the procurement exception to GATT Article III (which
states that "national treatment" may be accorded to goods which governments
purchase for their own use). one such state enactment was struck down by the
courts on the basis that it conflicted with the GATT provision. See Baldwin-
Lima-Hamilton Corp. case in Jackson Legal Materials, p. 612, Bethlehem Steel
Corp case, loc. cit., 174, and K.S.B. Technical Sales Corp. v. North Jersey
District Water Supp y Com. etc. 72 American Journal of International Law, 1978,
415.

5 This issue was examined iri OECD, Report of the Committee of
Experts on Restrictive Business Practices: Collusive Tendering, Paris, 1976.

6 The various U.K. electricity distribution boards, and the U.K. post
office telephone authorities (before privatization of British Telecom) have, on
occasion, threatened to open bidding to foreign suppliers if U.K. firms continued
to submit bids which the authorities considered unreasonably high. More
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recently, the U.K. government agency regulating telecommunications has 
attempted to impose "voluntary" domestic purchasing quotas on British Telecom. 
now privatized. It is reported that BT has refused to accept this direction. See 
The Econornist,  July 27, 1985, p. 61. 

7 For a discussion of defense procurement from a competition policy 
point of view, see Blair: op. cit.. 609-610. 

8 GATT, 26S BISD, 8-32. 

9 See the useful article by Professor D. Cohen of the Faculty of Law of 
the University of British Columbia: "The Intersection of Consumer Protective 
Law and International Trade: Implications for Canadian Regulators", May L 983 
(photocopy). The footnote references in Cohen's paper provide an extensive 
bibliography to the economic and legal literature on the "standards" issue in 
trade policy. For Cohen's comments on the "export" of U.S. standards, see page 
24. 

10 See, for example, H.C. Eastman and S. Stykoet: The Tariff and  
Competition in Canada,  Macmillan of Canada, Toronto, 1964. 

11 Gary Clyde Hufbauer and Joanna Shelton Erb: 	Subsidies in 
International Trade ,  Washington. Institute for International Economics, 1984, at 
p. 5. referring to a 1983 paper by Avinan Dixit. 

12 Patent Act, Section 67. 

13 For Alcon, see A.D. Neale and D.C. Goyder: The Antitrust  Laws of 
the USA,  Cambridge V.P., third edition. p. 105 and following; for Dupont ICI, see 
United States vs ICI, ibid., p. 364 and following. 

14 The writer shares this view. 

15 This was the "Fulton-Rogers" understanding. 	This was later 
supplanted by the "Basford-Mitchell" understanding. 

16 This brief resumé is based on this writer's involvement; he was one 
of the two note takers at the meeting referred to of the Joint Cabinet 
Committee. 

17 The most important of the enquiries was that conducted by a House 
of Commons Committee; there were also numerous inquiries by officials. 

18 Report not yet available. 

19 "Canada Says Drug Firms Transferred Profits Abroad", Wall Street 
Journal,  June 28, 1985. 

20 The U.S. legislation on Domestic International Sales Corporations. 
(DISC) and subsequently on Foreign International Sales Corporations, allowing 
U.S. companies to take profits abroad rather in the United States, for export 
activities, is a different, but related issue. 
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21 "Mexico to Change Drug Law to Spur U.S. Trade Pact", Wall Street
Journal, April 4, 1985. "EEC allows patent drug import ban" Times LTonddn)
Dec. 19, 1985.

22 These issues are explored in Blair, o. cit. at page 611; he notes the
recommendations of the Patent Congress of 1873, in favour of compulsory
licensing, and quotes Fritz Machlup's testimony to the U.S. Senate Committee on
the Judiciary in 1962, which was considering legislation to amend the anti-trust
laws with respect to drugs.

23 "Dupont Loses Round to Akzo in Patent Battle", Wall Street
Journal, Jan. 2, 1986; Laura Ran: "Netherlands dispute with U.S. looms over
fibre trade" Financial Times (London). Jan. 10, 1986.

24 A subordinate issue, or an issue of a different kind, is raised by the
practice of the United States in handling private complaints of patent
infringement (and trademark infringement) by importation by a procedure
different from the disposition of such issues in domestic commerce. The
domestic courts (District Courts) handle cases of patent infringement in
domestic commerce; however, complaints in regard to imports are handled by
the International Trade Commission, where hearings are held by administrative
law judges, under Section 337 and 337a of the Tariff Act. While the ITC applies
the same tests as would a domestic court in regard to determining the validity of
a U.S. patent, the framework of law regarding infringement, and the procedures,
is more favourable to the plaintiff under the ITC. The question of whether it is
appropriate, given the "national treatment" obligations of Article III of the
GATT, to maintain such different rules and procedures, was the subject of a
Canadian complaint under the GATT conciliation procedures ( Article XXIID: the
Wallbank case. The panel report, which rejected the Canadian complaint, is
GATT L/5333 of June 11, 1982; the Canadian statement setting out the
disagreement with this report is C/W 1396. 14 Oct. 1982; the U.S. reply is
C/W/400 2 Nov. 1982. We shall, in the final chapter, note that Section 337 uses
some language, which, if given its full connotation. would make import
competition policy considerations, in some measure, into trade policy. For
Section 337 cases (which are largely alleged patent infringements) see USITC,
Office of the Administrative Law Judges: Comoendium of Section 337 Decisions
and the extensive discussion in Kaye, Plaia an d ertz erg, op . cit., Part it.

25 See Financial Times (London), FT Commercial Law Reports. July 3,
1984 British Leyland vs Armstrong, Court of Appeal.

26 U.K., Office of Fair Trading, Report by the Director General, 21
March 1984.

27 U.K. Monopolies and Mergers Commission: Ford Motor Company
Limited Cmnd. 9437, February 1985.

28 Kenneth Gooding: "EEC may compel Ford to grant body panel
licenses" Financial Times (London), Nov. 21, 1985; John Griffiths: "Brussels halt
action as Ford agrees to body panel licenses", Financial Times, Dec. 18, 1985.

29 See tain C. Saillie- "Design Copyright in the U.K."; Les Nouvelles,
March 1982, for a general discussion of these U.K. provisions.
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30 Reform of the Law Relating to Copyright.  Cmnd 8302, July 198i. 
"Copyright/Very Green Paper" The Economist,  July 18, 1981. 
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